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ABSTRACT
Impact phenomena shaped our solar system. From the accretion of the planetesimals
4.6 billion years ago to the comparatively recent spallations of meteorites from their parent
bodies, which take them to Earth, this ceaseless process has left no bit of solid matter
untouched. As usual for most solar system processes, the scales are far different than we
can address directly in the laboratory. Impact velocities are often much higher than we can
achieve, sizes are often vastly larger, and most impacts take place in an environment
where the only gravitational force is self-gravity. Laboratory studies, by contrast, are
limited to disruptive impacts with typical velocities -3 km/s, involving targets smaller than
a kilogram in an imposed terrestrial gravitational environment. We must extrapolate from
these data by twenty orders of magnitude before we reach the mass range of asteroids,
comets and planetesimals.
The complexity of fragmentation phenomena, and the role both strength and gravity
play in most interesting catastrophic impacts, make numerical models of catastrophic
disruption the most viable research tools. But numerical models must be subject to careful
scrutiny regarding numerical accuracy and the proper representation of physics. For this
reason two very different code models of fragmentation and catastrophic disruption are
presented here. They not only are both good predictors of laboratory outcomes, but they
also largely agree about predictions involving large-scale extrapolation. A simple
analytical model for fragment size distributions in the strength regime is also presented.
Each of these models is suited to a particular class of problem, depending on the
complexity and the sophistication required. It is hoped that the ideas and models
developed in these pages will contribute to a better understanding of fracture and
fragmentation events with regard to the evolution of solar systems and planets.
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PROLOGUE: THE RIFLE AND THE TELESCOPE

Over the last several decades a great interest in dynamical impact studies has awakened.
This is largely due to a heightened appreciation of the violent forces which have been at
work (and which are still at work) in planetary systems, and to an advancement, for better
or worse, of technologies capable of reproducing these levels of energy and intensity by
means of nuclear explosion and hypervelocity acceleration.
This parallel development of planetary astronomy and military science is not without
precedent. The invention of the cannon led, however indirectly, to the discovery of the
laws which govern planetary motion, simply because we had to be able to predict where a
cannon shot would land. Conversely, the invention of the telescope was at first coveted
far more for its use in sea battles than for its use in mapping stars and observing the
moon. Radio astronomy flomished after the second World War, and adaptive optics is
now a success thanks largely to research geared at identifying and targeting enemy
satellites from earth. Monitoring tank and missile movements from space is not
fundamentally different from imaging the stability of dune fields on Mars.
But of all the planetary sciences, the study of impacts is the most inextricably linked to
defense technology, since energetic projectiles and explosions remain the most effective
means of neutralizing targets. This has made for a rather odd alliance. The phenomena of
jetting and spallation - centrally important to the ejection of material from the surfaces of
planets - were first looked at by weapons and armament designers. Similarly, much of
what we now know about cratering physics, particularly in the gravity regime, is based
upon the carefully-monitored formation of large craters by a known yield in free-surface
nuclear events. Without such data, our knowledge of cratering processes on planetary
surfaces would be, to say the least, incomplete. Equations of state, constitutive models
and scaling data are commonly skimmed by planetologists from unclassified or
declassified reports, such as the Plowshares and Peaceful Applications programs relating
to the study of intense chemical and nuclear explosions. And in the age of modern
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computing, hydrocodes used to study planetary impact phenomena have been largely
based on numerical methods developed for defense and energy research.
The effect of hypervelocity impact in Earth orbit by our own debris - small pieces of
hardware, a Gemini astronaut's spare glove, small chips of paint and strips of wire - is of
course another basis for parallel research since these jetsam are circling the earth faster
than any rifle could project them. While most of the larger objects (

~

5 cm) are in

monitored orbits, it is sobering to consider that a 1 cm steel hexnut traveling at 10 km/s
can readily penetrate a 6 cm aluminum spacecraft hull, and a chip of paint can kill an
astronaut on a space walk. Armament and spacecraft designers rely on one another's
knowledge to develop structures which are impervious to these kinds of impacts; so far no
design has proven adequate.
Planetology and defense technology are now at their most important juncture.
Astronomers are discovering that the population of "space hazards" - that is, earthcrossing asteroids and comets large enough to cause widespread damage - is much more
dense than was previously supposed. Although the numbers are debatable, by some
estimates (Chyba et al. 1993) the earth is struck by a piece of hypervelocity rock or ice
with the equivalent energy of an Hiroshima bomb every one or two decades. If this is the
case, they have gone mostly undetected, bursting above the ocean or in empty continental
expanses.

The Tunguska cometary airburst over northern Siberia, in 1918, was

presumably -20 MT or more, equivalent in yield to some of the largest thermonuclear
devices ever exploded. Astronomers and military experts now meet to discuss these
hazards, and to discuss what means are appropriate for deflecting or destroying potential
impactors. The methods so far suggested include thermonuclear explosions, high-energy
laser cannon, parabolic solar reflectors and solar sails. Many fear from this tum of events
a renaissance, as it were, of military breakthroughs.

The necessity for gigaton

explosions, or gigawatt laser cannons, or aluminized mylar reflectors 10 km in diameter is
not reassuring to those of us who have great confidence in man's ability to shoot himself
in the face.
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In a very real sense, our exploration and understanding of the solar system is furthering
the development of military breakthroughs more than any political, economic or social
factor. Yet hopefully the larger breakthrough will be our recognition of ourselves as a
fragile species in a sometimes violent solar system. In this recognition of fragility may lie
our salvation: our hubris subdued by nature, we might learn, soon enough, to decouple
technological advancement from our own violent tendencies. To do this we must be
careful at all turns to distinguish science (the understanding of nature) from technology
(the mastery over nature). Unless we understand before we recklessly create, we are
doomed to be dragged by our own inventions again and again to the brink of crisis.
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1. AN OVERVIEW OF IMPACTS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
This dissertation concerns disruptive impacts into finite targets for which material
strength and self-gravity are both important. While particular emphasis is placed on
understanding catastrophic collisions in the past and present solar system, cratering events
are not excluded. Indeed, the transition from cratering to catastrophic behavior is central
to this investigation. But my main focus shall be on the small bodies in the solar systemplanetesimals, asteroids, comets and moons - which remain so poorly understood.
As a motivation for this study, I will first outline some representative problems of
planetary evolution which can be better understood with refined impact models. This is
intended to be a survey, not an inclusive sampling. Following the overview, Sec.2
provides a broad introduction to the science of impact disruption: its paradigms and
assumptions, experimental methods and data, and some commentary on the scaling laws.
Sec.3 is dedicated to the physics of dynamic fracture, beginning with a fundamental
review of elastic, plastic and shock waves in solids. It contains most of the mathematics
which are the basis for the subsequent models. SecA presents an analytical model for
fragment size distributions which is surprisingly accurate considering its simple
assumptions. Sec.5 describes a two-dimensional hydrocode model which includes
material strength, fracture and fragment size statistics.

Sec.6 outlines the three-

dimensional Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) numerical system, and presents a
method for modeling explicit flaws in a resolution-independent, hydrodynamically
consistent manner. Three numerical impact calculations are presented in Sec.7, based on
the hydrocode models of the previous two sections: the Stickney impact of Phobos, the
ejection of Eucrites from Vesta, and an oblique impact in 3D between asteroids of
comparable size. The first two calculations include gravity. Following the concluding
remarks of Sec.8, Appendix I presents an analysis of the scaling of crater ejecta, applied
to the production of regolith on asteroids, while Appendix II discusses the importance of
gravity-regime scaling on crater statistics.
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1.1. PLANETESIMAL ACCRETION
Subsequent to the initial condensation of the protosolar nebula, dust particles
presumably settled to the central plane where gravitational instabilities and possible
interaction with the sun'ounding gas led to the rapid (-10 3 yr) formation of solid bodies
-10 km in diameter (Safronov 1969; Goldreich and Ward 1973). This scenario requires
low turbulence in the dust layer, such that random velocities are less than -0.1 mls
(Wetherill 1980); Weidenschilling (1988) points out the probable need for nongravitational sticking forces to achieve the coagulation of the precursors to the
planetesimals.

Over the course of the next -104 yr (Greenberg et ai. 1978),

approximately 1000 bodies larger than 100 km might have formed by low-velocity accretion, the remaining mass being bound up into smaller bodies, uncoagulated dust, and gas.
The physical and chemical state and the size distribution of these initial bodies is the
subject of heated and important debate beyond the scope of this discussion.
The quiescence of early accretion was, over a few x 107 years, replaced by a violent
period in which these bodies impacted at increasingly high velocity as their eccentricities
and inclinations were boosted by mutual gravitational interactions. Hartmann and Davis
(1975), for instance, assume for the purpose of their model that impact velocities
increased linearly with time during accretion. There is no reason to believe these objects
had any great strength; they were probably weak aggregates akin to the most primitive
chondrites. Therefore, at some mean (thermal) velocity among the objects, disruptive
impacts would become more common than accretionary impacts, except for those bodies
which had already grown large enough for gravity to dominate. Large planetary embryos
might have exerted considerable tidal stresses on small bodies passing within the Roche
limit, increasing their chances for disruption. This stage may therefore have involved the
runaway growth of several large bodies which swept up smaller remnants and further
perturbed the orbits of those that remained. The end result would be a dramatic change in
the planetesimal size distribution as large ones grew larger and the smaller ones were
disrupted into even smaller fragments or accreted onto the large ones. Such a process,
with its sensitivity to initial conditions, points towards a narrow threshold size (given the
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overall dynamics and the initial population of the system) which is very dependent on how
a body with strength behaves during an energetic impact
While the conditions of planetary accretion are speculative (to say the least), it is likely
that the final stages of the formation of the planets involved impacts of devastating
magnitude (Cameron and Ward 1976, Hartmann et al. 1986, Kipp and Melosh 1986,
Melosh and Sonnett 1986), a scenario which has been evoked to account for the
abnormally high density of Mercury, the oligin of Earth's moon, the tilt of Uranus and the
bifurcation of the Pluto-Charon system.

Though rumours of the death of

uniformitalianism are greatly exaggerated, catastrophism is now widely regarded as the
exception which proves the rule. It has revolutionized the way in which we look at the
origin of planets and the evolution of planetary systems in general.
Accretion - that is, mutual capture - is made possible by a conversion, directly through
impact or indirectly through tidal dissipation, of orbital kinetic energy into deformational
or thermal energy. Consider, for the sake of argument, a population of small bodies
-lkm in diameter moving relative to one another with random velocities. What processes
would take place among these objects to favor this conversion of energy? Plastic failure is
one candidate. It allows two lumps of soft clay, for instance, to stick which would
otherwise rebound elastically. In free space, sizable bodies colliding inelastically might
suffer sufficient damping of their motion that their modest gravity (vesc"" 1 mls for lkm
bodies) would enable accretion. Internal friction is another candidate; two bodies of
incohesive rubble dissipate impact energy as their constituent blocks grind against one
another. But assume that the planetesimals were brittle, elastic solids, similar in
constitution to the chondritic meteorites. At low velocities (in the absence of sticking
forces which may have continued to playa role), btittle solids rebound elastically and do
not accrete. At high velocities, on the other hand, they fracture. If the initial state of the
solar system was a collection of brittle elastic bodies, then we must learn to view
fragmentation as a mechanism which canfacilitate accretion.
Fracture is the result of work done on a solid, such that kinetic energy is invariably
lost. As a loss mechanism then, non-catastrophic fragmentation certainly contributes to
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accretion by depositing energy (in this case, the relative motion of the orbiting
planetesimals) into the breaking of the target while not disrupting it. Furthermore, the
broken target is no longer elastic: subsequent impactors have a greater chance of accreting
since it will behave more like the aforementioned clay than like a brittle solid. And even if
an impact catastrophically destroys the target, the summed mass of target and impactor is
now at a state of lower relative energy, and seen collectively, brought closer to a state of
mutual accretion. The statistics of such events implies that fragmentation, like any loss
mechanism, serves over time to damp the relative velocities of the system, facilitating the
fonnation of larger bodies.
There is a logical catch to this, however: assuming that the system is closed, might
fragmentation together with its collisional damping lead to the original scenario, namely, a
very gentle, damped system of finely comminuted fragments which now must coagulate
once more?

Certainly from the local perspective this is the case; catastrophic

fragmentation undoes what accretion has accomplished. A planetesimal or planetary
embryo which has taken millions of years to accrete can be disrupted and dispersed in the
course of minutes, undoing patient aeons of assembly. Indeed, accretion apparently lost
out over disruption at size scales ~ 500 km within the asteroid belt. The fact that accretion
prevailed elsewhere tells us that this process is sensitive to initial conditions and to the
existence of outside perturbing forces.
The fonnation of the planets cannot, in the end, be looked at as a simple, monotonic
process by which material is incrementally added to an ever larger planetesimal; instead,
we must view it as a long chain of stochastic events in which nondisruptive infall exceeds,
over time, these periodic dispersals. The accretion equation, in turn, hinges upon an
understanding of the threshold of disruption at all size scales. For the purpose of
estimating the outcomes of planetesimal encounters, Safronov (1969) reasoned that
accretion is most likely when the impact energy is small compared to the gravitational
binding energy. He defined the parameter (now called the Safronov number)
(1)
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as a measure of the ratio of gravitational binding energy to impact energy; ve =
,,2G(mt+m2)/(q+r2) is the gravitational escape velocity between the two (spherical)
bodies and v is their relative velocity prior to close encounter. G is the gravitational
constant, mt and m2 are the planetesimal masses, and 1'1 and 1'2 are their radii. His and
numerous subsequent studies of accretion (e.g. Wetherill 1990) use 8 as a governing
parameter for which small values (8 :5 0.2) result in fragmentation without cohesion
whereas large values (82: 1) result in accretion. This simplification does not allow for
marginal situations in which two bodies accrete to form a combined mass larger than either
of them, and send large numbers of fragments along escaping trajectories, although a
number of recent approaches (e.g. Wetherill and Stewart 1989) have taken this into
account by imposing normalized fragment size distdbutions on the outcomes.
The Safronov number is a governing parameter in the gravity regime: once a planet
becomes large, high impact energies are required for its disruption. But notice the absence
of material strength in its definition. Without a consideration for strength, this parameter
applies strictly to impacts dominated by gravity. For this reason Wetherill (1990) begins
his simulations of planetary accretion with precursors -103 km in diameter. Some bulk
strength effects may be contained in the clitical value which 8 must be less than in order to
result in disruption (as opposed to accretion), but this number is generally taken to be
constant regardless of material constitution and target size. Furthermore, as pointed out
above, material constitution is likely to change as a body suffers non-disruptive impacts
which fragment it and make it less elastic. Wethelill (1980) comments on the problematic
uncertainties of target strength with the example of an impacting rifle bullet. A bullet
simply thrown at a solid target bounces off, whereas a bullet fired from a gun becomes
embedded, accreting to the target. More pertinent to planetary accretion, consider two
marginally-consolidated 100 m diameter planetesimals impacting at their mutual escape
velocity (8=0.5). These are presumably solids with little strength. The impact velocity is
on the order of 10 cm/s, perhaps not enough to cause the bodies to behave inelastically.

In this case they rebound into different orbits of equal total energy, unchanged and
unaccreted. At high velocities (8«1), on the other hand, irreversible deformation
(crushing) expends energy as PdV work, making accretion far more likely. These
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outcomes, dependent on material strength effects, are opposite what predictions based on
the Safronov number 9 tell us.
In short, while those who have solved the valious forms of the coagulation equation

(c.f. Dohnanyi 1969) provide us with important insights into the possible paths of
accretion, a more detailed understanding of collisional outcomes is required before we
should place great faith in the explicit predictions of their models.

1.2. ASTEROID FAMILIES
In 1918 Hirayam!l discovered that when the osculating elements of known asteroids
are converted to proper (unperturbed) elements in phase space and plotted on graphs of
proper eccentricity or inclination (e or sini) versus semimajor axis (a) from the Sun,
nonstochastic clustering occurs in regions now called the Hirayama families: Eos, Koronis
and Themis. More recent analyses based on extensive observational surveys have
revealed numerous other asteroid families: Flora, Malia, Nysa, etc. (Chapman et al.
1989). Hirayama recognized that objects which fonned by collisional disruption are likely
to occupy similar locations in orbital phase space, and postulated this as a likely origin.
On the basis of orbital elements and taxonomic similarities it is now widely believed
(Farinella et al. 1982, Davis et al. 1985, Fujiwara 1982) that most (if not all) of these
dynamical families are the outcomes of catastrophic collisions between larger parent
bodies. As such, these asteroid families represent material which accreted from the
planetesimals into large parent bodies, and have now in a sense reverted to their earlier,
unaccreted state.
The sizes of the parent bodies for the largest families is of order -200 km, assuming
most of the original mass is observed (Farinella et al. 1982). The collisions may have
involved a single large parent disrupted by a small interloper - the most common
assumption, due to the high relative likelihood of such an event - or two parents of
comparable size, and possibly quite distinct composition. The size distribution of objects
in the asteroid belt is quite steep (and was probably quite steep ancestrally), such that
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disruption by a small impactor is more likely, assuming of course that this small impactor
has sufficient energy to cause both fragmentation and disassembly against self-gravity.
But as we shall see, it is much more difficult to disrupt targets in the 200 km size range
than was previously thought. Large impactors appear to be required. Spectral data for
most asteroid families do not accord well with their genesis from a single parent
(Chapman et al. 1989); much of this paradoxical data can be reconciled if the impact
involved two dissimilar parents rather than a single parent and a negligible impactor.
Explicit computer models of these kinds of mutual events are one subject of Sec.7.
The asteroid families represent the bulk of our data regarding catastrophic impacts in
which gravity is important. Assuming the collisional hypothesis for their origin is correct,
data from asteroid families include gravitationally-evolved fragment size distributions,
velocity distributions (inferred from the cun·ent orbital elements), and some information
(derived from spectra) regarding the fragment compositions. As such, all predictive
planetary fragmentation models strive to reproduce the asteroid families. Of particular
interest is the newly-discovered Vesta "clan", a class of small asteroids almost certainly
ejected from the surface of the asteroid 4 Vesta (Binzel and Xu 1993). This kind of hard
data - fragment size and velocity information on a scale of lO's to 100's of km - is what
we require in order to extend our models beyond the laboratory.

1.3. SATELLITES AND RINGS
A ring plane as densely populated as Saturn's rings (particularly the thick outer Bring,
with an average optical depth

't

= 2) suffers innumerable collisions, both those between

ring particles - likely to be quite gentle - and by hypervelocity interplanetary material.
The mean frequency of mutual collisions between ring particles is

roc

't

=-Q
1t

(2)

where Q=~ GM/r3 is the orbital frequency a distance r from a central planetary mass M
(Stewart et at. 1984). In the outer B ring then, interparticle collisions occur roughly four
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times per orbit for each pmticle, or once every three hours. Collisional velocities are mere
millimeters per second for most interparticle impacts, such that collisional accretion
(facilitated, in all likelihood, by a sticking mechanism such as micromelting and
recrystallization) may balance disruption by impact and tides over the history of such
events (Greenberg et al. 1977, Weidenschilling et ai. 1984). These impacts are of
particular importance because they might mimic the conditions of the earliest stages of
planetesimal accretion, when bodies were of very low strength and smaIl size, and impact
velocities were relatively gentle.
Meteorites strike Saturn's ring plane with far more energy than these mutual events.
Morfill et al. (1983) predict a fourfold enhancement of the meteoritic flux near Saturn
because of gravitational focusing; they predict a mass flux of meteorites through the ring
plane of -4xlO- l5 g cm-2 sol, or over 1 kglm 2 per million years, with velocities ranging
from 10 to 50 kmls and sizes from -10 J..lm to -1 cm. These energetic events are easier to
study in the laboratory than gentle interparticle collisions because the energies of
disruption far exceed the imposed effects of Emth's gravity.
Cuzzi et al. (1984) and Durisen et al. (1989) model several features of Saturn's rings,
including the ramping of optical depths towards ring edges, by a transport system in
which meteorites fragment ring particles and send their ejecta into closed Keplerian orbits
which are later re-accreted by the rings. The likelihood of reaccretion in their model is
proportional to the integrated optical depth over the path of the fragment, such that a
region of greater optical depth has a larger capture cross-section. Their model also
explains the optical properties of the rings (particularly their color) in terms of captured
material from the impactor stream.
Dividing the meteorite mass flux by the surface density typical of the denser rings of
Saturn (-100 g cm- 2) yields a timescale 't :::: 0.8 Ga, wh~ch is a crude estimate of the time
required for this meteorite flux to erode away the rings. Durisen et ai. (1989) apply the
fact that a-3D km/s impactor ejects far more than its own mass from a small ring particle
to arrive at a gross erosion timescale -10 3 to 105 times shorter than the age of the solar
system. Smith et al. (1982) extrapolated the impact record on Iapetus and showed that the
flux of impactors has been great enough to catastrophically disrupt any solid body in the
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vicinity of the rings several times over. One question immediately arises: how can the
rings survive? If they cannot, then the existence of rings around all giant planets forces us
to consider their ongoing genesis.
Because the ring plane is such a violent place, collisional processes may be the ring
system's origin as well as its demise. An impact between two small moons (such as the
ringmoons observed around the giant planets, only a few km in diameter) or between a
single moon and a minor asteroid or comet, suffices to break apart these colliding bodies
into a wide distribution of smaller pieces.

Further disassembly is enhanced and

reaccretion is made difficult if disruption occurs within the Roche limit. Many of the icy
satellites around the giant planets bear the scars of near-catastrophic disruption, and it is
not difficult to suppose that more violent, fully catastrophic collisions might also occur.
The composition of ring particles is thought to be mostly water ice; nevertheless, the
particular constitution of this material is uncertain. Perhaps the most accurate description
is cold, dirty snow; this material has been tested by Lange and Ahrens (1983) for
properties including dynamic strength; these properties are however sensitively dependent
on the temperature and silicate content of the ice. And as most of us have at one time
learned, the mechanical properties of a well-packed snowball are quite different from those
of a fluffy, unconsolidated assemblage. As for the icy satellites, we can probably be more
certain as to their constitutive properties. The ice presumably exists as a mantle separate
from a silicate core in a packed, solid state. Separate materials are far simpler to model
than a mixture. These questions of constitutive property are essential to any quantitative
understanding of impact disruption.

1.4. SPALLATION AND METEORITE DELIVERY
It is now widely believed that the eight SNC mete0l1tes (4 Shergottites, 3 Nakhlites and
1 Chassignites) came from Mars (Bogard and Johnson 1983, McSween 1984, Hunten et

ai. 1988, Vickery and Melosh 1987). The Shergottites are basalts (lavas); the rest are
either olivine or pyroxene cumulates. The SNCs equilibrated -4.51 Oa before the present
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CU-Pb and Rb-Sr dates). The whole rock Sm-Nd isotopic system was thereafter reset at

-1.3 Ga - uniquely recent among the meteorites. Individual mineral chronology shows an
event -180 Ma before present in the U-Pb, Rb-Sr and Ar-Ar isotopic systems, but no
record of this event in the Sm-Nd system (which is more difficult to disturb). The
standard interpretation of this sequence of events is core formation at the time of late
accretion, the fonnation of the lavas, and the ejection of these basalts from the surface by
impact.

Cosmic ray exposure ages range from 106 to 107 years; since cosmic rays

penetrate only -1 m into rock, the SNC's journeyed to Earth as spall fragments of roughly
this size. A significant Eu anomaly indicates that garnet might have been present in the
source region of the lavas; this high-pressure phase would tell us that the parent planet
was larger than the moon. Oxygen isotopes are the same for all 8 SNC's, and are
different from Earth and Moon abundances; this tells us that the SNCs must have
originated elsewhere. The remaining candidates are Mars, Venus and Mercury; the
dynamics of delivering these bodies from the inner terrestrial planets is difficult to
maintain. (Mercury is deep inside the Sun's potential; Venus has large gravity and a thick
atmosphere.) Furthennore, the existence of hydrated phases in the rocks implies the
existence of significant water in the source magma; this is far more likely to be the case on
Mars than on the inner planets. Gases trapped in one of the SNCs turns out to match,
with great precision, the noble gas measurements taken by the Viking landers (Becker and
Pepin 1983); this was probably the deciding piece of evidence that they came from Mars.
These meteorites, as well as another class of meteorites which have proved to be of
lunar origin, experienced relatively low shock pressures, considering the magnitUde of
their acceleration from the lunar and Martian surfaces (to::: 2.5 km/s and

~

5 km/s,

respectiely). How can we eject surface material to such great velocity without shocking it
extensively? Volcanism may be ruled out: the velocities are far lower than what is
requi~ed.

The only planetary process which can account for these speeds is hypervelocity

impact, a process which at first seems incompatible with low-shock ejection.
The answer lies in the phenomenon of spallation, which has been studied extensively
since the first World War, when annament engineers discovered that a very fast projectile
Ca bazooka shot) need not penetrate a metal plate to cause extensive damage: it can cause
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material to detach from the far surface and eject those pieces at a velocity greater then the
velocity of the impactor. The phenomenon is rather simple, and relies on the boundary
condition of a free surface: The projectile launches a shock wave and accelerates surface
material to great velocity when it encounters its tensile reflected image at a free surface.
Wave interference causes the pressure gradient to double, and since acceleration is
proportional to this gradient, particle velocities can double near the free surface relative to
those in the original shock wave.
It is furthermore evident that some of the highest velocity ejecta suffers low pressure
due to wave interference (Melosh 1984, 1987), whereby the doubled pressure gradient is
maintained while the pressures themselves cancel. The size and velocity of spallation
fragments is sensitive to the impactor velocity and to the constitutive properties - including
dynamic tensile strength - of the target. Melosh (1987) developed a ID model of
spallation in cratering events based on an equivalent depth-of-burial of the projectile
beneath the surface. His model incorporates rate-dependent dynamic fracture and is the
basis for the 2D numerical approach described in Sec.5. The effect of surface layers
(regolith overlying ClUst, for example, or lithosphere overlying a ductile mantle) has not
yet been extensively explored, although it is clear that the existence of strong reflective
boundaries at shallow depth (such as fracture surfaces from previous impact events) will
tend to enhance spallation energy. The stripping away of the local atmosphere by the
incoming bolide (Vickery and Melosh 1988) and hydrodynamic entrainment of ejecta in
the plume of jetted vapor might also assist the ejection of spalled material from planets.
If the SNC meteorites came to Earth from Mars, the reverse might also be true. It has

been speculated that primitive life forms (spores, for instance, or dormant viruses) might
survive moderate shock as well as millions of years in space if trapped deep within an
ejected fragment (Melosh 1988), and that if we ever observe evidence for life on Mars, we
can't guarantee that it originated there. It is similarly possible that life in the solar sytem
may have originated on Mars and been transported by impact spallation to the shores of
Earth.
Spallation is not only important on the surfaces of terrestrial planets. Asteroid
collisions create shock stresses, and because these bodies are finite (i.e., the impact
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geometry cannot be represented as a half space), spallation is not localized to the impact
zone and plays an important role antipodal to the impact as well. The delivery of
meteorites from the asteroid belt to the ealth involves high ejection velocities which might
be achieved by velocity doubling. Furthermore, because the phenomenon of spallation
can yield high ejection velocity without correspondingly high shock stresses, fragment
sizes are likely to be larger. This is an important consideration for the fonnation of
asteroid families, and (as shall be studied in Sec.7) in delivering the Eucrites from Vesta
(Drake 1979, Greenberg and Nolan 1989, Binzel and Xu 1993). Ejection velocities
approaching 1 km/s are required by even the most economical route: from Vesta's orbit at
2.2 AU to the 3: 1 resonance with Jupiter at 2.5 AU (the Kirkwood gap), whereupon
eccentricities increase sufficiently to lead to Earth-crossing orbits over several million
years. A predictive forward model of impact fragmentation and material ejection might
serve to set the framework for the answers to these and other puzzles.
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2. THE SCIENCE OF IMPACT DISRUPTION

2.1. THE PARADIGM: TWO REGIMES OF IMPACT
Solar-system collisions involve impactors ranging in size from dust grains to planets;
let us therefore begin by considering the two end-members of impact size scales. Small
targets not affected by their own gravity are said to be in the strength regime because their
disruption can be understood chiefly in telms of the constitutive propelties of rock; gravity
plays a negligible role. The strength regime probably extends to target diameters no larger
than a few kilometers (depending on impact energy), and indeed vanishes for targets of
very low strength. All finite-body disruption experiments are confined to the strength
regime, however, such that any successful impact model must be rooted here.
Very large targets such as planets are in the gravity regime because gravitational
stresses greatly exceed material strength throughout most of their volume. The gravity
regime is simpler to understand and to model than the strength regime, since gravity is
such a well-understood and well-behaved force. This is fortunate, because gravity-regime
data are altogether lacking for disruption events: the scales involved are too vast for any
laboratory study, and the terrestrial gravitational field dominates any outcome. We may
infer some knowledge about the role of gravity in catastrophic disruptions from the
hypothesis that several of the dynamical asteroid families represent fragments from a
disruptive collision (Farinella et ai. 1982), although most asteroidal encounters are
probably not pure gravity events.
Cratering, on the other hand, has been the subject of extensive experimental research in
the gravity regime - pdmadly at g=9.8 m/s2, of course, but also in centdfuge chambers
up to 500 g (Schmidt and Housen 1987), and (indirectly) by studying crater morphologies
on other planets and satellites (Chapman and McKinnon 1986) with diverse surface
gravities. Understanding cratering in the gravity regime is a fundamental step towards
understanding disruption; in pdnciple the only differenc~ between cratedng and disruption
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is the size of the target relative to the magnitude of the velocities in the material flow field
established by the impact.
Large-scale numerical models of disruptive impacts in the gravity regime, such as those
evaluating the giant impact hypothesis for the formation of the moon (Benz et al. 1989,
Melosh and Kipp 1989), are based on hydrocodes which model the impactors and targets
as gravitationally-bound fluids. Typically these models do not invoke internal friction or
physical viscosity, although sophisticated equations of state are used to account for the
often complex phase transfOlmations. While the coupling of the impactor to the target (the
deposition of energy and momentum which lead to excavation and disruption) can be
difficult to predict, the material flow subsequent to this coupling, and hence the final fate
of the target and projectile, relies principally on the accurate integration of well-established
physics: the Navier-Stokes equation with gravity computed as an external force vector.
This is a substantial task in itself, however: the fact that various numerical and
analytical models of giant impact phenomena have not yet converged upon a unique
solution demonstrates that the integrations remain, to some degree, dependent upon the
computational method, or upon the simplifying assumptions that are required in order to
get a given method to work. But the advent of extremely powerful, massively parallel,
relatively affordable computers eliminates the need for most simplifying assumptions,
such as a centroidal gravity field, or a coarse numerical grid, or 2D symmetry. Indeed,
3D calculations are about as expensive as 2D calculations of equivalent resolution were
less than a decade ago.

2.2. BETWEEN THE GRAVITY AND STRENGTH REGIMES
Even the largest solid targets are dominated by strength effects in the disruption of their
outer layers; it is difticult to demark a fixed boundary for the gravity regime when
fundamental surface processes such as spallation are purely strength effects. Perhaps it is
best to start in the middle and look at the extent of the intermediate range of target sizes
which fall into neither regime. An unfragmented basalt target 100 km in radius has a
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central pressure equal to its static tensile strength; during an impact it is held together
equally by both forces. (For ice targets this middle size is also about 100 km because
strength and density are both lower.) Farinella et al. (1982) reached a similar conclusion
by setting typical fragment ejection velocities (scaled from expelimental data) equal to the
target escape velocity; from this they also estimated a transition between strengthdominated and gravity-dominated asteroids at R",,100km. This result is frequently
oversimplified to mean that targets smaller than R can be modeled without much concern
for gravity, and that targets larger than R are not significantly affected by strength. There
is no reason to expect the transition to be so sudden.
On the contrary, because effective material strength increases with gravitational
overburden, strength effects may remain impOltant for all target sizes. And conversely,
gravity is the major binding force for even the smallest targets that have suffered very
disruptive collisional histories. It is furthermore erroneous to consider that all impacts
into a given target will fall into one regime or the other. Generally speaking (and as will
be discussed in Sec.7.1) a target asteroid or planet might act in the gravity regime for
some impacts and in the strength regime for others. Even if we make the doubtful claims
that targets up to 10 km are always dominated by strength, and that targets down to 1000

km are always dominated by gravity, the middle ground still covers most known asteroids
and satellites in our current solar system, as well as the original planetesimals. The existence of this vast middle ground has been largely ignored in the study of hypervelocity
impact, primarily because analytical models such as the scaling laws become untenable.
What has been done so far is to compute an answer for the strength regime, and an answer
for the gravity regime, and to draw a curve between them. This is inadequate considering
the importance of disruption in this intermediate size regime (which contains the
planetesimals and asteroids); we must therefore deal with both forces explicitly.
A better way of understanding disruptive impacts, particularly those for which strength
and gravity are both important, is to look more carefully at the processes involved, and
then to model these processes explicitly and see what the outcomes tell us.
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2.3. THE TIMES CALES OF DISRUPTIVE IMPACTS
Impact cratering ends where target disruption begins. At high levels of disruption the
assumptions central to much of cratering theory are no longer acceptable. Debris thrown
from a crater bowl in a half-space, for instance, fall in a uniform, vertical gravity field.
An asteroid fragmenting, on the other hand, might perform a complex gravitational ballet

for hours, years or centUlies as the pieces disperse, reaccumulate, become satellites of one
another, or interact tidally to become contact binaries such as 1989PB (Ostro et al. 1990).
Another difference involves the stress pulse governing each type of event. In cratering,
the shock expands in a half-space hemispherically from the impact point, decaying with
distance and interfering with the free surface only in the uppennost spallation zone. Most
of the impact energy is radiated away seismically and does not contribute to the fonnation
of the crater. No seismic energy leaves a finite target, however, until it has been
converted to thermal modes through mechanisms of internal friction such as fracture
damage. Reflected and trapped seismic energy is far more important in a finite target than
in a half space.
But cratering and disruption have more similarities than differences. Much of the
physics is the same, and we can facilitate our understanding of the complex processes
involved by patteming the young science of finite-body disruption on the already wellestablished science of cratering. To this end we can divide disruption into three stages shock, mechanical failure, and self-gravity - analogous to the stages of impact cratering
established by Melosh (1989). As with the stages of impact cratering there is considerable
overlap, and the relative importance of each phase varies distinctly with target size. Small
granules impacted at supersonic velocities fail primarily by shock melting and
vaporization; brittle fracture plays a minor role and gravitation can be ignored. Gravity
dominates the fate of colliding planets, on the other hand. Asteroids, falling between
these extremes, are sensitive to all three stages of disruption, which are outlined here. A
more thorough treatment of the physics is reserved for Sec.3.
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2.3.1. Shock
Intense shocks are generated at the contact boundary of hypervelocity impactors
(O'Keefe and Ahrens 1975). Shocked plasma jets out from the collapsing interface at
extremely high speed and temperature (Walsh et al. 1953, Kieffer 1975, Vickery 1989),
and intense disruptive waves radiate from the impact point into both bodies. The energy
imparted by the passing shock leads to important material modification (Zel'dovich and
Raizer 1967, Melosh 1989) including transformation to high-pressure and release phases
(melting and vaporization), the collapse of interstitial vacancies, and dramatic reductions in
strength. Due to in'eversible transfOlmations, shock waves deposit residual momentum in
the material they traverse; this momentum establishes a flow field which leads to the
excavation of debris from a crater bowl or the dispersal of fragments in a disrupted target.
At shock energies a number of important simplifying approximations are valid. Because
material strength is greatly reduced, shocked solids can often be treated as high-energy
fluids.

2.3.2. Mechanical Failure
The disruption of very small targets (interplanetary dust grains, for instance) is
governed almost exclusively by shock metamorphism and acceleration. In more sizable
targets the shock wave dissipates as it expands from the locus of the impact; it is
transformed into a stress wave which is often powelful enough to disrupt the remainder of
the target, yet not so powerful as to induce melting, or to allow us to ignore material
strength. Rodionov et al. (1972) showed that in the detonation of powerful chemical
explosives underground, the true shock wave is limited to one or two charge-diameters
from the explosion. Shock is more extensive in hypervelocity impacts, which carry a far
greater energy density than most chemical explosives, but even laboratory targets -5 cm in
diameter fail primarily by brittle fracture rather than by shock transformation when
impacted at hypervelocity. It is important to recognize that most material failure caused by
impacts between large bodies is fracture damage due to powerful elastic or plastic stress
waves.
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Mechanical failure at macroscopic size scales is the result of crack propagation and
linkage. The timescale of this process is of order Dlcg, where D is the target size and Cg is
the crack propagation velocity, usually about half the sound speed (Lawn and Wilshaw
1975). For laboratory targets this phase is finished in within 50 J.1s; for a large asteroid it
can take tens of minutes. The vast difference in timescales is, as one might expect,
accompanied by a corresponding difference in fracture behavior.

2.3.3. Self-Gravity
Prior to impact, gravity establishes a pre-stressed compressive state (the overburden) in
large bodies which must be unloaded by impact stresses in order for fracture and
fragmentation to begin. After the impact, gravity governs the trajectOlies of fragments and
determines whether they escape or reaccrete. The equations of gravity are simple, but the
dispersal of fragments is an N-body problem where N can be quite large. The simplest
approximation is to compare fragment velocities with local escape velocity to see if the
fragments permanently leave the target. This assumes, implicitly, that the fragments are
dispersing in a spherically symmetric shell.
Impacts between bodies of comparable size involve non-Keplerian gravity fields for
which such a simple prescription is not entirely satisfactory; nevertheless, comparing
ejection energy with the gravitational potential relative to both bodies should yield an
adequate estimation of the mass fraction escaping. An explicit computation of gravity is
probably necessary in order to fully understand the fOlmation of asteroid families, satellite
pairs and contact binaries, however. These computations are facilitated by the advent of
more powerful computers and sophisticated data suuctures.
The duration of this final phase of impact disruption depends on the target size and the
ejection velocity of the fragments. If all the fragments exceed escape velocity (vesC>, this
phase does not occur. If the mean fragment ejection velocity is Vej<vesc and the target's
surface gravity is g, then a rough estimate of the timescale is tgrav = vejlg. For ejection
speeds close to escape velocity, the duration might be hours or even centuries. Tidal
forces and resonance perturbations lead to a still more complicated picture.
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2.4. COLLISIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND OUTCOMES

2.4.1. Fragmentation Experiments
The most important experimental apparatus for studying hypervelocity impact is,
naturally enough, a fast and powerful gun. Important insights into impact fragmentation
have been gained through the use of commercial carbine rifles. The velocities achieved by
these single-stage powder guns is limited by the local sound speed of the driving gas,

-2.8 kmls (Fechtig et al. 1978). This peak velocity decreases with projectile mass, and
therefore limits the single-stage gun's use in studying impact events at solar-system
encounter velocities, which are usually much faster, particularly in the outer solar system
and at the surfaces of large planets.
This limiting velocity is increased by using a lighter gas, for which the sound speed
(3)

is greater (k =Boltzmann constant, T

=temperature, y = ratio of specific heats, and m =

molecular mass). A two-stage light-gas gun accelerates a projectile by detonating
gunpowder in a primary chamber, launching a piston into a secondary chamber of
hydrogen or helium (the pump tube). The compression of the light gas causes a diaphram
to burst behind the projectile at a very high pressure and temperature, accelerating the
projectile to hypervelocity along the launch tube (Fig. 1). Two-stage light-gas guns are
commonly used for hypervelocity impact research; their peak velocity is in practice limited
by their operating temperature and pressure. The maximum observed velocity limit for
launching small projectiles under realistic operating conditions (T<5000K) is -11 km/s.
Cerroni (1986) reports the acceleration of projectiles up to 2.5 g, to speeds of 4.7 krnIs.
Impact velocities typical of encounters in the main asteroid belt (-5 km/s) are therefore
routinely achievable, although even the largest guns are limited to the study of disruption
events millions of times smaller than a typical planetesimal or asteroid collision. Impact
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Figure 1. A schematic of the two-stage light-gas gun (adapted from Cerroni 1986).
The explosion occurs in the chamber on the left. When the frrst diaphragm ruptures at
sufficient pressure (typically several kbar), the detonation drives a piston cylinder into
the light gas (usually helium). The compression and shock heating of this gas leads to
the rupture of a final diaphragm at a set pressure. The compressed light gas in turn
accelerates the projectile (usually within a protective sabot) to hypervelocity.
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speeds in the outer solar system, particularly where material is accelerated in the proximity
of the giant planets, regularly exceed 50 kmls.
Typical materials used in impact experiments are basalt, dunite, tuff, granite,
pyrophyllite, granodiorite, water ice, alumina, and cement mortar - materials which are
either representative (hopefully) of solar-system geological materials, or easy to
manufacture into target shapes (spheres and cubes, typically). Projectiles, which must be
accelerated along the launch tube to hypervelocity prior to impact, are generally less
natural in composition. Brittle failure of the projectile in the launch tube can severely
damage the experimental apparatus and have dangerous consequences. While it is
possible to launch a carefully-machined basalt cylinder in a two-stage gun (A. Fujiwara,
personal communication 1991), ductile matetials are almost always used: aluminum, mild
steel, nylon, lexan, teflon, and poycarbonate, for instance.
The number of polycarbonate asteroids are decidedly few, yet it is also questionable
whether tuff, say, presents a more realistic analogue. At present, it is perhaps best to try
to match material densities in impact experiments, and if possible the shock Hugoniots
which detennine particle acceleration, pressure and specific energy subsequent to impact.
Even in this we are limited, since no satisfactory equation of state exists for assumed
asteroidal compositions. No material strength or even a bulk modulus has ever been
reported in the literature for chondrites, for instance. Finally, we do not even know if the
meteorites we have obtained here on Earth are representative of the asteroid populations in
general. These problems are no less surmountable than those typical of just about any
interesting planetological problem, yet only after obtaining in situ determinations of
asteroidal compositions shall we be able to perform more exacting predictions than shall
be presented here.
Most laboratory impact researchers use spherical targets and cylindrical projectiles.
Spheres require careful machining (if using natural geologic materials such as basalt)
which can be prohibitively expensive. It is much easier to cast spheres out of cement
mortar or alumina, although the strength of these materials is very sensitive to the the time,
humidity and temperature of curing. Basalt cubes, relatively simple to manufacture, are
used by Takagi's research group in Japan (Takagi et at. 1984). It is possible that the
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machining stresses used in sawing apart and grinding spheres and cubes weakens the
target in an unnatural fashion; some have speculated that this may enhance the tendency
for these targets to disrupt into core-type fragments.
The asteroids themselves are neither cubes nor spheres, as we have now directly
witnessed with the Galileo images of 951 Gaspra, and Ostro's (1990) radar images of
1989PB and Toutatis. They have suffered numerous non-catastrophic impacts resulting in
initial states of fracture damage. They may be highly porous, as has been hypothesized
from the very low density of the Martian moon Phobos, thought by some to be a captured
asteroid. Their volatile content is uncertain. One of the most frustrating aspects of this
science is that so many variables are at work, many of them unknown, that even under the
most carefully controlled laboratory conditions the same experiment cannot be reproduced
twice (see, for instance, Takagi et al. 1984, in which four nearly identical impact
experiments produce a fairly wide spread of outcomes). Our capacity for predicting
outcomes outside of the laboratory is therefore even further limited. But accepting this as
our fate - that we shall never be able to say, except for in a statistical manner, what the
outcome of a given impact event will be - we are free to proceed with our investigations
along the lines of probabilistic outcomes. This is, after all, what is essentially important in
understanding the assembly of the planets from the planetesimals in the original nebula,
the genesis and evolution of the asteroid belt, and the evolution of planetary rings processes in which violent and disruptive impacts were frequent.
Fragmentation researchers face a dauntingly large, and largely unexplored, parameter
space. Among the factors innuencing disruption outcomes are: relative velocity and
impact parameter, initial target spin, composition (equation of state and constitution), size
and shape, initial temperature, prior target history (pre-fracture, thermal evolution),
projectile density, ratio of projectile size to target size, porosity, gravitational overburden
stress, and post-impact gravitational attraction. One major purpose of theoretical studies
such as this one is to sketch a rough map between these parameters and the corresponding
disruption outcomes so that the exploration of parameter space becomes more efficient,
and so that more can be learned from the existing data. The latter is particularly true
regarding available nuclear weapons data. Hopefully this venue of data acquisition will
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soon be put to rest, at least within our planet's extended biosphere. Nevertheless, such
seminal studies of nuclear underground and cl"Uteling tests as Rodionov et al. (1972) and
Perret et al. (1967) cannot be ignored, because they provide us with precious data regarding large-scale disruption. The ultimate collisional experiment, in the minds of many
researchers, is to somehow perturb two asteroids into a controlled impact. Until that time,
we must rely on computer simulations based on the best available material models.

2.4.2. Initial Conditions and Collisional Outcomes
2.4.2.1. The Degree of Disruption
The most basic outcome of an impact event is the degree of disruption, specifically
defined by the mass ratio

fl=~~

(4)

where m 1 is the mass of the largest fragment and MT is the mass of the target. This
number is convenient because it tells whether or not a collision was catastrophic. A large
value of f[ corresponds to a target body that has been marginally disrupted or merely
cratered. As f/-7 0, the target approaches total destruction. Theoreticians often seek to
find the threshold initial conditions which will result in f] = 112, commonly defined as the
boundary between cratering impacts and catastrophic disruption.
The fragment ml is implicitly a remnant of the target mass; the projectile is assumed to
shatter into fine-scale debris. This is because for virtually all experimental impacts the
projectile is much smaller than the target, and it is furthermore often made of a distinctive
material (such as aluminum or nylon) which can be disregarded in the counting of
fragments. In general, though, the projectile mass Mp may be comparable to the target
mass, in which case we must consider a mass ratio which includes the total unfragmented
mass MT+Mp prior to the collision. We cannot simply define f[ = ml/(MT+Mp),
however, since then two equal-sized impactors result in f[ ::; 0.5 for all collisions. For the
sake of consistency we therefore define f[ more generally as
(5)
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where mIT and mlp are the largest fragments to occur in the target and the projectile,
respectively. This reduces to Eq.4 when Mp « MT, and yields fl ~ 1 in the limit of no
fragmentation. It is also symmetric in the case Mp=MT, in that fl evaluated from Eq.5 for
both bodies yields the same value of disruption as would be computed by Eq.4 for either
body.
We furthermore define fir/BY

~

fl to be the mass ratio given by Eq.5 subsequent to

gravitational reassembly. In the strength regime, f/r/ay

=fl.

Many solar system impacts,

such as the shattering of Phobos by the Stickney impactor (Sec.7), result in fl « 1 when
one is discussing the sizes of disconnected fragments that are formed, whereas f/gray = 1
since very little material escapes. The target is broken into numerous fragments which
remain bound together.
2.4.2.2. The Fragment Size Distlibution
The quantity fl does not distinguish between an impact which merely splits the target in
two and one which pulverizes all but half of it. This information is contained in thefrag-

ment size distribution, which is the graph of the cumulative number of fragments
Fcum(L) as large as or larger than a given size L. Many prefer to use the equivalent
fragment mass distlibution, which is often more easily measured. Fragment sizes are the
most permanent relics of an impact event, though it is important to distinguish the
immediate size distribution (subsequent to fracture) from the gravitationally evolved size
distribution (subsequent to gravitational reassembly), just as we have to distinguish f/gray
from fl. For targets larger than a few km the immediate and evolved distributions can
differ enormously.
The fragment size distribution is commonly plotted on a double-logarithm scale, so that
power-law relationships plot as a straight line. Fragment size distribution data tend to fit a
segmented power law: If Lmax = (fl MT/pT)1I3 is the size of the largest fragment (PT is the
material density of the fragment), then FcumCL) for most experimental outcomes can be
expressed in terms of four parameters as
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(6)

In this equation

LSI

is the fragment size at which the slope transition occurs, and is known

as the transition size of the fragments. Except for Lst , these parameters are widely
reported in the literature for many target geometdes and materials, where bI and b2 are the
mass-distribution slopes for the high- and low-mass fragments, respectively (Davis and
Ryan 1990). The factor of three translates them into size-distdbution slopes. Takagi et

al. (1984) divide their fragment size distdbution data into three segments, although it is
possible that this additional segmentation is an artifact of their use of cubical targets.
Fig.2 shows the fragment size distribution from a typical laboratory experiment performed
by Takagi et al. (1984) together with an infelTed size distdbution for the Flora dynamical
asteroid family.
The physical basis for this power law, including its rather enigmatic segmentation,
shall be central to the fragmentation models presented in Sec.4 and Sec.5.

It is

particularly important to understand its cause, since many collisionally evolved asteroid
popUlations, as well as some ring particle populations, are observed to fall along a
segmented power law. The Flora family has an obvious segmentation at a size of -30
krn. This is near the size at which gravity becomes important, however, such that we
cannot blindly apply an understanding of size-distribution segmentation in the laboratory
to asteroidal size distributions. As Zappala et al. (1984) point out, this difference in
slopes for the high-mass fragments may be the result of gravitational reaccumulation rather
than a relic of the immediate fragment size distdbution.
Shoemaker et al. (1989) show a segmentation in slopes for the L4 and L5 Trojan asteroids, although they are not necessarily the outcomes of single collisional events.
Nevertheless, several disruptive events would also lead to segmentation of slopes if the
impactors were of similar size, or if one event produced most of the fragments. Wetherill
(1989) has shown that segmented slopes in the cumulative size distributions for asteroids
may be simply a relic of accretion, in which fragmentation in the presence of gravitational
perturbations (i.e. Jupiter) selectively causes the removal of the smaller bodies but leaves
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Figure 2. A typical size distribution profIle (from Takagi et al. 1984) for a laboratory
fragmentation experiment and for an a dynamical asteroid family (Flora). These plots
show cumulative number of objects N larger than a given volume; N=1 corresponds to
the single largest asteroid or fragment Notice the change in slope from large to small
objects; a steep slope means that there are many objects of approximately the same size.
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the larger bodies (;;:: 200 km) intact. Thus, not all segmented size distributions in the solar
system necessarily imply a catastrophic origin from a single parent.
2.4.2.3. The Velocity Distribution
Information about fragment velocities is contained in the mass-velocity distribution,
which expresses the cumulative mass traveling faster than a given speed. One can also
correlate individual fragment masses with velocities, and although this is neither a
distribution nor even a function it is sometimes approximated by an exponential
relationship. The velocity distribution evolves with time: Subsequent to the completion of
fracture, hydrodynamic evolution within the debris flow significantly flattens the
distribution by making velocities more uniform.

Once the fragments are on free

trajectories they remain subject to mutual gravitational interactions which further alter their
velocities. Researchers using hydrocodes tend to be restricted to the earliest moments in
time, while experimental researchers and planetary astronomers tend to observe the final
result. One must keep this in mind when comparing numerical results with experimental
outcomes.
One early result from the field of impact cratering is the mass-velocity distribution of
Gault et al. (1963) which expresses the mass m of crater material ejected at a velocity v or
greater:
(7)

where

B== 9/4. This relationship is restricted to cratering studies, however; the general

relationship for disruptive impacts is likely to differ. For instance, Nakamura and
Fujiwara (1991) derive from photographic measurements of fragments ejected from
catastrophically disrupted spheres a comparable power index

B == 2. In the same paper

they also relate the ejection velocities of all but the largest fragment (the core) to the
fragment mass m:
v(m)

oc

m-l/6 .

(8)
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Their results are however derived from two experiments into 6 cm targets of alumina and
basalt, such that the general applicability of this result to asteroids is uncertain. A rigorous
dimensional argument for Eq.7 was developed by Housen et al. (1983) in an important
paper on the scaling of crater ejecta, to be discussed in Sec. 7.1 and in Appendix I. They
find experimentally that 8=1.23 for sand and 2.0 fqr basalt, lower than what was
measured by Gault et al. (1963).

2.4.3. The Scaling Laws
Catastrophic disruption research aims to predict outcomes, such as the fragment size
distribution or the velocity distribution (or often just f/), from the initial conditions. Of the
many aspects of the initial state prior to impact - impactor kinetic energy and velocity,
target size and strength, etc. - perhaps the most fundamental characteristic is the kinetic
energy E = lhMpv2 of the impactor. Indeed, energy scaling assumes that the collisional
outcome is uniquely determined for a given material by the energy density
E
Q=MT'

(9)

This is implicitly a point-source approximation of an impact, for it assumes the energy is
deposited by a projectile whose own mass can be ignored. If Q exceeds a value Q* which
depends on material type (typically -3x10 5 erg g.l for laboratory specimens of ice and
-107 erg g-l for rock (Fujiwara et ale 1989) then disruption occurs, i.e., f/ < 0.5. Q* is
referred to as the threshold collisional specific energy. One can similarly define an impact

strength
(10)
where Pr is the target density. The impact strength is often taken to be the static tensile
strength of the material, on the principle that most fragmentation is presumably due to the
formation of tensile spalls. The problem with this assumption is that dynamic tensile
strength in fact increases with impact velocity, up to an order of magnitude or more above
the static strength (Rinehart 1965). Energy scaling does adequately describe many
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laboratory results (Gault and Wedekind 1969, Fujiwara et ale 1977, Cintala et ale 1985);
these are limited confirmations however, since neither impact velocities nor target sizes
vary much in a particular suite of experiments.
Energy scaling predictions for the largest fragment take the form
(11)

where ~ is a constant. Fujiwara et al. (1977) measured a value of ~=1.24 for experiments in which projectile mass and velocity were held constant (Mp =0.37 g and v =2.6
krn/s) but target size varied from 2 to 10 cm. But attempts to combine data from different
sources, taken at varying impact velocities, do not meet with much success. Takagi et al.
(1984) performed impacts in the low-velocity regime (70 mls < v < 990 m/s) and arrived
at a value

~=0.89

for basalt and

~",,0.95

for pyrophyllite. This difference shows a

velocity dependence not accounted for in the energy scaling model.
Energy scaling has nonetheless gained a broad acceptance, primarily on the basis of its
simplicity (e.g. Dohnanyi 1969, Housen et ale 1979), and it is the foundation for a
number of important asteroid evolution models. One straightforward model of asteroid
disruption, for instance (Davis et al. 1979) assumes a constant impact strength (or,
equivalently, a constant threshold specific energy Q*) derived from impact experiments.
The gravitational binding energy of the target is then added to the specific energy required
for fracture in the case of large targets:

GM~
Q*gmv= Q* + 315~

(12)

where R is the radius of a spherical target. The specific energy of disruption remains
constant in the model of Davis et al. (1979) for targets smaller than -50 km, and then
increases with target radius. A further refinement (Davis et ale 1985) involves the
recognition of gravitational stresses in large targets: unless a tensile impact stress exceeds
both the strength of the material and the gravitational compression, failure will not occur.
Thus, an effective impact strength may be defined as S = So + Sgrav, where Sgrav is a
measure of the average overburden pressure.
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It has long been observed that material strength is sensitive to target size (Moore et al.
1965. Jaeger and Cook 1969, Lawn and Wilshaw 1975) due to the greater likelihood of
finding a larger flaw in a larger volume (see Sec.3). The Griffith model of failure predicts
failure stress cr to decrease with flaw size L as cr oc L-1I2 (Griffith 1920). By assuming
that the maximum flaw size in an target rock increases in direct proportion to its radius.
Fujiwara (1980) dedved an impact strength So dependent on target size:
(13)

Thus larger targets are weaker. As opposed to simple energy scaling, this size-dependent
impact strength is rooted in the physics of brittle fracture. Its development marks a turn
towards more careful examinations of fracture science in attempting to understand asteroid
disruption.
The most sophisticated refinements of impact scaling to date concern projectile size and
velocity. A small, fast impactor generates a stress wave in the target of rise time 't === 2aJv
and strain rate e===1/'t. where a is the projectile radius and v is the impact velocity.

A

larger. slower impactor which is equivalent in tenns of energy launches a stress wave of
longer rise time and lower strain rate in the target. It is well-known that material strength
increases with strain rate (Rinehart 1965), and therefore the target is effectively weaker
when hit by the slower impactor. This strain-rate dependence is accounted for in the
general scaling theory of Holsapple and Housen (1986) (reviewed in Fujiwara et al.
1989). What distinguishes their analysis is the use of dimensionless groups based on
target mass. radius. density and strength, and impactor energy and velocity. In particular,
they find that the combination
<\>=E v(3Jl-2)/2

(14)

is a more accurate scaling parameter than impact energy E alone. When Jl=2/3 energy
scaling results (<\>=E). but for hard rocks they find Jl===0.55 such that <\>=E v- O•IS • This
reflects the importance of strain rate on impact outcomes: For a fixed energy E, a faster
impactor results in a lower value of <\> and hence a lower impact efficiency. The
Holsapple-Housen model of catastrophic disruption is far more general than previous
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models, incorporating target strength, size and mass, and projectile mass and velocity. It
predicts not only the largest fragment size but also the characteristic fragment velocity.

2.4.4. Problems with Scaling
The scaling laws provide us with a coherent picture of the relevant parameters involved
in an impact, but their quantitative application to solar system studies involves excessive
extrapolation. Fig.9 in Fujiwara et al (1989) shows the tremendous divergence of six
current scaling theories when extrapolated from laboratory data to the regime of the
asteroids: The specific energy Q* predicted to disrupt an asteroid family varies by -4
orders of magnitude depending on one's choice of scaling parameter. The scaling laws
are constrained by hard data at R = 10 cm and by infen"ed data (based on the Koronis,
Themis and Eos asteroid families) at R = 100 km. This inferred data assumes, somewhat
circularly, that a known fraction of the collisional energy went into the fragment velocities
of the family members. Behavior of the scaling laws in the transition zone, from target
radii -10 to -1000 km, is highly speculative.
Another problem with scaling laws for collisional disruption has to do with the
complexity of the problems being solved. The method of Holsapple and Housen, for
example, is to demonstrate through dimensional analysis the existence of certain functional
dependencies between initial variables and outcomes, such as ml/MT=F(ilS) in the
strength regime and ml/MT=F(IlG) in the gravity regime, where ilS and ilG are the
dimensionless "pi-groups" consisting of assemblages of relevant constants and F
represents an arbitrary function. (Target strength is ignored in ilG, for instance, and
gravity is ignored in llS.) They are not able to predict on theoretical grounds the nature
of this function, however. F is determined in each instance by fits to data, and is
generally adequately expressed as a power law within the range of sizes, velocities etc.
bracketed by expedment. This by no means guarantees that one or two decades of data on

a log-log plot should constrain a function for twenty decades or more. In addition, scaling
parameters such as the "prevailing loading rate" in the Holsapple and Housen model,
.

e = kl

Vj(21l-3)/3IlQ~3

R

'

(15)
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imply a uniformity of process which does not apply to catastrophic disruption. (In this
equation kl is a constant and R is the target radius. Impactor radius is implicit in the
combination of impactor energy Q and impact velocity Vi.) The numerical models
presented below shall demonstrate the complexity of fragmentation; there is no compelling
reason to believe that the con·esponding functional relations should be so simple. Scaling
this highly nonlinear process is as speCUlative as predicting the weather patterns on
Neptune from the CUlTents measured in a roomful of hydrogen and methane.

We must therefore shift our focus, at least for the time being, away from scaling laws,
and look instead at physical models for fragmentation and disruption. In order to
adequately understand collisional processes in our solar system, we must address
strength, momentum, gravity and other effects in one coherent model. Because this
approach resists simplification, I have focused on numerical solutions to the
hydroequations of continuum motion, modified to include strength, gravity and material
failure. Such hydrocode solutions, integrated at finite timesteps over discretized volumes
from a set of initial conditions, predict what size fragments fOlm in an event, to what level
they are shocked or otherwise altered, and whether they are ejected with sufficient velocity
to escape gravitational reaccumulation. This last piece of information is central to studies
of planetary evolution.

The following section addresses the physics of fragmentation in some detail.
Thereafter I shall develop an analytical expression for the fragment sizes in the strength
regime, and move on to detailed numedcal methods which are required when the
combined effects of gravity and strength provide no simpler venue.
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3.

FUNDAMENTALS OF DYNAMIC FRACTURE
This section introduces the reader to some basic principles of fracture physics,

beginning with a brief explanation of stress waves in solids - the cause of dynamic
fracture. Fracture itself is subsequently explained in terms of the local stresses and strains
in a rock, and in terms of an incipient flaw disu'ibution which all brittle materials possess.
Since brittle fracture subsequently alters the stress wave, we see at once that while the
general description may be simple enough, the mathematical solutions will not be, since
the phenomenon is strongly nonlinear.
There are very few unbiased explanations of brittle failure. The phenomenon remains
at present rather loosely rooted in the fundamental physics of the solid state. Of course,
the basis for fracture is molecular bond rupture in a solid, but it is for instance entirely
unknown what process limits the rate of growth of a running crack to about half the sound
speed, or indeed what process governs a crack's acceleration up to that terminal velocity.
Two divergent approaches tend to be taken, namely, to treat crack growth and failure as
state variables in continuum-statistical models, or to analyze and understand the growth of
an individual crack. These latter analyses are almost exclusively devoted to an
understanding of static or quasi-static cracks. such as the failure of tunnels and the gradual
fatiguing of airplane turbines. The present treatment is largely a continuum description of
material failure. in part because statistical models suffice to explain questions relevant to
planetary science. but mostly because the dynamic failure of a bdttle solid, such as by
impact, leads to a widespread nucleation of failure sites which can only be properly
understood in terms of probabilities and statistics.
. But one of the most intriguing aspects of fragmentation is that, at the scale of the crack,
continuum models are as inadequate in describing failure as, say, temperature is in
describing an evacuated chamber containing two bouncing tennis balls. Because crack
growth in disruptive impacts occurs at all manner of size scales. we are inevitably forced
to provide a thorough treatment of explicit crack growth which is, at the same time,
constent with the continuum statistics. That task is deferred to Sec.6. And while that
model is in many respects successful, it must be noted that it marks only a beginning.
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3.1. STRESS WAVES
We typically speak of three kinds of waves in rock: elastic, plastic and shock. Elastic
waves are well-understood (Landau and Lifshitz 1970), determined by linear stress-strain
tensor relationships. Plastic waves develop when material strength changes with wave
amplitude. A powerful stress wave might crush a rock, for instance, thereby altering its
strength and hence its wave equation.
At large enough amplitudes - those associated with shock waves - material strength is
so greatly reduced that it may be ignored entirely. The u'ansitional behavior between these
wave forms is not easy to derive analytically from the constitutive models because they are
nonlinear. Implementing the appropriate bulk properties of a given rock within a
numerical continuum model (a hydrocode), together with an accurate yielding criterion and
equation of state, is one of the best ways to study these wave phenomena. Indeed, the
hydrocode models of rock failure described below (in Sec.5 and Sec.6) do not assume
any a priori information about the shape of the sU'ess wave goveming ti'agmentation in the
rock; the initial conditions are evolved numerically according to the rheological model and
failure criterion. From the point of view of a hydrocode, in other words, it is not
necessary to make any distinction between elastic, plastic and shock waves: the particular
regime is determined by the calculation.
For this reason we often speak generally of "stress waves" in impact events,
recognizing the inherent complexity of their behavior. The bulk of this chapter concerns
equations of state and failure rheologies appropriate for determining the behavior of
powerful stress waves in rocks and other solids, rather than a detailed analysis of the
waves themselves. Since most interesting fragmentation problems require numerical
solutions, the aim is to anlve at a stable, accurate, and realistic system of equations which
may be solved by numerical techniques to be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

3.1.1. Elastic Waves
Elastic waves are governed by linear stress-strain relationships such that all changes in
state are reversible. They differ from pressure waves in fluids due to material strength -
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the resistance to volume-conserving (shear) deformation - determined by the shear
modulus J.1. Strength results in the propagation of a transverse wave and a longitudinal
wave at different velocities. The velocities of each of these waves are determined by the
equations

CT=~-\j~
~

(16)

(17)

where B is the bulk modulus (the material's resistance to compression) and Po is the
uncompressed density. For instance, representative values for basalt are Po==2800 kg m-3,
Jl==2xlOlO Pa, and B=5xlO lO Pa, such that the longitudinal wave speed is CL == 5 kmls and
the transverse wave speed is CT == 3 km/s. Note that transverse waves are always slower
than longitudinal waves. Because material failure reduces its strength Q.L), both of these
wave speeds decrease as a rock suffers damage until, in a totally failed rock (e.g. sand),
C1'-70 and CL~~B/po.
Stresses in elastic waves scale linearly with palticle velocity. The stress component
parallel to the direction of propagation in a longitudinal wave is given by O'L = PoULCL,
while the shear stress in a transverse wave is crT = PoUTCT, where UL and UT are the
longitudinal and transverse particle velocities, respectively. The general relationship
between elastic stress and particle velocity is a linear tensor equation (Landau and Lifshitz
1970). The principle of superposition applies to elastic waves; when they interact their
stresses add or cancel linearly depending on sign. The elastic description is limited by the
fact that material strengths are not infinite; when stresses become great enough irreversible
deformations take place. This defOlmation is known as yielding.

3.1.2. Nonlinear Waves
The propagation of large-amplitude stress waves often involves an irreversible
alteration of the medium through which they travel. Material strength might be greatly
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reduced,

01'

a plastic deformation might take place. Since powerful stress waves modify

the medium which detelmines their waveform, they are nonlinear phenomena.
The transition from elastic waves to nonlinear waves is visualized in the Hugoniot
curve of Fig.3, which plots stress versus one-dimensional strain for the uniaxial
compression of a solid. In the absence of strength, the stress cr is equal to the pressure P,
as determined by the equation of state; this pressure curve is known as the hydrostat for
the rock. An additional term known as the stress deviator s is added to the pressure to
account for material strength, such that the total stress is

0'

= s+P. (For more general

stress geometries, this is a tensor sum.) In the low-strain regime, material

~ehavior

is

elastic such that stress increases linearly with strain. Plastic behavior sets in when the
strain exceeds a value known as the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL), distinguished by a
sudden slope transition due to the weakening of the rock. Beyond the elastic limit,
material strength (s) decreases with increasing strain. (This is known as strain softening,
characterized by a decrease in slope with strain of the stress-strain curve. Strain hardening
may also occur beyond the elastic limit, up to a point - such as when vesicles are crushed
out of porous rocks - but we shall not consider such details any further here.) Stress
waves with amplitudes exceeding the elastic limit are called plastic waves; in numerical
codes they are modeled by reducing the stress deviator at each point with an appropriate
yielding criterion.
Plastic waves are generally slower than elastic waves due to the reduced shear
modulus. If the underlying pressure P is great enough, however, they travel faster than
an elastic wave, and overtake and consume the elastic energy radiating from an impact
event (the elastic precursor). The larger its amplitUde, the faster a strong plastic wave
travels, such that the wave can "shock up" into an abrupt high-amplitude wave. At
sufficiently large strains, material damage either causes the rock to lose its strength
entirely, or the strength is negligible in comparison to the pressure. This is the third
regime shown in Fig.3, the realm of shock waves.
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Figure 3. The Hugoniot curve (in this case, stress vs. strain) for a rock undergoing
dynamic uniaxial compression. The curve consists of three segments. The linear
elastic portion of the curve (a) shows that the pressure P and the stress deviator s (the
strength), and hence the total stress O'=s+P, increase linearly with strain. The plastic
portion (b), with its turnover at the Hugoniot Elastic Limit, begins when further
increases in stress serve to reduce the strength of the material, either by plastic flow or
by fragmentation. The total stress is no longer a linear function of strain, since the
stress deviator is decreasing. The thin line segment from the origin would be the stressstrain profile in the absence of material strength. The shock regime (c) is an extension
of the plastic regime; here no strength effects remain (s=O), and the total stress is
determined solely by the equation of state pressure. The gradual upturn in the stressstrain curve at high strains reflects the nonlinearity of the shock pressure equations.
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3.1.3. Shock Waves and the Equation of State
A shock is a nonlinear wave - an intense, shOlt-duration disturbance - which travels
faster than the sound speed. It is fair to say that one cannot understand high-energy
impact phenomena without understanding shock wave formation, propagation and
interaction. This is not the place, however, to develop the theory of shock waves in
solids; this section merely summarizes some of the fundamental concepts. The standard
reference on shock waves is the two-volume text by Zel'dovich and Raizer (1967). A
more concise presentation is to be found in the textbook on impact cratering by Melosh
(1989). The fundamental exposition of the numerical treatment of shocks is Von
Neumann and Richtmyer (1950), and a more current treatment (including specific
applications within modem codes) is Zukas (1990).
A shock wave is usually treated as a discontinuity in state variables satisfied by the
Hugoniot jump conditions. The "jump" refers to abrupt changes in particle velocity,
stress, temperature and density experienced by a material when it is traversed by a shock.
The rise time of the wave, in other words, is often considered to be instantaneous. Let
Po, Po and Eo be the initial density, pressure and intemal energy of the solid prior to the
arrival of the shock wave, and let p, P and E be the density, pressure and internal energy
after the material has been shocked. Let U represent the shock velocity and up be the
particle velocity behind the shock.

Then the following equations, derived from

conservation of mass, momentum and energy (respectively) across the shock
discontinuity, relate the pre-shocked conditions to the post-shock conditions. They are
collectively referred to as the Hugoniot relations:
p(U -up) = PoU

(18)

P-Po =PoupU

(19)
(20)

The energy conservation equation (20) is often called the Rankine-Hugoniot condition.
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Unlike an elastic wave, a shock imparts a residual velocity to the material it passes
through, and compresses it and heats it. Elastic compression and release is isentropic and
hence reversible; there is no net pressure, density or enel'gy difference behind the shock
and no residual velocity. When a shock passes through a material (a solid, in this case)
in-eversible changes occur, material is permanently deformed. and energy is dissipated.
This thermodynamic irreversibility is manifest in the material's equation of state, which
relates P, p and E, and the constitutive relation which governs the transition from elastic to
plastic behavior. A linearly elastic equation of state - e.g. P = B(p/po -1), a Hookean
solid - does not allow shock waves to form because any path is reversible. A nonlinear
equation of state is required to produce shock waves. As Melosh (1985) pointed out,
material acceleration which results in crater excavation is closely linked to the
irreversibility of the equation of state, since this is what causes the residual velocity up to
be imparted to the shocked rock.
. The pressure - the trace of the stress tensor - is computed through the equation of state
as a function of the density and internal energy. A simple Mumaghan equation of state is
adequate for modeling impacts in which phase transformation is not important:
P = (KoIn)[(p/po)n -1]

(21)

where Ko is the bulk modulus at zero pressure and n is a constant. The Murnaghan
equation of state reduces to a simple Hookean solid in the case n=1. Note the absence of
energy in this equation; it is therefore best suited for impacts in which thermal effects are
negligible. For most geologic materials n == 5 (Kieffer and Simonds 1980).
Near the locus of a hypervelocity impact or explosion, more sophistication is required.
The Tillotson equation of state (Tillotson 1962, Melosh 1989) is based upon the linear
shock-velocity/particIe-velocity relationship
U = c + SUp,

(22)

which is supported by data up to shock velocities of U=lO km/s (and corresponding
pressures up to -100 GPa). This equation of state interpolates between the above
relationship at low pressures and the Thomas-Fermi limit at very high pressures (P - 1()4
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GPa). and allows for the unloading of shocked material into the vapor phase. The
Tillotson equation of state has the following form under compression (p/Po ~ 1) and for
cold expanded states, where no vapor is present:

(23)

A. B. a. b and Eo are the Tillotson parameters, 11 = p/po, Jl=11-1, and E is the internal
energy. In the hot expanded state (p/Po:::; 1), when the energy of incipient vaporization is
exceeded (E > Eiy), the Tillotson pressure is
(24)

When vapor expansion is occuning but the energy of complete vaporization has not been
reached. i.e. when p < Po and Eiy < E < Ecy, it is best to compute both Pc and PE and
interpolate (Melosh 1989):
P = (E-Eiy)PE + (Ecy-E)Pc
Ecy-EiY

(25)

The Tillotson equation of state is both simple and reliable, accurately expressing most
material behavior peltinent to impacts. At the limits of low internal energy and pressure,
waves propagate elastically in a Tillotson material; nonlineatity manifests itself at large
wave amplitudes such that shocks are allowed to form. This makes it well-suited to
describing energetic fragmentation phenomena. But impacts involving large-scale phase
transformation are not always adequately treated by the Tillotson model: it is not, in
general, thermodynamically consistent at phase boundaries and in multiple-phase regions.
When phase transformation is very important, it is best to compile the ANEOS equation of
state (Thompson and Lauson 1972) for the desired matetial. ANEOS is essentially a lookup table which is computed at the start of a hydl'Ocode run, but it is sufficiently complex to
have resisted implementation on parallel-processing machines.
The abrupt change in state variables behind a shock is, of course, a mathematical
idealization; rate-dependent physical mechanisms such as viscosity, damage and pore
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collapse thicken shock waves in real solids. Any rapid change nevertheless requires
special treatment in numerical codes, since the physical width of the transition is often
narrower than the spacial resolution used in integrating the solution (the grid spacing).
The necessity of avoiding excessively steep t1uctuations in state variables prompted the
developement of artificial viscocity, first conceived by Von Neumann and Richtmyer
(1950), which serves to spread the shock over about three grid spacings while preserving
the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across this smeared-out jump. In the limit of infinite
grid resolution, the jump would be discontinuous. Artificial viscosity is added as a
pressure term in the hydrodynamic equations proportional to the square of the velocity
divergence V·v (when V'v < 0: i.e. in compression only), so as to disappear rapidly
away from the shock. In the absence of strong shocks, this term is negligible. Because
the jump conditions are preserved on either side of the smeared-out shock, the velocity
field behind the shock is not altered by the use of artificial viscocity. This is an important
consideration in cratering mechanics and finite-body disruption, since much of what
matters in the outcome is detennined by the velocity field emplaced by the shock.

3.1.4. Plastic Yielding and Brittle Failure: Constitutive Models
Small-scale hypervelocity impacts may often be modeled without regard for strength,
since the material is shocked well beyond the elastic limit. An accurate equation of state
such as the Tillotson is generally sufficient. Early analyses of armor-piercing weaponry
were therefore studied by incorporating shock relations into fluid codes - this was the
origin of the term "hydrocode model" applied to solids. Larger scale events are different,
since not all of the impact occurs at high shock stresses. Near the impact point when an
asteroid strikes, say, the Earth's crust, intense shocks develop and material strength may
be ignored; but further away from the impact material damage will more likely be of a
seismic nature such that strength can become more important than the equation of state.
Modeling an impact into a large target therefore requires a nonlinear equation of state
which adapts well to both high and low internal energies and pressures (such at that of
Tillotson), together with an elastic relation which yields when the material's strength is
exceeded. These material properties, taken together, are called the constitutive model.
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Pressure is the trace of the stress tensor crap; it is computed by the equation of state.
The other components of the tensor are zero in the absence of strength

(~=O).

For a solid

with elastic shear modulus J.l the relation between stress and strain is
(26)
where

£"((

(implicitly summed over indices) is the bulk volume strain and ()ap is the

Kroneker symbol. The engineering convention is used here, and shall be throughout the
remainder of this text: positive pressure P and negative stress cr both imply compression;
hence the leading minus sign on the right hand side of (26). This rather awkward
convention arose quite naturally: compressive pressure (such as that provided by our
atmosphere) has always been considered positive; mathematically, however, we like to
correlate positive strain increase with positive velocity divergence, such that Eap-~~~.
Only the traceless component of strain is involved in strength computations; whereas
only the volume strain is involved in pressure calculations. In one dimensional stress
analyses (Fig.3, Sec.3.1.2) we distinguish the stress deviator s from the hydrostat P; in
the same manner we make the distinction between three stress tensors: the total stress
crap, the isotropic pressure p()ap, and the deviatoric stress
(27)

which vanishes as the shear modulus

J.l~0.

The plus sign indicates a subtraction of the

bulk pressure due to the engineering convention. The diagonal components of sap are not
generally zero, but they sum to zero. Resistance to deformation is different from
resistance to compression in that deviatoric stresses eventually yield, either by brittle
failure in the elastic regime or by ductile failure in the plastic regime. (The isotropic
pressure may in fact yield in porous materials, or materials undergoing phase change to
higher density, but after this point pressure only increases with further compressive
strain.) The failure of rocks by hypervelocity impact involves both plastic and brittle
failure; the former is simple enough to describe here whereas brittle failure is reserved for
the following section.
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The Hugoniot Elastic Limit (BEL) is the kink on the Hugoniot curve (Fig.3) where the
elastic law breaks down and strength begins to decrease. This yield stress, which we
shall call Yo, is typically a function of temperature, density, etc., and therefore yielding at
the elastic limit is sensitively coupled to the equation of state. For instance, hot materials
have a lower yield stress, and as the internal energy approaches the point of melting, Yo~
O. Plastic behavior is often characterized by the von Mises yielding relation

(28)
where f is computed from
(29)

and J is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, defined by
(30)
where repeated summing over indices is implicit.
The von Mises criterion is adequate for describing the failure of ductile media such as
metals. Brittle materials such as rocks, on the other hand, do not suffer plastic failure
except at the greatest stresses. While yielding beyond the HEL can readily be applied to
rocks, it does not prescribe any permanent change in the rock's constitution. Once these
stresses are reduced, the original material remains behind, perhaps heated by the motion
against the remaining stress, but otherwise not weakened. Metals are observed to behave
in such a manner: frozen ejecta flaps ("petals") of aluminum, for instance, form where
steel cylinders have penetrated thin plates at hypervelocity. The material flows due to the
reduced stresses; once the stresses are gone, the aluminum itself recovers most of its
original strength. Plastic deformations of crystalline materials can take place over
timescales when material has time to recrystallize in place (e.g. the flow of salt domes and
glaciers), but for impact events into rock, any yielding beyond the HEL invariably
involves irreversible damage which is not taken into account by Eqs. 28-30. And so,
while plastic yielding is a useful model for rock failure at extremely high stresses and
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strain rates, it does not tell us in any way how the rock has been permanently altered by
the event.
A realistic fracture model is therefore required before we can study impacts into rocks.
There is some debate as to whether a fracture model can adequately capture the yield
phenomenon at the HEL for rocks; typically (and in the numerical models to follow)
plastic failure is applied first, and a fracture criterion is thereafter applied to the reduced
stresses. The reason for this choice is that the data for von Mises yielding in rocks is
obtained at very high shock energies in which the rock is fractured to sizes smaller than
the material grain size; in this regime brittle elastic models do not tend to be very
successful. Furthermore, the yield Yo accounts for thermal stress-reduction which is
almost always ignored in brittle failure models. For regimes of fracture and fragmentation
much larger than the grain size, the yielding function l' (Eq.28) is usually close to unity.
In practice, I have found little difference between computations of impact fragmentation
with and without plastic yielding, unless Yo is exceedingly low, other than that the use of
the simple plastic failure model speeds up the computation considerably by bypassing the
very time-restrictive damage integrals.

3.2. THE MECHANICS OF BRmLE FAILURE
3.2.1. Physical Mechanisms
Brittle failure is characterized by a sudden release of stress when a material is loaded to
a limit called its strength. An ideal graph of stress versus strain for a brittle failure event is
given in FigAa. The rock experiences stress increasing linearly with the strain (for a
linear elastic solid) until its strength is instantaneously exceeded. This simple model
suffices for many studies of rock mechanics, but it can mislead one into believing that
rock failure is such a simple event. Experimental observations (lngraffea 1987) reveal a
more complicated picture: throughout the course of its loading history, small microcracks
nucleate and spread throughout the rock. Crack tips seek minimal-energy paths through
the undamaged solid in response to increasing stresses. Stress release due to crack
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Figure 4. (a) The failure curve for an ideal brittle elastic solid undergoing tensile strain.
As tensile strain increases, so does the tensile stress according to the linear elastic
relationship O't = BElt where B is the elastic modulus (Young's modulus in the case of.
uniaxial stress). Once the tensile strength 0' max is exceeded. the solid breaks
instantaneously and the stress goes to zero. (b) A more realistic failure curve exhibiting
strain-softening effects. As the stress increases past a certain threshold. microflaws begin
to propagate in the rock. thereby relieving stress and decreasing the slope of the failure
curve (which is the same as decreasing the effective elastic modulus). The maximum
tensile stress O't is the point at which further increases in strain weaken the rock more
rapidly than stress can accumulate. The shape of this curve, and the peak value of crt. is a
sensitive function of the loading rate E. (c) A hysteresis loop is a stress-strain curve for a
repeated loading cycle applied to the same specimen. Rocks gradually accumulate
microfractures, and weaken, after repeated loading cycles until failure occurs. The area
inside of a hysteresis loop (shaded) reflects the work done in opening new fractures.
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propagation results in communication between flaws (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975), often
aligning them into coherent pattems which eventually lead to catastrophic rupture. At the
macroscopic level one might observe that the rock has split due to a single large flaw; at
the level of the crystal lattice this is in fact the work of myriad small failures which linked
together. The observable difference in a stress-strain plot is that a rock begins to "soften"
prior to failure - that is to say, the slope of the stress-strain curve declines (FigAb) as
stresses are relieved by the microcracks. If one were to stop the loading at this point, the
rock would appear intact but would exhibit penn anent change in a second loading event.
Repeated loading continues to soften the rock, and the stress-strain path traces a series of
hysteresis loops which eventually end in rupture (FigAc).
It is obvious that the simple definition of material strength used above - the stress at
which sudden failure occurs - is not entirely adequate. We might call material strength the
stress at which inelastic behavior charactelized by irreversible deformation begins, but this
would apply to the stress at which the first microflaw began to fail. In practice, then, we
call material strength the peak stress which the rock expeliences prior to total failure. This
strength is not a matelial constant, however: it is also a function of the loading history of
the rock.
We commonly speak of compressive strength and tensile strength depending on the
nature of the loading; compressive strength is typically much higher than tensile strength
for a given material (Griftith 1920). Although compressive stress can lead to different
modes of failure than tensile stress (pore closure in particular), the crushing behavior of
most solid materials involves, as does tensile failure, the nucleation, propagation and
coalescence of stress cracks and microcracks (Horaii and Nemat-Nasser 1986). The
isotropic compressive loading of a non-porous material does not result in brittle failure.
But a material undergoing uniaxial compression (an ice cube being struck by a hammer,
for instance) suffers deviatoric stresses which facilitate the growth of microcracks. Brittle
failure occurs in response to tensile and deviatoric stresses, even when the applied loading
axis is compressive.

The main difference therefore between compressive or crushing

strength and tensile strength is that a larger compressive stress is required to induce a
tensile principal axis of the same magnitude in the solid.
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A subdivision into static strength and dynamic strength is made on the basis of the
loading rate. When loading rates are infinitesimally small (-10-6 strains per second or
less), elastic sU'esses increase in equilibrium until the onset of catastrophic failure. Such is
the nature of earthquakes in the tectonic lithosphere, for which strain rates on the order of
10- 12 s-l are typical. Static tensile strength O'T decreases with increasing specimen size
due to the greater likelihood of finding a weaker flaw. When loading rates are great
enough that stress continues to build even after catastrophic rupture has begun, we speak
of dynamic failure (Shockey et al. 1974). Dynamic strain rates for most rocks are on the
order of 1 s-l or higher, although this number also decreases with increasing specimen
size (Sec.3.4). The peak stress during the history of the failure event is called the
material's dynamic strength at that strain rate. Dynamic strength increases with strain rate,
and is always greater than the static strength, sometimes by an order of magnitude or more
in the vicinity of an impact or explosion (Rinehatt 1965). While all hypervelocity impacts
into small targets are dynamic, some impacts involving large bodies may border on the
static regime. Consider a 50 km diameter body impacting a 100 km body at 5 km/s. An
estimate of the characteristic strain rate for this impact is 5 km/s + 50 km = 0.1 s-l. Of
course, much of the event (along the contact surface, and wherever the shock wave
penetrates) will be dynamic, yet some important aspects of the collision may be better
understood in terms of quasi-static failure. This is unfOltunately a regime of failure which
has been seldom studied. Concrete is the only material for which published tensile
strengths are available at loading rates from quasistatic to intensely dynamic (-10- 6 s-l to
-10 6 s-l); as can be seen in Fig.5 (from Antoun and Rajendran 1991) there is a gradual
changeover from a logarithmic relationship (O'max oc: log t) to a power relationship (amax
oc:

£1) over several decades in strain rate. One simple strategy - to be used in the models

presented below - is to approximate this behavior as a power relationship down to low
strain rates. and then to assume a constant static strength for all lower rates.
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Figure 5. A plot of dynamic tensile strength versus loading rate for a variety of
experiments in concrete, from Antoun and Rajendran (1991). Concrete is
unfortunately the only material for which this much rate-dependent tensile strength data
is available. The transition strain ratet* is about 1 to 10 s-1 for concrete specimens of
laboratory size (c./. Eq. 73). For £:5 1 s-1 the curve follows a log-linear relationship,
O'oc ln(e), and hence plots here as a straight line; fore ~ 10 s-1 the curve obeys a power
law O'oceY. The value of e* is function of material property and also of specimen size.
Larger specimens of a given material have a lower transition strainrate.
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3.2.2. The Weibull Distribution
An elegant and accurate formalization of the microcrack picture of rock failure is
provided by Weibull statistics (Wei bull 1939, 1951). A two-parameter Weibull distribution describes the network of tlaws which are incipient in any given material:
(31)
where e is the strain and N is the number density of tlaws which can activate at or below
that strain. This incipient naw distribution is typically assumed to arise from irregularities
in the cooling history of the rock, and from crystal lattice imperfections. For most types
of basalt, the material constant k is of order _10 33 m- 3 and m ,., 9. Table 1 lists the
Weibull constants for a vmiety of geological and industrial materials. Thus, a strain e=lO4 activates roughly one naw per (10 cm)3 of basalt, such that if the strain were somehow

applied instantaneously and maintained constant (Heaviside loading), we would expect
fragments of about this volume to form upon crack linkage. Of course, no such loading
condition exists in nature; a finite strain rate e, applied to the rock, causes a stress increase
in time moderated by the propagation of active naws. These opposite effects - stress
increase due to loading, and stress release due to naw activation and propagation - achieve
a momentary equilibrium at the time of peak stress; thereafter the stress decreases to zero
as the active flaws propagate rapidly through the rock volume. This phenomenon is
represented in the Hugoniot curve of Fig.3; the onset of fragmentation (for brittle
materials, at least) marks the kink in the stress-strain curve at the Hugoniot Elastic Limit;
ongoing failure results in a reduction of material strength over time.
Under conditions of moderate loading, the weakest flaws suffice to accomodate the
growing stresses (Fig.6a). The peak stress at failure is therefore low, and the fragments
are relatively large. High strainrates, on the other hand, force the activation of more
resistant flaws. The peak failure stress is high, and the fragment sizes are small (Fig.6b).
The crack growth velocity Cg is therefore an important parameter, since it governs the rate
of stress release due to an active tlaw. It is related to the speed of longitudinal waves in a
rock by Cg ,., 0.4 Cl (Lawn and Wilshaw 1975). A faster crack growth velocity enhances
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Reference

Material
basalt
basalt
basalt
Dresser basalt
Westerly granite
quartz monzonite
Solenhofen limestone
Oakhalllimestone
Arkansas novaculite
concrete
water ice
strong cement mortar
oil shale

Takagi ec a1. 1984
Fujiwara ec a1.1987
Hartmann 1980
Lindholm ec a1. 1974
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Grady and Lipkin 1980
Lange and Ahrens 1983
Malvern ec a1. 1986
Grady and Kipp 1980

k (m-3 )

m

In{k)/m

1.00E33
1.00E33
1.00E33
1.59E36
4.15E23
1.46E19
4.26E173
6.3SE48
1.04E24
5.27E18
3.20E44
1.24E25
1.70E27

9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
6.2
5.6
57.0
12.8
5.2
5.3
8.7
6.5
8.1

8.0
8.0
8.0
9.3
8.8
7.9
7.0
8.8
10.6
8.1
11.8
8.9
7.7

Table 1. Weibull constants for a variety of materials. The first three sets of basalt
values were determined through hydrocode computation; the remaining data were
obtained through tensile stress vs. strain rate tests.

\

a

b

Figure 6. A schematic illustration of dynamic fragmentation. Once Weibull flaws
(shown as lines here, with the weakest being the longest) activate according to their
threshold strains, they grow, relieving the stresses, and coalesce to form fragments. At
low strain rates (a), the strong flaws (by far the most numerous) are never activated
because the weak flaws relieve the stresses. Fragments are thus large, and the peak
stress of failure is low. At high strain rates (b), the weak flaws are not numerous enough
to relieve the growing stresses since the rate of crack growth (Cg) is finite. Strong flaws
are activated, leading to smaller fragment sizes and a larger failure stress. The Weibull
distribution of flaws leads to the familiar relationships between dynamic tensile stress
and strain rate, (J -SY (where "{= 1/4) and between fragment size and strain rate, L_1/s.
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the efficiency at which a crack relieves stress, since stress release is proportional to crack
length cubed. Because fewer f1aws are required to relieve a given increase in stress if the
crack growth velocity is high, fragment size scales with Cg.

3.2.3. Details of the Weibull Flaw Distribution
While Eq.31 is an excellent description of the flaw distributions in many geologically
important materials, one must exercise caution when applying it within an extended
mathematical formalism. Wei bull distributions have been used extensively in many
descriptions of dynamic rock mechanics (Grady and Kipp 1980, Ahrens and Rubin 1992,
Melosh 1987; Melosh et al. 1992», so it is worth taking a moment to examine its
limitations in some detail.
In an infinite medium whose flaw density is governed by a Weibull distribution the
minimum activation strain asymptotically approachs zero: given any arbitrarily small
tensile activation strain e > 0, a flaw can always be found that fails at this strain, although
the density of such flaws N(e) = kern approaches zero as e

--7

O. In a finite body,

however, the probability of finding a flaw corresponding to a given small e depends on
the target volume V. For this probability to be high, we require N(e)V

~

1. The

activation strain emin con·esponding to the most probable weakest flaw is derived from
N(emin) == 1/V = k emin rn ; i.e.
emin = (kV)-l/rn

(32)

This is the most probable lowest strain at which a rock of volume V will fail. (The
threshold stress is therefore O'min=Bemin.)
There are no inherent restrictions, however, as flaw sizes go to zero, when activation
strains go to infinity. Because the number density of flaws becomes infinite as their size
diminishes, we must evaluate the relationships that balance the importance of number
against the insignificance of size. In this section I derive a relationship which constrains
the smallest size scales down to which any extended statistics based on Weibull flaws can
apply in a given material. Certain ranges of k and m are pathological, in that no physical
flaw distribution results. The equations set forth in this section allow us to determine
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quantitatively whether a Weibull descliption can be usefully applied to a matelial of given
dimensions. given its particular matelial constants.

3.2.3.1. The Flaw Size Disttibution
The weakest flaw corresponds to the largest flaw; this is made formal via linear elastic
fracture mechanics (c.j. Lawn and Wilshaw 1975. Atkinson 1989). The isolated twodimensional crack approximation expresses the stress intensity factor for a crack of halflength a as
(33)
where

0'

is the far-field stress. When KI exceeds the critical stress intensity factor. the

flaw begins to grow; thus, crack initiation corresponds to both the applied stress and to the
crack size. This approximation assumes the stress 0' is applied transverse to the crack. but
it is accurate to within a constant of order unity. K1C (also known as the fracture
toughness) is a matedal constant observed to remain essentially unchanged under loading
rates differing by several orders of magnitude (Atkinson and Meredith 1989, Costin 1989,
Rummel and Winter 1980). For basalt. Klc :::: 2.5 MPa-vn. The flaw size a that is at the
activation threshold, for a given stress 0'. therefore goes as 1/0'2 - i.e., we rapidly work
our way down to smaller flaw sizes as we increase the far-field stress. Linear elastic
analyses break down at the matedal grain size (Ingraffea 1987). but at these scales. as
discussed below. the Weibull distribution itself no longer applies.
The Weibull activation-strain distribution N(E) is related to a flaw length distribution
N(a) by expressing 0' in telms of the corresponding sU'ain:
(34)

where B is the undamaged elastic modulus. The Weibull activation-strain distribution is
the number density of tlaws whose threshold strain is E. At this threshold. by definition.

KI = KIC ' such that the corresponding flaw half-length is
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K

aCe) = ( --1£
Be

)21-.

(35)

1t

This length and larger will fail at the strain e. The Weibull strain distribution is then
translates into a length distribution by substituting for e:
N(a) = k[ K,c Jrn a-'%

B...{i

(36)

N(a) is the number density of flaws whose incipient half-length is a or larger.
The single largest flaw in a target of radius R is detennined by requiring N(amax) =IN,
or by solving for a(ernin) in Eq.32; it is of half-length
(37)
The largest flaw in a basalt target 1m in radius is

= 5 mm; the largest flaw in a 100 km

radius solid basalt asteroid (were such to exist) =1.5 m. Of course, real asteroids
probably have a weaker flaw distribution (a greater number of large flaws) due to ongoing
collisional processing.
Fig.7 shows representative Weibull size distributions for m = 2, 6,9 and 16. They are
nonnalized so that the largest flaw is the same length in each case. The actual lengths of
the incipient flaws are many orders of magnitude smaller than this - microscopic, in most
cases - so that the overlapping one perceives in these illustrations does not occur in reality
until one reaches high failure thresholds (small flaws). Furthermore, these distributions
are volume densities projected into the plane for a cube such that overlapping is largely a
projection effect. Because they are nonnalized, these disttibutions will all fail at the same
static threshold Cmin'
It is evident from these figures that as one moves up to higher values of m, the number
of flaws near the minimum threshold strain emin increases. In other words, at large values
of m the threshold failure strain is not as localized as it is for small values of m. In
general, larger values of m lead to more homogeneous fracture behavior, whereas small m
implies a rather heterogeneous target. While the physical properties of asteroids and other
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m=2

m=6

m=9

m=16

Figure 7. Representative Weibull distributions for m=2, 6, 9 and 16, normalized to
have the same largest (weakest) flaw and projected onto a plane. Flaw sizes are gready
exaggerated for clarity. As one moves to higher values of m, the number of flaws near
the minimum failure threshold increases, so that the material responds more
isotropic ally to modest loading rates. At very high loading rates, the largest flaws are
inconsequential so that differences in m are not as important. Core-type fragmentation
(see §VI) appears to require a relatively homogeneous flaw structure and hence cannot
be achieved in simulations where m $ 7.
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solar system bodies remain speculative at best, it is likely that they would be best described by small values of m due to the likelihood of signiticant heterogeneity and
previous fracture processing.
Dynamic fracture events do not "see" the largest flaws (since they are not numerous
enough to relieve a signiticant fraction of the growing stress); at high failure strains all
Weibull distributions begin to flatten out, so that the differences between m=6 and m=16
behavior, for instance, are not (under dynamic conditions) as dramatic as they are
visualized here. If one plots the same distributions of 7 (a-d), but ignoring the 100
weakest (Le. longest) flaws and renormalizing, it is very difficult to distinguish between
the distribution plots. Indeed, one can demonstrate through numerical experimentation
(Sec.5; Fig.26) that, for dynamic events involving a large range of strain rates, similar
outcomes can be achieved for a range of m's so long as one cOlTespondingly changes k.
Yet there are some consu'aints on these values, however: core fracture (see Sec.6) appears
to be impossible when m:$ 7, at least for laboratory targets, no matter what value of k is
chosen - the matedal becomes overly heterogeneous.
3.2.3.2. Volume Sheltering
Assume that a far-field tensile strain begins to grow in a volume of material Vo. A flaw
can never activate (in the continuum point of view) until all larger flaws have activated, so
that, when considering the effective number density of flaws, one must discount all of
the volume relieved by the larger tlaws from the odginal volume. Seen in a different way,
flaws within the sphere of influence of larger flaws do not matter - they can never be
reached by the tensile strain, since they are sheltered - so we must subtract them away
from the Weibull distribution (Fig.8). If a significant proportion of the distribution is
subtracted away, formalisms based on Weibull statistics no longer apply, at least not at the
size scale for which this volume sheltering becomes problematic. The problems
associated with volume sheltedng become somewhat moot when flaws are made explicit
(see Sec.6), because damage and fragment size are not integrated statistically for explicit
cracks.
Begin with the differential number density of flaws within the size range a to a+da,
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Figure 8. An illustration of the distribution of flaws within a continuum. The smaller
flaws fail at higher activation strains and are more numerous according to the Weibull
power law (Eq. 31). (a) If we ignore the distribution below the size of these low-strain
flaws, the effects of flaw sheltering are neglegible. The circle represents the volume
that is stress-relieved by a single flaw; most of the original volume remains unsheltered.
(b) At this scale, a substantial fraction of the continuum is sheltered. Any formalism
based on the Weibull distribution would break: down. The smaller circle is the volume
sheltered by each of the smaller flaws. (c) The Weibull description breaks down
entirely: virtually all of the continuum is stress-relieved. Notice that the each large flaw
shelters several of the smallest flaws. The minimum size scale, amin, for which a given
Weibull distribution has meaning is defined by Equation 48.
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n(a)da = -dN(a)
-

= mka
2

-.!!!-l

(38)

2

where

k=k[B~]m

(39)

(from Eq.36) is sensitive to both Weibull constants. Define V(a) ::;; Vo as the volume remaining after the volume sheltered by t1aws with half-lengths larger than a have been
removed (see Fig.8). V(a) is the volume available for fracture at the size scale a. If
(40)

is the volume relieved (or deactivated, from the point of view of smaller flaws) by a flaw
of half-length a, and V(a)n(a)da is the total number of flaws available for activation with
half-lengths a to a+da, then V(a)n(a)vol(a)da is their total volume. Thus, we must solve
the integral equation
3

V(a) = Vo -

mnx

fV(a)n(a)vol(a)da

(41)

3

which in differential form is
dV = - V n vol da

(42)

=- n vol da

(43)

d InV

v= Ve
o

-'mI&lIn(ll)vol(ll)dll
•

Substituting for n and vol gives, as a final result,

(44)
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yea) = Voexp

(6-m a-6-m)]

47tkm a-2[ 3(6 - m) max

-

(45)

2-

for m ¢ 6, and

(46)

for m = 6. As m goes from less than 6 to greater than 6, the sign of the exponent remains
negative in Eq.45.
We can now predict the threshold naw size, amio' below which the Weibull statistics become non-physical. The total volume fraction stress-relieved by incipient flaws must be
small; otherwise the material is in a state of initial damage. In fact, if yea)

-7

Vo the

material is a stress-relieved granular t1uid. The damage integral to follow (Sec.3.3) is
approximated by a polynomial solution with an accuracy of 5%; therefore we can
constrain yea) by requiring
V(a)/Vo> 1-0

(47)

where 0 =0.05. Because 0 is small, Eq.45 may be approximated to first order in the exponential, such that the minimum flaw size down to which we can confidently apply our
fonnalism is

(48)

where amax is defined in Eq.37 as a function of the material properties and the target dimension R. For m = 6 a simpler expression results:
_Sf _

e
a min -a
- max

/4ltk

•

Weibull-based formalisms are therefore robust when Ie (Eq.39) is small.

(49)
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For basalt, K =2.15 x 10- 12 m1.75, so any consideration of Umax in Eq.48 is unnecessary for macroscopic basalt targets. Therefore amin for basalt is effectively independent of
material dimensions:
amin(basalt) = 4.8~m.

(50)

3.2.3.3. Ownership Volume
The largest flaw in a rock must obviously be much smaller than the dimensions of that
rock. We can apply this condition in a self-similar way to all flaws: a flaw must be much
smaller than the dimensions in which it is dominant. Consider a volume V interspersed
with Weibull flaws; there are N(a)V flaws of half-length a. Divide the volume into N(a)V
pieces, one flaw of half-length a per piece. We are now faced with the same constraint as
for the original volume: the flaw of half-length a, which is now the largest flaw in a piece,
must be much smaller than the dimensions of the piece.
From this plinciple we delive an additional constraint on the smallest flaw size amin for
which the Weibull descliption applies. In formal tenTIs, the volume relieved of stress by a
flaw, vol(a), must be signiticantly smaller than the volume in which it is largest. From
Eq.36:

4

3'1ta min

3

«

[

k(

]-1
B.../i)
m
Krc-~

a min

. r=
(i )m:6(~)~~6
B'V1t

(51)

a ntin » 1 t k
3
For basalt, amin » 0.49

~m,

which is easily satisfied if we restrict ourselves to scales

larger than the grain size. This agrees with Eq.48. (The direction of the second inequality
holds only for m > 6; for m < 6 the direction is opposite, such that this analysis places no
restriction on the smallest scale amino In these cases, which are rare in nature (Table 1),
Equation 48 remains appropriate.) When m > 6, am in increases in proportion to k, as one
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intuitively expects, since k has dimensions of number density. Large k involve
problematically large flaw densities early on in the distribution, at large sizes.
When m = 6, amin drops out of Eq.51, leaving the following useful relationship
between k and the elastic constants K 1C and B:
31t- B
k « -? ( 4 K 1C

J6

(52)

For strong cement mortar m = 6; substituting the appropriate elastic constants requires that
k« 4 x 1027 m-3• which is satisfied by the measured value k = 1.24 x 1025 • The other
materials in Table 1 for which m ::: 6 also satisfy Eq.52: westerly granite. quartz
monzonite, concrete, and Arkansas novaculite. When m = 6, the equations are much
simpler (compare Eqs. 45 and 46), and the distdbution relationships are easier to visualize
(l( becomes dimensionless). But one cannot on this basis choose m=6 as an a priori

constant, as is often done (Thorne et al. 1990) in spite of strong evidence to the contrary.
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3.3. THE GRADY-KIPP MODEL OF DYNAMIC FRAGMENTATION

3.3.1. Fracture Damage
Fragmentation occurs when local failure strains are exceeded, such that successively
resistant (and more numerous) flaws nucleate, grow and coalesce. Because flaws of
varying number density and weakness activate at different times, determinations of
fragment size, peak failure stress and material damage require integral solutions. See
Grady and Kipp (1987, 1980) for their full solutions based on work applied to the
fragmentation of oil shale. In this section I summarize their method and results together
with a qualitative descliption.
The Grady-Kipp model treats the fragmenting material as a continuum: No attempt is
made to trace the course of each fracture as it develops. The average effect of many
individual fractures is incorporated in a scalar parameter called the damage D (0:::;; D:::;; 1)
which regulates the elastic moduli when the material is in tension (Lemaiu'e and Carboche
1990). The stress-strain relationship for a failed rock can be described with a modified
version of Eq.26:
(53)

D

=0 corresponds to intact, unfractured matetial, whereas D = 1 material is completely

fragmented and offers no resistance to further extensional strain - it is a collection of
unconnected fragments. The hydrostatic term, (1-D)P8a~, is replaced by P8a~ when the
volume strain and pressure are compressive. As damage progresses, the solid evolves
locally from intact rock to cohesion less rubble.
The damage D is related to the number and size of microcracks in the rock by the
simple expression (Walsh 1965)

D =N vol

(54)
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where N(l) is the number of idealized penny-shaped cracks of half-length I per unit
volume and vol(l)=4/31t 13 (c.f. EqAO) is the volume of a spherical stress-relieved region
surrounding such a crack. Damage is a dimensionless number best seen as a volume
density: the ratio of stress relieved volume to total volume. Because not all flaws are the
same size, this relationship is integrated over all crack lengths to give the total damage.

In the Grady-Kipp model the damage at any time t is an integral over the damage that
has accumulated in the entire past history of the material. The stress-relieved volume
surrounding a crack is a function of the time (t-t') since it began to grow, and the number
of cracks that began to grow at the time tl is the derivative (aN/atk. Damage is then
computed as the integral-aver-history
D(t) =

t

f

-00

•

N(t') vol(t - t') dt'

(55)

Grady and Kipp assume that cracks, once activated, grow in mode I (that is, in a direction
orthogonal to the applied tensile stress) at their maximum speed, Cg, and that the number
of flaws that will activate is reduced by the factor (I-D) once damage begins to
accumulate. Making the appropriate substitution for the time-derivative and taking
constants out of the integral yields a final integral equation
(56)

where NI(e) is the derivative of the Weibull distribution (Eq.3!) with respect to e, and £
is the strain rate. The assumption of constant crack

gl'O~th

at Cg assumes instantaneous

acceleration; this assumption may break down at very low strain rates, requiring
modification of the damage integral for large impacts. Large targets may fail at larger
stresses, and fragment into smaller sizes, than Grady-Kipp theory predicts. The need for
such modification is not apparent in any data so far obtained on fragmentation in the
laboratory; furthermore, the size at which this effect becomes important may be so large
that gravitational stresses dominate over fracture stresses. See Sec.3A for a further discussion of the effects of target size on this theory.
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Grady and Kipp (1980) solve the damage integral by assuming a constant strain rate so
that Eel) = et. A truncated approximation to their series solution is accurate to 5% at all
damage levels:
(57)

where
81tc~k

a. = ----!:-..---

(58)

(m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3)

By solving for stress O'=B£(1-D) as a function of time and setting its derivative equal to
zero, they derive the dynamic tensile sU'ength of a matelial:
O't =

B(m+3)(m+4)-(m+4)/(m+3)a.- 1I(m+3)t 3/ (m+3)

(59)

The Weibull constants may be delived from this relationship together with experimental
measurements of peak failure stress (0') as a function of strainrate (t).

These

measurements do in fact obey a power law
(60)

where A is the dynamic tensile strength at e = lis (the y-intercept on the log-log plot), and
b is the slope of this line. Note that A has units Pa sb. The Wei bull constants are then
1

(61)

m = 3 (j) - 1)

and
k = (m + l)(m + 2) [m +

81tc:

3]m+4 [~]m+3

m +4

A

(62)

(Melosh et ai. 1992). where B is the elastic modulus in the undamaged rock. For most
geologic materials the strain rate dependence b = 1/3 to 1/6 , so that m = 6 to 15. Large
values of m translate into a low valiability of dynamic strength with loading rate. The
importance of (61) and (62) is that the fracture constants may be independently derived
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from simple material studies. (See Sec.4 for another simple way of estimating these
parameters.)

3.3.2. The Fragment Size Distribution
Grady and Kipp (1980) derive the fragment size distribution from the crack length
distribution at fracture coalescence time tf, when D(tr)=l:

(63)

where; is a normalization constant to be evaluated (Eq.69). This distribution peaks at the
size
Lm = 6c g a- 1I(m+3)e-m/(m+3) •
m+ 2

(64)

Re-writing the fragment size distribution in terms of Lm:
3 ( 1_ _
F(L)=;27 m(m+l)(m+3) ~
3_~ )m-l
2
(m+2)2
L~
m+2 Lm

(65)

This function covers a domain of sizes from zero up to
(66)

Lm is the most frequent fragment size; Lmax is the largest. Fig.9 plots a fragment size
distribution for a volume V=100 m3, with Weibull exponent m = 10, which was shattered
such that the most common fragment diameter Lm = 1 m.
The distribution for the total mass per fragment size bin, M(L) = pL3F(L), behaves
similarly, peaking at the size
m+2
Lmass = 2 - - L m.
m+5

(67)

Lmass typifies a fragment mass within a cell; this number is useful in deriving relationships
between fragment masses and other variables detelmined in a calculation, such as velocity
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Figure 9. A theoretical differential size distribution for Grady-Kipp fragments formed
at a constant strain rate for a material with Weibull exponent m=lO CEq. 65). The
fragments sum to an intact volume V=l00 cubic meters; the most common fragment
size is Lm=l meter. The largest fragment Lmax = (m+2)Lm/3 = 4 meters. In a fmite
computational cell, Lm can sometimes exceed the cell size. In this case Lm only has
meaning when normalized to the cell volume and integrated over a larger region.
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Figure 10. The cumulative size distribution for the Grady-Kipp fragments plotted in
Figure 9 (Eq. 70). FcumCL) is the total number of fragments in V that are larger than L.
The largest fragment in a target volume, Lbiggesb is the size for which FcumClJ,iggesJ = 1.
Note that a broad slope transition is inherent to this model.
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or peak pressure. In this equation and those to follow, fragment volumes are assumed to
equal L3. This does not mean they are cubes, however. Most fragments from collisional
events (Fujiwara et ai. 1989) are observed to have profiles with length ratios -{2i2: 1: {2
whose volume is equal to a cube of the same median size. The distinction is not very
important at this level of retinement.
The fragment size distribution is normalized by requiring the volume of all fragments in
a region (or computational cell) to add up to the original volume of the cell:

~

L m:lX

f F(L)L dL = V
3

(68)

ccll

o

V cell is the cell volume and ~ is the normalization constant. From the disu'ibution given in

Eq.65
j:
~

= (m + 6)(m + 5)(m + 4) Vccll
3
120
Lmax

(69)

•

The cumulative number of fragments larger than a given size L in the ith computational cell
is then

F~um(L) = ~(1- ~)m
Lmax

2

1+ m(~) + m(m + 1) (~) + m(m + 1)(m + 2) (~)
Lmax
2
Lmax
6
Lmax

3] (70)

[

The normalized cumulative disuibution is plotted in Fig. 10 for the same parameters used
in Fig.9. The above distlibution applies to one individual computational cell. Each cell
has a unique damage history, and therefore an individual value of Lmax

and~.

In the

chapter on the smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method of computing fracture
damage (Sec.6), it shall become apparent that this method of fragment statistics is
problematic in high-resolution hydrocode analyses, particularly due to the fact that it is
possible to "fragment" a hydrocode cell volume into sizes larger than that cell. It becomes
fully damaged (D=I) although it is in fact an intact unit of a larger fractured volume. For
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the Grady-Kipp statistics presented here to remain hydrodynamically consistent,
fragments must always be smaller than the computational volume.

3.4. TRANSITION STRAIN RATE AND THRESHOLD STRAIN

At very low rates of tensile loading. most matedals resist fracture until a definite strain
(or corresponding stress) is reached.

This is the static failure regime, in which

fragmentation is dominated by the growth of a single weakest flaw. The dynamic regime
is entered when the growth of this flaw cannot relieve the applied strain, stresses rise in
the adjacent matedal, and new flaws begin to nucleate and grow. If the material possesses
a static strength O"static, the transition strain rate E. at which the dynamic tensile strength
exceeds the static is derived from Eq.59:
.
E

•

=

(m + 4)(111+4)/3
(m + 3)(m+3)/3

a l/3

(0".

)(m+3)/3

(71)

---E.!!!!£

B

This strain rate is a sensitive function of the static strength (the fourth power of it for
m=9), which explains the great variability of experimentally determined transition strain
rates. Typical static tensile strengths for rock specimens of standard size (a few cm) are in
the range of a few to 10 MPa (Jaeger 1969), predicting transition strain rates in the range
of 10-2 to 1 s-1. Note that the effective tensile strength in any physical situation is the
larger of the static and dynamic tensile strengths.
The static strength of a given target is determined by the activation strain of the weakest
flaw it is likely to contain. When applied to a spherical target of radius R, Eq.32 predicts
a static threshold strain
(72)

and hence a size-dependent static strength

O"static

= BE min

oc

R-3/m. The...J lIR target

strength dependence derived by Fujiwara (1980), Farinella et al. (1982) and Paolicchi et
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ai. (1983) implies a value m := 6 for the materials on which they based their analysis.
Table 1 indicates that a number of materials are characterized by m values in this range.
Indeed, it was just this size dependence Weibull intended to explain with his flaw
distribution function.
In the numerical methods desclibed in Sec.S and Sec.6, the size-dependent emin given
by (72) is applied to limit the minimum strain at which cracks (Le. damage) can initiate.
This threshold strain is large for small bodies (1.8 x 10-4 for a 1 meter target with
k=10 33 m-3 and m = 9, con'esponding to <J'sUltic:= 10 MPa) and smaller for large bodies (1.8
x 10-5 for a 1 km basalt target, or <J'SUltic := 1 MPa). This application has the added benefit
of preventing round-off en'ors from initiating damage accumulation.
Combining the size-dependence of the minimum strain, Eq.72, with the expression
(71) for the transition strain rate, yields an expression for the transition strain rate as a
function of the target size R:
m+3

(4/3)-~[(m+l)(m+2)rIl3(m+4)

e.=2c
g

m+3

m+4
3

m+3

(1tkr

1/m

R---n;-

(73)

The importance of this equation lies in the inverse dependence on target radius. The
other constants work out to be not much different from unity in MKS for all the materials
in Table 1. Laboratory-size specimens, whose radius (in meters) is near unity, therefore
have transition strain rates (in s-l) near unity. Fig. 11 shows this transition strain rate as a
function of target size. In the laboratory (sizes from -1 em to -1 m) the effect of a static
failure strain

emin

is felt at strain rates of -0.1 s-l to -100 s-l, in agreement with the

present limited observation (Antoun and Rajendran 1991). At the scale of asteroidal
dimensions (-10 km and greater), this transition drops to -10- 6 s-l, such that Weibullbased dynamical fragmentation models should apply to most disruptive impacts at all
scales.
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Figure 11. The transition strain rate, which dermes the boundary between dynamic and
quasistatic fracture (Equation 73), is plotted as a function of target size for the ten
materials given in Table 1. Fig. 5 illustrated the transition strain rate for concrete based
on experimental tests; the observed transition for concrete (at around 1 to 10 s-l) agrees
with the predictions of this model for material specimens -10 cm to 1 m in size.
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4. AN ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR FRAGMENT SIZES
A fragment size distribution is the most pelmanent relic of an impact event. The pieces
of a shattered target are weighed and their numbers tallied; the instruments required are a
scale and a sieve. For this reason, any information we can gain about material behavior
from this fundamental data set is quite useful, particularly if we can use fragment size
distributions to learn details about impact fragmentation - and stress propagation in a solid
- which would otherwise require sophisticated laboratory apparatus and difficult
experimental techniques. Size distributions are also among the most reliable data we have
for asteroid families and clans. In this section I suggest that the shapes of fragment size
distributions, at least in the strength regime, are primarily governed by impact geometry,
and that we can derive a good estimate of impact and material parameters through the
application of a simple set of analytical equations.
The Grady-Kipp equations (57, 59 and 63) assume a constant strain rate and therefore
must be integrated over regions where this assumption is at least approximately correct.
Numerical integrations discretize the target and projectile into small cell volumes over
finite timesteps. By assuming radial symmetry about the impact point, one can also
evaluate the fragment size integral along concentric shells. The parameters required by
such an analysis are few. The rock is described by the Weibull constants k and m, the
crack growth velocity Cg (0.4 times the sound speed), and an exponent p governing the
decay of strain rate with distance. The impact is specified by the target radius R, the
projectile radius a, and the impact velocity Vi.
The target is assumed spherical and gravity is ignored - common assumptions among
strength-regime models. Though not nearly as general as the numerical models to follow,
this analysis is simple to understand and surprisingly accurate. Its greatest potential may
involve the inversion of material and impact parameters from observed fragment size
distributions. As a bonus, it explains the slope transitions observed in cumulative
fragment size distributions for tinite targets.
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4.1. THE SHELL-INTEGRAL FOR FRAGMENT SIZES
Powerful stress waves broaden as they propagate when internal fliction becomes
manifest as a matedal viscosity, and when wave scattedng along grain boundaries leads to
incoherence (Sec.3.2). In addition, the peak pressure of nonlinear stress waves decays
roughly with the third power of distance (P max

oc

r- 3). The strain rate, which is

proportional to the peak pressure and inversely proportional to the width of the stress
pulse, therefore decays at a somewhat higher power,
e(r)

=C r-P,

(74)

where p ;::: 3. This expression, together with Eq.64, allows us to estimate mean size Lm of
a fragment a distance

l'

from an impact, assuming that the strain rates leading to tensile

fracture are about the same as the strain rates for compression at a given distance - an
assumption which is stdctly wan'anted only by the predictive success of the model. Strain
rates at a distance r = a (the projectile radius) are of the order e::= vi/2a, so that the constant
is
pol
C -- Vi
2 a .

(75)

Combining (64) and (74) gives us Lm(r), and conversely (since the relation is monotonic)
an expression for the distance from impact at which fragments of the size Lm are most

likely to be found:

(76)

Here a is defined as before (Eq.58) in terms of Cg, k and m.
If we approximate the size distribution by a delta function centered at Lm, then a
monotonic functional cOl1'elation is established between fragment size and strain rate, and
also between fragment size and the distance r from the impact point via Eq.74. The

Grady-Kipp distribution function F(L) allows for a finite probability of fragment sizes
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from 0 up to Lmnx=Lm(m+2)/3 (Eq.66), but it peaks narrowly at Lm such that this
approximation is acceptable. It is also quite useful. Any narrow distribution function of
fragment sizes whose peak size decreases with a power of the strain rate will in fact lead to
a qualitative descliption of the cumulative fragment size distribution (namely, the decrease
in slope at the low-mass end). This model is not limited to the Grady-Kipp description.
But using L=Lm gives good quantitative agreement as well.
In the analysis to follow, I shall for these reasons omit the subscript to Lm and assume
L(r) is a one-to-one con'espondence detined by the Grady-Kipp fragment size of Eq.64
and the strain rate decay of Eq.74. With this assumption, fragment size is a function of
distance:
L(r) = 6c g2 (aC m)-1I(m+3) r mp/(m+3)
m+

(77)

•

Given the symmetry assumption we may now integrate fragment number in concentric
shells about the impact point, constrained by the target geometry boundary conditions.
The differential volume of a sphelical shell of radius r < 2R (the expanding stress wave
front) centered at the surface of a spherical target of radius R, which intersects that target,
is
dyer) = 2nr2(1-rl2R)dr
This geometry is shown in Fig.12. In a cratering event R

(78)
~

00,

so that this volume is

21tr2 dr, corresponding to a hemispherical shell dyer). For a finite target, dyer) is a
smaller sector of a hemisphere which shrinks to zero at the antipode r=2R. Assuming all
fragments within a shell at r to be of size L(r), the incremental number of fragments in the
shell is
dN(r) = dVxL-3.

(79)

The cumulative number of fragments larger than a given size L, N(L), is therefore the sum
from the radius where fragments of size L are found out to the antipode, since all
fragments formed closer in are smaller:
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vi

•

Large
Fragments

Figure 12. The impact geometry assumed in deriving the analytical model for
fragment sizes (Eqs. 74-92). The shock is taken to be symmetrical about the impact
point, with surface area initially increasing as r2 in hemispherical expansion. When the
shock encounters the boundaries of the fmite target, its expansion is halted. The
different mode of failure (in the regime of a diminishing shock front) results in a steeper
slope at the large-mass end of the cumulative size distribution.
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2R

N(L) =

f dN(rt).

(80)

r(L)

4.2. EXPLAINING THE SLOPE TRANSITION
Before presenting solutions to Eq.80 I will qualitatively demonstrate why the slopes of
cumulative size distributions (log N vs. log L) are steeper for the largest fragments (Fig.2;
Eq.6). It is fundamentally due to a restricted target geometry, which explains why slope
transitions are infrequently observed in cratering experiments but are ubiquitous to
disruption events. Near the impact point (1'« R), where the smallest fragments form, the
shell volume dV increases with 1'2 (Eq.78). At the same time, fragment size L within that
shell increases with rmp/(m+3) (Eq.77). The differential number of fragments dN is the
product dV

x

l1L 3, such that cancellation occurs in the exponent of r, leading to a

differential distribution
dN(r)

oc:

r2-3m p/(m+3)

(81)

and hence (by substitution for r) a cumulative size distribution
N(L)

oc:

L-3(mp-m-3)/mp

and a cumulative mass distribution (by substituting M
N(M)

oc:

oc:

L3)

M-(mp-m-3)/mp

This slope is constant so long as r « R such that dV

oc:

(82)

(83)

r2. This holds true in a cratering

impact The low-mass cumulative slope (using the notation of Eq.6) is thus
b2 =

mp-m-3
1
= 1- -p (1+3/m)
mp

(84)

which can be compared to experimental data to derive the constant p governing strain rate
decay. Notice that b2<1, such that mass is concentrated towards larger sizes. (When
b2=1, logarithmic intervals contain equal total mass.) For basalt (m=9.5) this reduces to p
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= 1.33/(1-b2). Takagi et al. (1984) report low-mass exponents for basalt of b2 :::: 0.6;
from the fragment size distribution of (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) one can measure b2
:::: 0.55. Hence, a strainrate-decay constant for basalt:::: 3 is predicted, although it must be
cautioned that this slope is sensitive to the counting of all fragments, since it is involves
the smallest sizes. A steeper actual slope results in a higher value of p.
In a spherical target, a shock radiating symmetrically from the impact point stops
expanding with distance when d2V/dr 2 = 0 such that dV is locally constant with r. From
Eq.78 this occurs at r=4RJ3. At greater distances dV decreases with r, until at the
antipode dV ~O. Fragment number dN therefore falls off more precipitously with
distance since there is no cancellation by 1'2 in the exponent:
N(L)r=4R13

oc:

LCm+3)/mp-3,

(85)

. . a steeper cumu Iative
. mass sI
.
br=4R/3:::: 1- m+3
glv10g
ope'10 th'IS reglOn,
3mp > b2. N'
otlce

again that br=4R13 < 1. For basalt this slope is 0.89 for p = 4. From this distance out, shell
volumes dV diminish with increasing r, leading to increasingly steep slopes for larger
fragments. When dV falls off with rl or faster, mass slopes b;;::1 occur.
The fragment size slope transition itself is more closely related to the distance where the
slope of dV(r) is changing most rapidly, i.e., where d3V/dr3=0, rather than where the
slope of dV(r) is zero. From Eq.78 we see that this slope transition distance is
2R
rst=T'

(86)

Hydrocode analyses (below) show that this is very close to the observed location at which
the fragment size distribution changes slope. The fragment size at the slope transition
(Lsu may be solved in Eq.77 at r=rst:
L st = ~~~ (ac m)-1I(m+3) (2RJ3)mp/(m+3) •

(87)

For targets and projectiles of constant size and material, the slope transition size decreases
with increasing impact velocity, since C oc Vi. This prediction agrees with the laboratory
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observations of Fujiwara et al. (1977), who studied impacts into basalt targets at a wide
velocity range.

4.3. THE GENERAL SOLUTION
In the previous section I estimated the strain rate decay constant p by fitting the
cumulative mass slope to the observed size distribution of small fragments. A second
estimate is based on the largest fragment, which occurs antipodal to the impact in this
analysis. Eq.74 predicts a strain rate at r=2R as a function of p; Grady-Kipp theory in
tum gives us a most probable fragment size. At the antipode Eq.77 defines the largest
fragment:
Lmnx

:=

!~~ (aCm)-i/(m+3) (2R)mp/(m+3)

(88)

For the basalt target studied by (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) p=4.22 by this method,
greater than what was measured from the small-fragment mass slope. This is the method I
have used to determine p in the comparative studies plotted below. Although the method
is somewhat crude, largest fragment masses are the most accurately determined
experimental outcome, whereas small-fragment slopes are sensitive to an accurate
counting of the smallest debris. On the other hand, the largest fragment quite often occurs
not at the antipode but nearer the target center. In future studies, more accurate values of p
may be determined as material constants for a variety of materials by least-squares fitting
to laboratory fragment size distributions, rather than this simple fit to a single fragment
The half-space assumption cannot be applied to a finite target; to compute the entire
fragment size distribution we must solve the integral (Eq.80) without approximation.
Substititions and fractional powers lead to an expression best solved with a symbol
processor such as Mathematica. The exact solution to Eq.80 is intrinsically a simple
algebraic form for which differentials with respect to the variables p, m, k, c g, R, a, and
Vi may be taken. It exists as a very lengthy Mathematica file which begins
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9+3m-3mn \
N(L) = 0 • 233 *2**(-3m
m+3 +
m+3 )

1t

*1.\ m+3)
3\

(89)

..... .

Of course, Eq.80 may be solved numerically as well, but then one sacrifices a great deal
of insight into the meaning of the various parameters. The algebraic solution (89) reduces
to a polynomial expression of the form
(90)
where CI, C2, C3,

a and Bare positive constants defined in terms of p, m, k, Cg, R, a, and

Vi. By inspection this is not a simple power law unless

a=B, CI =0,

and c2>c3.

Substituting nominal parameters for basalt (m=9, k=1033m-3, c g =1800 mIs, n=4) into
Eq.89 reduces it to
N(L) = 1.33xlO-2 a6.75 Vi2.25 R-6 +

(91)

1.67 a9/4 vj3/4 L-2 - 1.17 a3 Vi R-I L-1.67
Notice that as alR-70 we recover a simple power law for cratering impacts,
NcCL) = 1.67 a9/4 Vi 3/4 L-2

(92)

with a corresponding mass slope b2 = 0.67. The cumulative number of fragments, for a
given velocity, increases roughly with the projectile cross section (a2). It is interesting to
note that the number of fragments larger than a given size L in a cratering event scales with
the momentum of the impactor (to the 3/4 power), at least for materials with n == 4.

4.4. COMPARISON TO DATA
Overall agreement of predicted and experimental fragment size distributions is
surprisingly good for such a simple model. When the material parameters for basalt,
together with the (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) impact parameters (R=3 ern, a=O.7 ern,
vi=3.2 km/s) are substituted into Eq.89, agreement between theory and experiment is very
close except for the very largest and smallest fragments (Fig.13).

Although p is
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Figure 13. The analytical fragment size distribution (Eq.89) plotted against the actual
size distribution for the laboratory experiment of Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991).
Agreement is very good except for the core fragment (the largest) and the very smallest
debris.
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determined by pinning Eq.89 to the largest fragment, this does not guarantee that the
resulting distdbution function N(L) predicts exactly one fragment of the size Lmax. It only
requires that the fragment size function evaluated at the antipode equals Lmax. The slope
transition is more subtle than in the expedment, and occurs at a larger size, although mass
loss at small sizes in the target might enhance the abruptness of the measured transition.
But it is more likely that the abrupt transiton is real, the result perhaps of damage-front
instability which is not accounted for by my model.
Compadsons between measured fragment size disttibutions and model predictions for
the impact experiments of Takagi et

at.

(1984) are shown in Figs. 14 a-f. These are

relatively low-velocity experiments «1 km/s). A strain rate decay exponent p=3.8 was
derived from Takagi et ai.'s experiment #820117 by the method of Eq.88 and thereafter
assumed constant for the remaining five expetiments. Takagi et al.'s targets are cubical,
so I computed effective radii from their masses and densities. Considering these
approximations, agreement is very good. In fact, the same experiments are modeled in the
following section by a numerical hydrocode, and the analytical results are often in closer
agreement with the data. The greatest discrepancy lies in the prediction for Experiment
#820603 (Fig.I4b) which is a cratering expetiment with f[=0.9. The model is apparently
not well-suited to low-energy cratering events into small targets, for which the ratio aIR is
relatively large. This experiment diverges severely for the hydrocode prediction as well
(Sec.5).
Fig.I5 plots the data from Takagi et

at.

(1984) for a sequence of four impact

experiments in which the impact conditions (target mass, projectile mass and velocity,
material type) were reproduced as closely as possible. The fragment size distributions
show a significant spread which places fundamental constraints on how accurately any
model can predict fragmentation. The nonlinearity of damage, together with the feedback
mechanisms of ongoing matetial moditication, enable a single flaw in a fortuitous location
to significantly alter a collisional outcome. Also plotted in Fig.I5 is the analytical
prediction (using the same decay exponent p=3.8 from before); since this prediction
matches the data without any changes of model parameters, this should be a useful model
of strength-regime fragmentation. The prediction for the largest fragment lies on top of
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are the same as for Fig. 14.
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one of the data points, and the slope and number for small fragments is also iIi very good
agreement with experiment.

4.5. PARAMETER RECOVERY
All of the parameters except p are known (or can be detelmined) in a laboratory impact
experiment: m and k are given in Table 1 for a number of impOltant materials (or else can
be determined from flyer-plate or split-Hopkinson bar tests via Eqs. 59-62); cg == 40% of
the sound speed in the target; and Vi is usually measured by optical or electromagnetic
triggers immediately prior to impact. By constraining these parameters (together with R
and a) as precisely as possible, fragment size distributions from laboratory experiments
can be used to determine the constant of strain rate decay. Comparisons to laboratory
data, above, suggest p == 4 in basalt. Because the strain-rate decay exponent is related to
the structure of the wave, any constraints on p lead to knowledge about strong, nonlinear
stress pulses. The simplicity of this approach is its chief advantage: fragment sizes are a
permanent record of the stress pulse, so that stress-wave analysis can be performed long
after the event is finished.
In the case where several parameters are unknown or poorly constrained, a more
general inversion must be performed. The matrix of partial derivatives Gij=oGi/OXj,
where Gi is the i th predicted datum and Xj is the jth model parameter, can be computed
from the analytical form of Eq.89; this matrix of partials is the the kernel for finite
generalized-inverse methods (Menke 1984). Celtain constants should be weighted heavily
depending on the nature of the problem. Consider a ballistic analysis involving the impact
fragmentation of a target of known size and composition; in this case one allows a and Vi
to be unconstrained (within reasonable limits) during the solution but fixes the material
parameters and R. Or consider the collisional breakup of a small Jovian satellite: one
might assume that the observed debris (a planetary ring, for instance) is close to the
original target mass, and that the current size distribution is close to the fragment size
distribution. The impact velocity is between local escape velocity and -80 km/s. The
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material parameters could be weighted close to the values for water ice (m, k, c g),
allowing us to estimate the impactor size. Or better yet, some independent estimation of
the impactor size and velocity could be used to place constraints on fracture rheology in
the outer solar system.

4.6. LIMITATIONS
The fragmentation of large, gravity-dominated targets is not an appropriate subject for
this analysis. A qualitative prediction may still apply - in particular, the slope transition
of the fragment size distribution might exist for the reasons presented here - but
quantitative results are unlikely to be accurate except for small fragments. (The small
fragments escape since their velocities are proportionately greater, such that this end of the
distribution ought to be satisfied by strength analysis.) Analytical models can of course be
written for gravity-regime collisions (and many have been), and perhaps the one presented
here can be extended to account for gravitational reaccumulation. But the total lack of data
for finite-body disruption in the gravity regime makes it impossible to test such analytical
models directly. The assumption of symmetry about the impact point is also likely to
impose some restrictions upon the extension of this analysis to larger targets. This
symmetry makes it impossible to predict a large core fragment, and ignores many aspects
of the free surface.
The recognition of these fundamental limitations now leads us to the subject of
numerical experimentation by means of hydrocodes. We must bear in mind that a
successful code prediction does not of itself imply scientific understanding: all we can say

de facto is that the outcome is rooted in the physics implemented by the code. Analytical
models tend to provide deeper conceptual perspectives - the reason for the slope
transition, for instance - and more fundamental, general solutions. But analytical scaling
theories are unlikely to be adequately predictive without gravity-regime data; in the end it
will probably be numerical results which dictate the parameters, if not the forms, of
analytical models.
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5. A 2D LAGRANGIAN FRAGMENTATION HYDROCODE
In an intense shock wave, material strength is inconsequential and pressure follows the
hydrostat. Because of this, early researchers studying shock wave phenomena in solids
adopted the numerical methods of fluid dynamicists, and "hydrocode analysis" was born.
Since that time, hydrocodes have evolved considerably to include material strength and
failure, accurate and thermodynamically consistent phase change, and the transition from
elastic to plastic behavior at the Hugoniot elastic limit. The essence of these codes remains
the solution of the fluid equations, but stress-tensor calculations have taken the place of
simple pressure terms (see Sec.6.1). Generally, pressure is computed via the equation of
state, and the deviatoric stress tensor is computed separately according to a strength/failure
model. The total stress state, which governs the dynamical evolution of the system, is
recovered as their sum. In this section I present the implementation of Grady-Kipp
fracture damage in the hydrocode SALE 2D (Amsden et al. 1980); much of this work has
recently been published by Melosh et al. (1992). Sec.6 extends this analysis, and
overcomes some intrinsic limitations, within the framework of the smooth particle
hydrocode SPH3D.

5.1. CODE IMPLEMENTATION
5.1.1. Numerical Implementation of Grady-Kipp Fragmentation
Grady-Kipp theory provides a rational basis for modeling fragmentation phenomena,
but in order to implement this theory in a computer code, efficient algebraic equivalents
must be derived for the analytical damage aI:ld fragment size integrals of Sec.3.4. The
damage integral (Eq.56), for example, is poorly suited to machine integration since it
involves the storage of the entire past history of damage within a computational volume;
obviously a differential form is preferable, in which some increment depending only on
the current stress state is added to the previous value.

The constant strain rate

simplification (Eq.57) is unsuitable for hypervelocity impact studies, since strain rates
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may vary by an order of magnitude or more dudng the fragmentation of a given volume.
Quite often, fragmentation occurs as the result of several intermittent and unequal tensile
pulses as waves scatter and reflect throughout the target.
Grady and Kipp (1980) proposed an alternative differential equation that gives an
excellent approximation to Eq.56:
I/3

dD
(m + 3) 1/3 m/3
--=
a E
dt
3

(93)

This equation is exact in the limit of constant strain rate, but it also allows the damage to
grow monotonically in a reasonable way in the far more common situation when the strain
rate is not constant.
As was discussed above in some detail (Sec.3.3), the Weibull distribution can be used
to predict the distribution of fragment sizes. The mean fragment size is derived from the
total fracture area, A(t), which is related to the rate of increase of the damage D(t) by
A(t) = O(t)
2c g

(94)

This expression is perfectly general, and can be derived from the full integral equation
(56) without approximation. But damage becomes a very steep function of time as it
approaches unity. Fracture area increases rapidly towards the end of damage, and Eq.94
is therefore too sensitive to the outcome of a single timestep. A better algorithm (Melosh
1987) is
dA
dt

= (m + 2)(m = 3) a2l3E2m/3DI/3
2c g

(95)

which agrees exactly with the Grady-Kipp prediction for constant strain rate. The peak of
the fragment size distribution Lm can be shown to be

= 3(m+3) _1_

L
m

(m + 2) A(t c)

(96)
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where A(tc) is the fracture area integrated from Eq.95 at time tc when D(tc) = 1. This value
is used in Eqs. 65-70 for computing the fragment size statistics in a computational cell.
Eqs. 93 and 95 can be readily inserted in hydrocode computations and have been found to
give good results for one-dimensional plane-strain stress waves (Melosh 1987).

5.1.2. Generalization of Grady-Kipp Fracture to Higher Dimensions
The major difficulty with higher-dimensional generalizations of Eqs. 93 and 95 lies in
their dependence on the scalar volume strain e. For one-dimensional plane-strain e22 = e33

=0, so the volume strain e and the longitudinal strain ell are identical and no ambiguities
arise. Although this accords well with the geometry commonly employed in shock-wave
experiments (from which most of the available material data is derived), the configuration
of the projectile and target in geologically interesting impacts is much more complex.
Fragmentation phenomena of geophysical interest - including the idealized cases of
cratering impacts into half-spaces or spheres, and the catastrophic disruption of finite targets of spherical or more complex shapes - require two or three dimensions to allow for
radial dissipation, shell and hoop stresses, free-surface boundary reflections, and other
fundamental processes.
Some recent treatments of fragmentation still use the volume strain (e.g. Thorne et al.
1990), but severe problems arise because the volume strain and tensor strain components
may differ enormously. One strain axis may be in extension while the other two are in
compression, resulting in small or even compressive volume strains at a time when
damage should be accumulating due to the tensile strain along one axis. Grady and Kipp
(1987) report a two-dimensional axially symmetric cratering explosion computation using
their equations applied to the volume strain, but to achieve agreement between the
observed crater and computed fragmented region they made the rather ad hoc choice of a
damage level D = 0.2 as the criterion for ejection from the crater.
One obvious generalization is to use the tensor strain components, perform a principal
axis transformation to determine the largest tensile strain, emax

=max(elte2,e3), and

substitute emax for e in Eqs. 93 and 95. Although this gives better results than blind use of
the volume strain, damage might accumulate when the stress cOlTesponding to the strain is
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compressive, and may fail to accumulate when one of the principal stresses is strongly
tensional. The reason for these discrepancies is that the stress and strain are not simply
proportional to one another. Each stress component is the sum of a scalar stress (the
pressure) which is proportional to the volume strain and a deviatoric stress which is
proportional to the deviatoric strain with a different coefficient (Eq.26), so that the most
extensional strain axis might not be the most tensional stress axis.
The stress tensor rather than the strain tensor is therefore a more appropriate candidate
for governing fracture damage; a principal axis transformation to determine the largest
tensile stress, a max = max(al,a2,a3), yields the largest effective tensile strain upon
division by the appropriate elastic modulus. But due to the onset of damage, the stressstrain curve turns over at some point (strain-softening), so that stress is not a monotonic
function of the strain. Use of the actual stress in this manner leads directly to numerical
instability in the damage and fracture-area equations as implemented in SALE 2D. (Use of
the actual, damage-relieved stress tensor in SPH 3D does not appear to cause numerical
instabilities, however, and is therefore used instead.)
This instability can be avoided by computing a subsidiary effective stress tensor
(97)

This effective stress is computed from the strain as if no damage had occurred. The
effective stress is a monotonically increasing function of the strain so no strain-softening
behavior and its associated numerical instability can occur. A principal axis transformation determines the most tensional axis, creffmax = max(creffl,creff2,crefC3). The effective
strain for use in Eqs. 93 and 95 is then computed from a mox by dividing by the
undamaged elastic modulus for uniaxial plane-strain extension:

e = a max

(98)

B+4/3J..l

Damage never accumulates unless one of the principal stresses is tensile. The numerical
system resulting from this substitution seems to be stable and gives results in good
agreement with experiment, as shown below.
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The modulus in Eq.91 was chosen in order to ensure that the system of equations
described above reduces exactly to the form originally given by Grady and Kipp (1980) in
the limit of plane strain. To show that this is indeed the case, I reproduced the onedimensional Lagrangian numerical computations of Melosh (1987) by injecting a strong
planar stress wave (approximated as a triangular stress pulse with rise time 't, of constant
strain rate £0' followed by a longer decaying tail) into one end of a rectangular grid and
allowing it to propagate and reflect from the parallel free surface at the far end (Fig.16).
The code used will be discussed shortly. Identical Murnaghan constitutive relations
(gabbroic anorthosite) were used in both the 1D and 2D experiments, along with the same
Weibull constants. When the shock renects from the zero-pressure free surface, its inverted image propagates back into the grid, causing fragmentation under planar tension at
the same constant strain rate. As Fig.I7 shows, for a range of peak particle velocities up
to 3 km/s (corresponding to a strain rates £0:= 60 s-1 for't = 8.3xl0-3 s), the 2D code
model computes a maximum tensile stress at failure (O'max) in very close agreement with
both the analytical and one-dimensional numerical predictions. This test demonstrates the
correct computation of the effective subsidiary strain along the principal axis of tensile
extension by Eqs. 97 and 98.

5.1.3. The 2D Lagrangian Hydrocode Grid
The fragment size and damage equations were written (Melosh et al. 1992) into the
two-dimensional hydrodynamical code SALE 2D, developed at Los Alamos (Amsden et

al. 1980) for the study of shock wave propagation and nuid now at all speeds. SALE is a
finite-difference code which we run in the explicit mode with Lagrangian rezoning. With
this rezoning the computational mesh follows the material motions, so that the free
surfaces of the projectile and the target are always clearly defined. Material strength is
expressed by a shear modulus, reduced in accordance with Eq.53; the nonlinear Tillotson
equation of state (Sec.3.1) determines the pressure (which is also reduced by fracture
under strong solid-state tensile loading).
The principal drawback of a Lagrangian rezone is well-known: it does not allow substantial deformation of the original grid. But because all fragmentation occurs prior to the
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Figure 16. A triangular compressive stress pulse reflecting from a free surface and
causing spallation. This ID longitudinal wave (a) travels at cL=5.9 kmls (Eq. 17) from
left to right. The rise time of the wave is 50 m + 5.9 kmls = 8.5xlO-3 s; the tail is four
times as long. The wave rises to a peak compressive stress G yy = 9 GPa; the strain rate
is approximately 20 s-1. When the wave encounters the free sUrface (b) at y=3oo m, it
reflects as a tensile pulse back into the rock and interferes destructively with the
incoming wave. At some point the tensile image grows larger than the compressive
wave, and their sum is a tensile region in the rock. Due to the fmite strength of the
rock, this results in damage (Eq. 56) such that the tensile image cannot survive. The
small "blip" seen in (b-d), propagating to the left, is all that remains of the tensile
image; the size of this blip (-200 MFa = 2 kbar) is the dynamic tensile strength of the
rock, and increases with strain rate. This is the method of determining dynamic tensile
strengths as a function of strain rate for Fig. 17.
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Figure 17. The maximum tensile stress at failure as a function of strain rate. The solid
line represents the analytic solution of Grady and Kipp (1980) for a linearly increasing
tensile stress (Eq. 59). Also shown are the tensile stresses computed by the hydrocode
model (solid circles) together with the one-dimensional hydrocode results (open
squares) reported by Melosh (1987). There is good agreement between the results over
the strain rate range considered.
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onset of severe deformation (except in the immediate vicinity of the impact), it is not
necessary to run the computation out to such late times that mesh distortion becomes a
problem. The present study only addresses fragmentation, and not the larger question of
disruption, which differs from fragmentation when self-gravity can reaccrete some of the
fragmented material. Gridless SPH codes with material strength (Sec.6) are the preferred
framework for those kinds of studies.
The computational grid geometry for a spherical target in SALE 2D is a rectangular
matrix, N x 2N, where N is an integer, distorted into a semicircle (Fig.I8) by mapping
grid vertices radially inward onto an inscribed semicircle, then distributing the points
equally in angle on the circle. In planar symmetry this grid is an infinite half-cylinder; in
axial symmetry it is a sphere, where each computational cell represents a toroidal volume.
This mapping produces a well-spaced grid and layers the computational cells
concentrically; this concentricity is useful in studying large differentiated targets and adds
stability to central-gravity computations. Because the underlying grid is rectangular,
however, special treatment is required at the two vertices con-esponding to the comers of
the rectangular grid. The corner vertex masses (at latitudes

e = rrJ4 and 31t/4, measured

from the impact axis) are doubled over the normal vertex masses. Otherwise, these corner
vertices would suffer excessive acceleration compared to their neighbors. This solution is
frrst-order accurate for these comers unless one redefines the masses of the cells adjacent
to these vertices, and then recursively the vertex masses adjacent to these cells, and so on.
This level of refinement is seldom warranted, since inaccuracies are confined to two grid
zones in the entire target

5.1.4. Numerical Stability
A fluid grid (i.e., one with no shear modulus, such as a fully damaged region) is prone
to non-physical motions known as vertex coasting, in which volume-conserving
distortions (such as zig-zag "herringbone" patterns) are not resisted by any physical
forces. These distortions can, if not damped, lead to severe instabilities, particularly in
axially symmetric impact calculations where the bulk of the momentum is injected onto the
axis at r = 0, where the cells have the smallest mass and volume. I refer the reader to
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Amsden et al. (1980) for the details of the node coupler coefficients pertinent to SALE
2D; these coefficients regulate fictitious forces that link vertices against coasting.
Coefficient ANC represents the strength of node co,upling desired; this value should hence
be as small as possible. Coefficient XI is the order of coupling, ranging from 0 (second
order) to 1 (fourth order). As a result of extensive testing I found ANC

=0.05 and XI =

0.3 to be most suitable for hypervelocity impact computations, since these values preserve
shock hemisphericity around the contact region of energetic impacts by minimizing
unstable behavior along the axis. But numerical accuracy remains lowest along the
symmetry axis. It is for this reason, as shall be discussed later (Sec.6), that the 2D model
has not been able to simulate the production of a central core-fragment which occurs in
many high-velocity events.

5.1.5. Simulating the Impactor
In a model asteroid collision, the impactor encounters the spherical target at some
impact angle 8i measured from the surface normal. If this angle is zero, the problem can
be reduced to two dimensions plus the axially-symmetric (hoop) components of the
stresses and strains, which depend on the radial positions and displacements. Non-zero
impact angles require a three-dimensional treatment, although the normal incidence (8i =
0) approximation is adequate for many purposes. Scaling relationships exist to transform
off-axis impacts of moderate 8i to "equivalent" axial impacts - see, for example, Gault
(1974) and Melosh (1989) - although one must recognize that this equiValence is likely to
break down when the projectile becomes comparable in size to the target, when velocities
are low, or when 8i becomes large. The model presented here assumes axial symmetry;
Sec.6 considers off-axis impacts in 3D.
To simulate a projectile much smaller than the target, a single vertex (top center) is
given an initial velocity, and the mesh size is varied until the desired projectile/target mass
ratio is achieved (each vertex is assigned a mass by the hydrocode to be consistent with
the masses of adjacent cells). Very small projectiles therefore require a fine grid. For
larger projectiles, the grid is distorted so that some top center cells are "borrowed" to
create the projectile (Fig.19). In this case, initial velocities are uniform throughout the
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Figure 18. The spherical grid used in SALE 2D hydrocode computations. The logical
grid is a rectangle (N x 2N cells, N=7 here) which is projected onto a hemisphere
consisting of concentric layers as discussed in the text Grid zones are shown to the left
of the axis, and vertex locations are marked on the right The axis of cylindrical symmetry is a Lagrangian free-slip boundary. The top, outer and bottom boundaries of the
logical rectangle (mapped onto the semicircle) are Lagrangian free surfaces.
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Figure 19. The hydrocode grid with projectile distortion. Large projectiles are created
by grid distortion, such that some near-axis cells are "borrowed" from the target to
create the impactor. Each borrowed vertex is given an impact velocity Vh except for the
boundary vertices whose velocities are determined by impedance matching (see text).
If the projectile and target have the same Hugoniot, the contact velocity is vi/2. This
grid distortion has the advantage of diminishing as the projectile enters the target
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projectile except at the interface, where impedence matching requires them to be smaller.
The contact velocity must satisfy the Hugoniot conditions across the material boundary, so
that the shock pressure in each medium is the same as at their interface (see Melosh 1989,
pp.55-56). If both projectile and target are composed of the same material, this contact
velocity is one-half the incident velocity, such that the particle velocities relative to the
target and the projectile are equal. In the more general case of unlike materials the contact
particle velocity is derived from the Hugoniot equations using the appropriate equation of
state.
The computation begins at the instant of contact between projectile and target (defined

as t = 0). This technique of borrowing cells from the main grid to make the projectile is
useful in Lagrangian impact studies, because the grid distortion initially diminishes as the
projectile impacts the target. But if too many grid cells are bOlTowed, the initial distortion
is too great to result in long-term stability. This problem can be solved by performing
slave/master zonings (Hallquist 1978, Hallquist et al. 1985) in which two grid computations are run in parallel with a contact interface, but in only a few cases are laboratory
projectiles so large as to be a problem. The left boundary of the semicircle is a free-slip
symmetry boundary, while the other three boundaries, representing the target as well as
the back and sides of the projectile, are zero-pressure Lagrangian free surfaces.

5.1.6. Time Step Control
When damage accumulation begins (O'max> O'sllIlic) it is important to adjust the time step
size so that damage is integrated accurately. Because damage increases with the m+3
power of time, this time step adjustment is often a severe constraint. Melosh et al. (1992)
use a simple trapezoidal rule to increment VOby the right hand size of Eq.93 multiplied by
the time step ~t. We found that an accurate integration is achieved if the change in VOis
no more than 0.03 per time step (corresponding to a -10% change in D). Thus, the
damage-controlled time step is

~t

~ 0.03
dDJllllge

3

(m + 3)

a-l/3e-m/3

(99)
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This time step is generally much smaller than that permitted by normal hydrocode stability
requirements, so that the code runs more slowly than a conventional hydrocode while
damage is accumulating in any of the cells. Computations of large-scale phenomena
generally take much longer to compute than small laboratory-size impacts, since this
timestep restriction scales with the inverse strain and not with the size of the grid zoning.
This is the major computational cost of including fragmentation.
If fragment sizes are not being computed, one can save a great deal of computational
expense by comparing the damage derivative to the maximum of the hydrodynamic
derivatives: if (dDI13/dt)-l is much less than the hydrodynamical time step (say, 1% or
less), then damage equals 1 well before any hydrodynamical changes occur. Even if we
do compute damage accurately, D will equal I for more than 99% of the hydrodynamic
time step, since the slope of damage always increases. We can therefore safely set D=I in
those cells without further damage computation, since from the point of view of the
hydrodynamics D=I instantaneously. Of course, since fracture area is integrated along
with damage, all information about fragment sizes in these cells will be lost. This is
acceptable if we are not concerned with the smallest fragment sizes (for which strain rates,
and hence dD1I3/dt, are highest). Quite often the computation is severely constrained by
accurate computation of damage and fragment size of the few cells in the immediate impact
zone, which are pulverized in a far shOlter time than the hydro time step. If we throw out
fragment size integrations for these few cells, and set D=I according to the above
constraint, the hydrodynamical evolution of the target (including the propagation of the
shock) and the evolution of fragment sizes in the remaining com putational cells will not be
affected. Usually our concern is for accurate computation of the largest fragments
anyway.

5.2. COMPARISON OF CODE TO THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
Grady and Kipp (1980) show, for one dimension at constant strain rate, that the peak
tensile stress during failure, crl , is related to the strain rate E by Eq.59. Because the
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damage integration of Eq.93 takes place over varying strain rates and involves a tensor
relationship between stresses and strains, the only direct comparison to the I-D theory's
predictions is for a planar pulse, as was demonstrated above (Fig.I7). But with the
substitutions

(100)

a general comparative analysis is possible. In these substitutions O"max is the maximum
tensile stress occurring at any time between to (when damage is just beginning in a given
cell) and tf (when D=I); Emax is the maximum strain rate occurring between to and tf, Bl is
the elastic modulus for isotropic stress, which is equal to the bulk modulus B; and B2 is
the modulus for plane strain, B2 = B+4Jl/3. Fragmentation events are usually bounded
between the isotropic and plane-strain cases (although uniaxial stress is possible in long
rods), and therefore the computed points should for the most part plot between two curves
(lines on a log-log plot) defined by
m+4
1
3
-O"max(l,2) =B(l.2)(m + 3)(m + 4) m+3a m+3E~;3

(101)

With very few exceptions the data points fall in the expected range (Fig.20a).
The results for fragment size, compared to analytical theory (Eq.64), are plotted in
Fig.20b for the same simulation. Again, Emax has been substituted for E in making the
comparison with theory. While agreement is good for small fragments (high strain rates),
it appears that fragment sizes are overestimated at the lowest strain rates. There are two

reasons for this discrepancy. First of all, the substitution E-7Emax causes the theoretical
fragment size profile to mark the lower limit of the actual fragment size, since it is
computed for the peak strain rates of the integrations. Strain rates are generally large at the
onset of failure and decay with time. Some cells fail partly by a direct stress wave and
later by a secondary reflected wave. Indeed, all fragments lie on or above the Grady-Kipp
theoretical line, and perfect agreement is not expected except in cases of constant strain
rate. The discrepancy is greatest for the lower strain rates: Since Lm DC II E, deviations
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Figure 20. Comparisons of numerical failure results for the Fujiwara impact
simulation (Figure 22) with the theoretical predictions of Grady and IGpp (1980). (3)
Peak tensile stress vs. maximum strain rate during failure, while 0<1)<1. Because
fragmentation is usually bounded between the cases of uniaxial and isotropic extension.
most points should fall between the two theoretical lines corresponding to the uniaxial
modulus (B+4J.113, the upper line) and the bulk modulus B (the lower line) - see Eq.
101. (b) The peak of the cell fragment size distribution is plotted against the maximum
strain rate of failure. The analytical line is predicted by Grady-Kipp theory, assuming
that this peak strain rate is constant throughout the cell's fragmentation. Agreement is
good at the lower strain rates. The order-of-magnitude discrepancy at high strain rate is
to be expected since rates are not constant. The peak strain rate, particularly at the
highest values, usually represents an initial pulse with a rate much greater than is
characteristic of most of the cell's failure.
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from the Grady-Kipp assumption of a constant strain rate will be most significant when

e

is small.
A second factor is more subtle, having to do with the difference between Weibull flaw
distributions in a continuum, as assumed by Grady and Kipp (1980) , and the distribution
confined to a finite target - a subject of Sec.3.2. The standard Grady-Kipp formalism
permits crack growth at any strain, since in a continuum there are always flaws weaker
than a given strain. In a finite, bounded target, however, the strain must exceed some
minimum before failure can begin (Eq.32). This threshold corresponds to the activation
strain of its single weakest flaw. Flaw activation is prohibited in these model runs until
the strain in a target cell exceeds this threshold. Crack growth is hindered, and fragments
are therefore larger than the continuum theory predicts, patticularly for small targets.

5.3. THE INTEGRATED FRAGMENT SIZE DISTRIBUTION
For each cell, the fragment size distribution is computed from the mean fragment size
according to Eqs. 65 and 66 (Sec.3.3). But in a realistic computation with many small
cells, it is often found that Lmax exceeds the size of the cell itself. In this case, Fcum(L) is
less than 1 when L3 > Vcell, and it may seem nonsensical to deal with a fraction of a
fragment. However, the fragment size distributions are statistical, so that a cumulative
number less than one really means that the probability of finding a fragment of the given
size in a cell is less than one. When the individual distributions are summed over many
cells, the net probability of finding a fragment of the given size may exceed one, which
means that more than one fragment of this size is expected. If the maximum fragment size
were limited to the cell size, then decreasing the grid spacing would eventually force the
fragment size to decrease, an unphysical result. Yet we must also keep in mind that
fragment size is linked to the statistical quantity called damage, and that it is not
hydrodynamically correct to reduce stresses in a volume which is "fractured" into a
fragment larger than itself.
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This cell-size problem is persistent and not easily dealt with. We could eliminate
fragment sizes larger than the cell size by making the grid resolution much more coarse.
Then, however, our problem resolution becomes severely limited and we may not be able
to resolve the shock or define a spallation zone. One solution is to use as high a resolution
as needed to model the relevant physics, and then treat small cells that fragment into big
pieces according to the normalization procedures of Sec.3.5, along with a more sophisticated fragmentation rheology than Eq.53. In particular, it is not appropriate to treat
fragmented material as an inviscid tluid when the fragment sizes are large. Some
transmission of deviatoric stresses will be present in the form of a rubble-viscosity
depending on fragment size (L), density (p), and the sound speed (cs), i.e.

11

=ex(Lpcs),

(102)

where ex is a dimensionless number determined experimentally. This technique has not
been applied to date. Another method is to break away from the continuum approach and
to look at the growth of explicit fractures. In this method one only considers fracture
statistics when the fractures are smaller than the computational region, so that statistical
averaging is warranted. This latter method shall be developed in Sec.6.2; it leads to
hydrodynamically accurate results at high resolution (small grid spacing) which are
consistent with experimental data.
The net fragment size distribution for a hydrocode target is the sum of the individual
size distributions of all the fractured cells (those for which D = 1):
n

Fcum(L) =

L F~um(L)

(103)

i=l

where n is the number of fractured cells. The size of the largest probable fragment,
!..t,iggest,

is then determined from the requirement
(104)

Once this largest fragment size has been found, the overall normalization of Fcwn (Eq.69)
should, strictly, be refined to account for the fractional proabability of finding fragments
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larger than

~iggesl.

However, in practice this cOl1'ection is seldom greater than 0.2%, and

can usually be neglected.
Figure 21 shows the construction of a cumulative fragment size distribution from the
constituent distributions of individual cells within a coarsely-resolved target in which 16
cells suffered total fracture damage. The individual distributions (Eq.70) are smooth
curves, whereas the cumulative distribution (Eq.103) displays linear segments connected
by a sharp transition, in the manner observed in experiment (Eq.6). This transition tends
to sharpen with increasing resolution. It appears, on the basis of many numerical
experiments, that this slope transition cOlTesponds to a division between fragments created
in the homogeneous regime in the tensile tail behind the main shock, and those fragments
created primarily by reflected spallation stresses. This important topic is the subject of
ongoing analysis, and a preliminary understanding of the slope transition derived from
these 2D simulations led to the analytical model of SecA.

5.4. A HIGH-RESOLUTION IMPACT SIMULATION
Figures 22(a-t) show a high-resolution numerical simulation of fragmentation occurring in a target of laboratory dimensions (radius 3 cm) struck by a small impactor with
sufficient energy to cause disruption. This example is meant to correspond, at least
roughly, to the conditions within Fujiwara's laboratory (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991).
For simplicity I have modeled the nylon impactor fired by their two-stage light-gas gun as
a basalt impactor of the same mass, energy and momentum; because nylon is of lower
density, the modeled impactor is smaller and hence strain rates are likely to be larger in
this computation than in the experiment. The impact velocity is 3.2 km/s, energetic
enough that the Tillotson equation of state is required. The basalt density is 2.7 kglm 3; its
elastic moduli are B=26.7 GPa and 11=22.7 GPa (Fujiwara, 1991 personal communication). The Tillotson parameters used are those of gabbroic anorthosite (O'Keefe and
Ahrens 1982).
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3 x 6 CELL SPHERE
14 FRACTURED CELLS
1000
940 KG PROJECTILE @ 500 MiS
INTO 230,000 KG TARGET
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Figure 21. The cumulative fragment size distribution for a coarse-grid 6 m diameter
target is shown as the sum of the analytical distributions within its constituent cells.
The dotted lines are the analytical distributions, normalized to each cell's volume, from
Equation 70, and the solid line is their sum for the entire target. While the analytical
distributions change slope from their high-mass end (steep) to the low-mass end
(shallow), the transition is made distinct (at a fragment size of -0.35 m) when the
constituent cells are summed. Furthermore, the cumulative distribution becomes
virtually log-linear in each of the two segments.
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The intent of this simulation is not so much to reproduce a specific experiment, but rather
to illustrate some of the important processes which occur during any intensely disruptive
collision. The actual experiment (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) was an off-axis collision
30° from the normal. It produced a central core fragment, observed frequently in impact
experiments (Gault and Wedekind 1969, Fujiwara et ai. 1977). This computer simulation
did not produce a core per se, although there remained a substantial intact unit in the
antipodal hemisphere interior. Notice in the figures how free-surface effects tend to
channel damage around the outer regions of the target to form one or more spallation
layers. This would produce a core if the interior did not suffer subsequent damage. The
three-dimensional simulation of this event (Figs.31 and 32; Sec.6) succeeds in this
respect, since the spallation layers extend unifonnly around the target while damage levels
remain low in the target center, even when the impact vector is constrained to be on-axis.
On this basis I surmise that axial symmetry leads to overly-extensive damage throughout
the center of 2D targets because wave energy is constrained to be in phase there, and
possibly because of numerical inaccuracies along the axis. This symmetry-induced
damage is independent of the failure model.
The initial conditions are similar to Fig. 19, but with a much higher grid resolution: 37 x
74 cells, each less than a millimeter across. Figures 22 (a-d) show, in symmetric pairs,
the pressure contours (left) and the associated damage contours (right), at times t = 5, 7.5,
12.5 and 25Jls. Notice that the initial distortion, representing the projectile, merges with
the target volume in a few Jls. Ejecta naps begin to form in the surrounding target The
shock front radiates hemispheric ally (seen best at t = 7.5Jls), as required by material
isotropy, until free-surface effects dominate. The shock is closely followed by a tensile
tail, discussed in Sec.3.1. The damage front initially coincides with the unloading region
behind the shock front; subsequent damage is more complicated, governed by myriad
free-surface interference effects. It is probably not a coincidence that the slope transition
of the fragment size distribution occurs near the onset of this complex behavior, as
discussed in relation to the analytical fragmentation model (Sec.4). A near-surface
spallation layer begins to form by t = 5Jls (Fig.22a). Note the formation of a sub-spall, in
response to the newly created free surface beneath the initial spall, and a third-generation
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Figure 22. The sequence on the following pages shows the simulated disruption of a
spherical basalt target under impact conditions typical of Fujiwara's laboratory
(Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991). An -0.2 g projectile contacts the 6 cm diameter target
at t = 0 with an impact velocity of 3.2 lan/s. (The setup for their experiment is shown
in Fig. 31; it is an oblique impact which we model here in axial symmetry.) In each of
(a-d), the left side contours the pressures and the right side contours damage from 0
(unfractured) to 1 (strengthless) in increments of 0.1. The compressive shock is
followed closely by a tensile wave which fractures much of the upper target Note that
damage does not correlate simply to the pressure. (a) SJlS: The tensile shock tail
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fractures much of the target interior in the near-impact hemisphere at very high strain
rates. Notice the incipient near-surface spallation zone. The projectile has merged with
the target volume by this time. The pressure contours are 0, 2x108 , 4xl08 , 6x108 ,
8x108, lx109 , 1.2xl09, and 1.4x109 Pa. (b) 7.5J.l.s: Spallation has begun to overtake
the shock-tail stresses as the main mode of fracture. The small end of the cumulative
size distribution has mostly formed by this time due to the earliest mode of failure (see
Fig. 24), The pressure contours are -4xl07, 3.6xl07, 1.1x108, 1.9xl08 , 2.7x10 8 ,
3.5x108, 4.2x10 8, 5xl08, and 5.8xl08 Pa. (c) 12.5J.l.s: A sub-spall forms beneath the
detached free surface of the initial spall, and a third spall is incipient. These layers
appear to have a constant thickness. Pressure contours are -7x107, -2xl07, 2xl07,
8xl07, 1.1x108 , 1.5x108 , 1.9xl08, 2.4xl08 , and 2.8xl0 8 Pa. Ejecta flaps near the
impact are expanding outwards. (d) Fragmentation has effectively ceased by 25J.l.S; the
stresses have relaxed throughout the grid. There is no core per se, although a sizable
region remains intact in the lower hemisphere. Pressure contours are -3x107 , 0, 3xl07,
and 6x107 Pa. (e) Fragment sizes are plotted against the peak pressures achieved during
the run. Fragment size contours are 10 J.l.m, 30 J.l.m, 100 J.l.m. 300~, 1 mm, 3 mm,
1 em, 2 em, and 2.5 cm. Peak pressure contours are lx108 , 5xl()8, !xl09, 5xl09,
lxl0 1O, 1.5xl0 10, and 2xl0 10 Pa. There is a strong correlation between fragment size
and peak pressure, at least within the volume fragmented by the tensile shock tail. A
peak pressure of 1 GPa corresponds to a fragment size of -1 mm. (0 The time of
fracture (when D 1) is plotted with the failure mode. Times are contoured from 0 to
25 J.l.s, in increments of 2.5 J.l.s. The failure mode is the relative magnitude of the hoop
stress axis at the time when damage stresses reach their peak; the dark-shaded region in
the upper hemisphere failed with the hoop stress as the maxim urn tensile axis. The
cells marked "I", which dominate most of the rest of the damaged target, failed with the
hoop stress as the intermediate tensile axis. The undamaged region in the lower
hemisphere, with mass approximately equal to the experimental core, is outlined.
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spall in response to the sub-spall (Figures 22b and 22c). Spall thicknesses appear to be
constant; this is probably not a numerical artifact since each spall layer is several cells
wide. Keep in mind, however, that stress relief is over-estimated in damaged cells near
the spallation layers, since they are "fractllling" into fragment larger than the cell size. At
the antipode an intact plate is eventually detached; wave energy trapped within this plate
leads to a significant reduction in its size as it moves away from the target (Fig.22d).
After the event is over (by 30lls no further damage is observed) the fragment size
distribution may be analyzed. Fig.22e shows the peaks of the local Grady-Kipp fragment
size distribution (for each cell within the target) contoured along with the peak pressure
achieved. Note the inverse relationship between peak pressure and fragment size, except
(as expected) in the spallation zones near the free surfaces, where compressive waves
cancel with their tensile images. A 1 mm fragment size corresponds in this experiment to
a peak pressure of about 1 GPa. In the antipodal regions, the fragment sizes peak at 1 cm
or greater. Since this exceeds the cell sizes by an order of magnitude, these fragment sizes
have meaning only when normalized to each cell's volume and integrated over a region
larger than the fragment size.
Figure 22f shows the time of fracture paired with the mode of failure. The mode of
failure characterizes the state of the hoop stress in the cell at the time of maximum damage
accumulation. The darkly shaded regions are cells where the hoop stress was the principal
tensile axis at this time, and hence the main cause of failure. These cells, for the most
part, failed in the unloading wave that followed the main shock. Undamaged cells are
labeled with small circles and are outlined for cladty; other designations are listed in the
figure. Notice that hoop stresses dominate failure throughout much of the upper hemisphere, and up to a time t

=7.5 Ils.

Hoop stresses remain important until t

=15 Ils, as

seen in the regions marked "I" (for "intermediate"), indicating that the hoop axis was
tensile at the time of failure, although it was not the most tensile axis. A shell stress
(orthogonal to the vector from the impact point) could still be the dominant form of failure

in these regions.
The cumulative fragment size distlibution for this numerical experiment - integrated
over all cells and normalized - is plotted in Fig.23, along with the laboratory outcome and
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Figure 23. The effect of grid resolution on the hydrocode's prediction of the postimpact cumulative fragment size distribution. Collisional energy and momentum are
fixed, and mesh resolution is varied from 6x12 to 12x24 to fmally 24x48 cells. There is
little variation among the results.
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two coarse-grid model outcomes. Increasing grid resolution does not in this case have a
substantial effect on the overall fragment size distribution. While this numerical model did
not lead to a core fragment, it did produce a largest fragment that was very similar in mass
to the experimental core.
Figure 24 shows the evolution of the fragment size distdbution in the target with time,
from t=2.5Ils to t=25Ils. Nearly all of the smallest fragments are created in the first few

Ils. The slope transition is fully defined by -lOlls, and the remaining failure determines
the slope of the high-mass end of the distribution. The fragment sizes being created at this
time are very close to the slope transition size. A comparison with Figures 22e and 22f
shows that the slope transition occurs at the size, strain rate and time when the dominant
method of fragmentation is changing from failure in the tensile tail of the shock to
spallation by reflected stresses.

5.5. AGREEMENT WITH LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
Melosh et al. (1992) modeled eight additional impacts involving basalt targets with this
hydrocode, using the expedmental data of Hartmann (1980) and Takagi et al. (1984).
These Takagi et ai. data are for the same impact experiments I used to test my analytical
model (SecA), so a comparison between code prediction and analytical prediction can be
made. The hydrocode and analytical outcomes are shown together with the experimental
distributions in Fig.25 (a-i).
Table 2 gives the pertinent material parameters for the basalts used in these experiments
(the same basalts listed in Table 1). There is a fairly wide variability in elastic moduli;
Fujiwara et al.'s basalt is significantly softer than the others. Table 3 summarizes the
pertinent initial conditions, and the collisional outcome fJ from the experiment and as
predicted by the hydrocode. The predicted largest fragment masses from hydrocode runs
closely match the experimental results, within inherent laboratory scatter, except for
experiments #820117 and #820603 (Figures 25a and

n.

The hydrocode and analytical

predictions for fJ are off in experiment #820117 by a factor of four, although the low-
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Figure 24. The evolving cumulative fragment size distributiont is plotted at four
different times during the disruption of the Fujiwara target (Figure 22). The times
plotted are (from left to right) 2.5 !ls, 7.5 !ls, 12.5)lS, and 25 !ls, after which time
fragmentation has effectively ended. Nearly all of the smallest fragments are created in
the fIrst few !ls. The slope transition is fully defined by -10 !ls, and the remaining
failure detennines the slope of the high-mass end of the distribution. The fragment sizes
being created at this time are very close to the slope transition size. On the basis of this
and many similar computational results, it is fairly certain that the slope transition is
closely related to the transition in failure modes from direct (in the tensile tail of the
shock) to indirect (spallation). A comparison with Fig. 22 (e) and (t) shows that the
slope transition occurs at the size, strain rate and time when the dominant method of
failure is changing between these modes.
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Figure 25. The cumulative fragment mass (size) distributions for nine laboratory
impact experiments shown together with the hydrocode computations. Figures (a-f), to
the left, show experimental data from Takagi et ale (1984) as solid circles, hydrocode
distributions as open triangles, and the analytical model fit (c./. Fig. 14) as a solid line.
Figures (g-i) show experimental data as open circles and hydrocode distributions as
filled circles. The Hartmann (1979) experiments (g,h) are somewhat limited by the fact
that less than 20 post-impact fragment masses were measured. The Nakamura and
Fujiwara (1991) experiment (i) is the oblique impact (incidence angle 30° from normal)
discussed extensively in the text; the analytical model fit to this experiment was
presented in Fig. 13.
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Basalt Reference

Bulk
Modulus B,
Pa

Shear
Modulus Jl,
Pa

Density
kg/m3

Sound Speed

2.69E10

2.27E10
2.82E10
3.51E10
1.83E10
3.67EIO

2620
2790
2820
2720
2980

3170
3970
5040
3200
4490

Fujiwara et al. 1977
Hartmann 1980
Takagi et al. 1984
Matsui et al. 1982
Grady and Hollenbach 1978

4~27E10

7.16ElO
2.78ElO
6.01ElO

mls

Table 2. Fundamental material properties of the basalts used in the simulations of Figs.
22 and 25, together with two other basalts. Hartmann (1980) did not measure these
parameters, so the values listed are averages over the other basalt measurements. See
Melosh (1989) for the Tillotson equation of state parameters for basalt.

Projectile Mass
M,. kg

Target Mass
M.,.. kg

Impact Velocity
JIj. ms·1

~

H~ro

250.

030

032

220.

038

035

380.

0.11

0.12

599.

750.

0.07

0.05

8.83xl0·'

275.

330.

0.44

0.53

4.96x10·'

5.50xl0·'

820.

850.

0.09

0.02

1.10

5.02xl0·'

7.26xlO"

820.

800.

036

0.41

3.22

335

5.02xl0·'

4.47x10·'

813.

1230.

0.89

0.83

3.03xl0·'

3.04xl0·'

2.13xl0-4

4.06xl0-4

3200.

3100.

031

034

H~dro

5.54xl0·

2.41xl0·'

2.22xl0·'

205.

3.1xl0·1

1.00xl0·'

1.29x10·'

221.

1.17x10·1

1.0OxIO·1

6.84xlO·'

289.

4.05xl0·'

4.29x10·'

9.98xlO·'

8.02xl0·'

Ta~tlaL

4.46x10·'

4.72.'d0·'

1.02xlO·1

TakArd tlaL

1.27xl0·'

137x10"

T~tlaL
19

1.06

TakA£tlaL

~

Hvdro

Hanmann 226

535xl0·

1

Hartmann 224
TakD~tlaL

3.09x10·1
1.59x10·1

TakAri: et aL

82 23
08

8

82

20

02

17

82 03

Nalauruua and
Fu{iwara [1991]

(I. .""M,)
~

~

Exocriment

Largest
Fragment Mass

1

H:::dro

Table 3. The initial conditions of the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations
shown in Fig. 25, including the largest fragment mass (fz) for experiment and hydrocode.
"Exp" experiment; "Hydro" hydrocode simulation. Small variations in projectile
mass and velocity occur for the reasons explained in the text.
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mass size distributions are accurate. The predicted size distribution for experiment
#820603 diverges widely in the hydrocode model for masses greater than -0.1 % of the
original target mass. Because this experiment was a cratering impact with fl = 0.9, such
divergence serves to emphasize that the model is tailored towards catastrophic disruption.
The discrepancy seen at the low-mass end of Hartmann's (1980) experiment #226 is likely
due to mass unmeasured by the experimentor, not hydrocode mismatch.
The characteristic two-slope behavior is mimicked by the hydrocode size distributions,
for reasons discussed above (Fig.21) but the slope transition tends to occur at smaller
masses than seen in experimental outcomes. Most of these laboratory collisions were
performed at low impact velocities, in which case the largest fragment tends to be located
nearly antipodal to the impact point. This agrees with the outcome of the hydrocode runs
as well. As was pointed out above however, the hydrocode model of the high-velocity
impact of (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) failed to produce a core, such that the geometric
correspondence of the predicted fragment size distributions to their laboratory equivalents
is not always accurate.

5.6. SENSITIVITY TO THE WEIDULL CONSTANTS
Figure 26 shows how the cumulative fragment size distribution varies, for identical
impact simulations, as the Weibull constant m is varied from 8 to 10 and k is varied from
lx1029 to lx1034 m-3• The more dynamic the impact is, the less sensitive the simulation
is to the particular choice of Wei bull constants, so long as In(kV)/m remains roughly
constant, where V is the target volume. The reason for this constancy was discussed in
Sec.3.2.3 and will be addressed in somewhat more detail in Sec.6.S.2. Impacts which
produce a wide range of strain rates - impacts into asteroids, for example - are sensitive to
both constants independently.
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Figure 26. The influence of Weibull parameters k and m on the final fragment size
distribution. All other material and impact parameters are maintained constant. The
filled circles represent the outcome when the nominal values of k and m for basalt are
used (k =lxl()33 m-3, m =9.5). The parameter m is varied from 8-10, and k from lxl029
- lxl()34 m-3• As shall be discussed in more detail below, the ratio In(kV)/m, where V is
the target volume, is more fundamental to disruption outcomes than either k or malone.
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5.7. IMPLEMENTING SELF-GRAVITY
Laboratory impact experiments can never consider self-gravity, only the gravitational
field of the earth. Even the microgravity of low earth orbit, such as aboard a space
station, exceeds the self-compression of a 20 m diameter basalt sphere, not to mention a
small laboratory target. The effects of self-gravity on disruptive impact will therefore
probably never be directly studied until we develop orbiting impact guns capable of
shattering targets -100 m in diameter or more, or until we manage to position ourselves to
observe a mutual asteroidal impact. One of the great advantages of hydrocode models is
that we can study the effects of self-gravity directly.
The centroidal self-gravity model presented here is a simple one which breaks down
when target distortions become extreme. The main advantage of the centroidal gravity
approximation is that it adds very little to the computation time. It is best suited to the
initial phase of the impact; this is generally sufficient for computations of target disruption
since the extent of fragmentation, the fragment sizes, and their initial trajectories are welldetermined before the gravitation calculation develops noticable inaccuracies. In any
event, grid-based Lagrangian codes such as SALE 2D tend to become unstable due to grid
distortion before the gravitational errors become important, at least in this particular
geometry.
Because gravity is a long-range force, the formally correct method for determining
gravitational acceleration at all points on a hydrocode grid is to integrate (sum) the
attractive vectors between each pair of vertex masses. This is computationally intensive at
high resolution, since the number of vel"tex pairs is N(N-I)/2, where N is the number of
vertices. (The computation of gravity may however be reduced to an NlogN operation
along the branches of a logical tree [Hemquist and Katz 1989] by recursively computing
the pairwise moments of the field for distant particles.) As a further complication, each
gravity-pair in 2D axial symmetry is an elliptic integral corresponding to the attraction
between a hoop and an off-axis point mass. Fortunately, we can make use of two
approximations, one relying on the initial sphedcity of our hydrocode target, and the other
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making use of the fact that unless distortions from the initial shape become extreme, we
don't need to update the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, only its direction.
Begin by fixing the magnitude of gravity,
g(r)

=G~(r)
r

(105)

for each vertex at initial radius r from the center of the target sphere. M(r) is the mass
within a spherical shell at that radius. Although this magnitude is not allowed to change
during the calculation, the direction of gravity is updated every timestep so as to always
point at the planet's center - a rapid computation. This acceleration, times the timestep dt,
is added vectorially at every timestep to the vertex velocity. This approximation is a
marked improvement over schemes in which the vectors are not updated. If desired, the
magnitude of g for each vertex could be l'e-evaluated several times throughout the run
(rather than at every timestep) in telms of gravitational pairs.
In order to avoid the unphysical result of an asteroid undergoing sudden gravitational
collapse, the lithostatic overburden pressure must be computed for each cell prior to the
hydrocode run in such a manner that pressure accelerations exactly balance gravity
accelerations. Indeed, the most important aspect of self-gravity from the point of view of
fracture is the establishment of an overburden which resists tensile stresses. A gradation
in density towards the center of large targets also tends to refract the trajectory of the stress
wave and alter its structure. The signiticance of this overburden becomes quite clear in the
Vesta calculations presented in Sec.7. Unless the overburden is established in a stable
manner, fluctuations about the mean lead to unphysical motions which shatter the target in
the absence of an impactor. This is particularly important for large bodies which by Eq.32
have a high likelihood of being very weak. Slight miscalculation of the overburden
quickly leads to the onset of damage in massive targets.
For a uniform spherical planet of radius R (i.e., with no core), the lithostatic stress a
radius r from the planet's center is
(106)
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But PL is a cell-centered variable, representing the pressure at all coordinates contained by
the four surrounding vertices at radii rio Using the root-mean-square of the vertex radii
1~ ?
r- =-L..J ri
4 i=1

_?

(107)

results in lithostatic stability in the hydrocode when the grid resolution is -lOx20 or
greater for Vesta-sized (strong gravity) targets. Less massive targets are more stable.
Overburden pressure must be established in a thermodynamically consistent manner via
the equation of state, since the pressure is computed at each timestep from the other state
variables. Cell pressure is a function of density p, internal energy E, and (for tensile
pressures) damage D:
P = f(p, E, D).

(108)

Ignoring damage (since all overburden stresses are compressive), each value of P defines
a function p(E) which establishes the initial density for a given internal energy.
Generally, E might be detennined a priori to define, say, a uniform temperature within the
target, or a hot core, but unless P is a very sensitive function of E at cold temperatures, it
is far simpler to set E=O, in which case the zero-energy Tillotson equation of state for
compression (see Eq.23) reduces to
(109)
(Other equations of state may of course also be used.) We can then solve for p = Po(~+ 1)
by equating the pressures in Eqs. 106 and 109. This density is input for each cell as a
function of its distance from the planet's center, and the gravitational acceleration vector is
input at each vertex.
A differentiated planet with core and mantle is somewhat more involed. If a planet of
radius R has a core/mantle boundary at radius Re. 0 < Re < R, an uncompressed core
density of Pe. and an uncompressed mantle density of Pm. then the densities in the mantle
at radius r between Rc and R undergoing zero-energy Tillotson compression are given by
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~ ='£"'-1
m Pm
=

A~

4B~

+ 2G7t (R _ r)p [(P _ P ) 2R~ + p (R + r)] _ Am
3B m

m

c

m Rr

m

(110)

2Bm

Compressed densities in the core are:

~c = 2..-1
Pc

The subscripts for the Tillotson parameters A and B are for the mantle and the core,
respectively. Notice that ~m~ 0 as

r~R,

and that ~m=~c at the core/mantle boundary if

Ac = Am and Be = Bm. (Materials with different constitutive constants will, of course,
undergo different compressions at the same pressure.) This method adds some mass to
the target by increasing densities without decreasing volumes; the net mass gain is less
than 0.2% for a 600 km diameter basaltic sphere, however - a neglegible discrepancy. I
have tested this gravity model by evolving a 600 km sphere hydrodynamically for one
hour (model time) to see if it would remain unperturbed in the absence of an impactor.
The pressure gradient accelerations balanced the gravity accelerations very well; no
significant distortion of the target shape or the stress field was observed. Higher
dimensional models are more sensitive to the accuracy of these initial conditions, however:

in most 3D studies of large targets a relaxation phase is required, in which initial forces are
reduced according to a damping parameter r, i.e.
fa. = fa. - rva.

(112)

where fa. and va. are force and velocity components and the initial velocity is zero. This
damping parameter must be removed at the onset of the impact calculation.
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5.8. SOME COMMENTS ON THE 2D MODEL
The SALE 2D code is simple, efficient, and fast. As such it is well-suited to studies in
which a rapid result is desired, or in which very high resolution of the shock wave is
needed - the study of spall formation and ejection, for example. The major drawbacks of
this code are Lagrangian instability (glid entanglement), symmetry constraints, numerical
inaccuracy on the impact axis, and an upper limit to resolution due to the nature of the
fracture statistics. Because a SALE 2D run, such as that shown in Fig.22, finishes
overnight on a fast (circa 1993) workstation, it is highly appropriate for looking at trends
and for exploring parameter space.

Visualization of 2D hydrodynamical data is

straightforward, and modifications to the hydrocode grid (see Sec.7.2) are easy to make.
I now turn to a more sophisticated 3D model of impact fracture and disruption which
was born as an extension of the 2D study. This new model has none of the drawbacks of
the 2D fragmentation hydrocode, although it is in most cases less accurate at resolving free
surfaces. The most significant trade-off is that it involves an order-of-magnitude increase
in computer time and memory requirements. While the underlying physics is the same,
there are more differences than similarities between the two models: (1) It is threedimensional, allowing for impacts of arbitrary incidence between bodies of arbitrary
shape. (2) It uses no grid and hence suffers no grid instability problems. (3) Most
important, the treatment of crack growth is explicit, so that fragments are represented as
macroscopic discontinuities in the modeled solid rather than as statistical variables.
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6. A 3D SMOOTH PARTICLE METHOD: EXPLICIT FLAWS
The 3D smooth particle method is probably the most appropriate computational
framework for impact fragmentation studies. This work began as an attempt to write the
damage and fragment size algorithm (Eqs. 93, 95 and 96; Melosh et al. 1992) into a
smooth particle hydrocode (Benz et al. 1986, Benz 1990). The first problem to arise was
the fact that, with the added resolution of 3D, virtually every computation volume was
fragmented into a size larger than itself. The end result, after many months of close
collaboration with Willy Benz, is the following model which for the first time deals, in a
statistically and hydrodynamically consistent manner, with fragments both smaller than
and larger than the resolution chosen for the computation. Statistical (microscale) cracks
are propagated at the sub-particle scale based on the model of Grady and Kipp (1980), and
real (macroscale) cracks are resolved in a resolution-independent manner. The method
ensures that increases in resolution do not alter the fracture physics, only the accuracy.
The resulting system predicts the shapes, locations, and velocities of the largest fragments
in simulated laboratory impact events with unprecedented accuracy. Sections 6.1 and 6.3
describe material strength implementation within SPH; Sec.6.2 describes the
fragmentation model.

6.1. AN ELASTIC-PERFECTLY PLASTIC STRENGTH MODEL
The equations to be solved are the well-known conservation equations of
hydrodynamics and can be found in most standard textbooks. We follow here previous
papers on the subject of strength models for SPH (Libersky and Petschek 1990, Wingate
and Fisher 1992) and assume a basic Hooke's law model in which the stress deviator rate
is proportional to the strain rate.
The first equation describes mass conservation and is written in the following manner
(113)
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where gt is the Lagrangian time dedvative. The other vadables have their usual meaning.
The usual summation rule is applied over repeated indices. The next equation describes
the conservation of momentum (no gravity)
(114)

where O"(X~ is the stress tensor given by
(115)

(c.j. Eq.26) where P is the isotropic pressure and

and

8(X~

S(X~

the traceless deviatoric stress tensor

the Kroneker symbol. Finally, the conservation of energy is given by the

equation
(116)

where fa~ is the strain rate tensor given by
(117)

Contrary to fluid dynamics, this set of equations is not sufficient as the time evolution
of S(X~ still needs to be specified. In order to do so we adopt Hooke's law and write
(118)

where J.l. is the shear modulus and

R(X~

is the rotation rate tensor given by
(119)

This set of equations can now be solved provided an equation of state is specified, P =
P(p,u), and it will describe perfectly elastic materials. Plastic behavior beyond the
Hugoniot elastic limit can be introduced in these relations using the von Mises yielding
criterion (Eqs. 28-30).
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6.2. FRACTURE
This section regards the fracture model which is derived from the continuum model of
fragmentation developed by Grady and Kipp (1980). As discussed previously (Sec.3), a
major shortcoming in their model is that no attempt is made to trace the growth (If an
individual flaw. This model diverges from their description by providing a mechanism for
explicit crack growth. The advantages of explicit crack modeling in high-resolution and
3D codes (smooth particle or otherwise) shall soon be made clear; the difficult task is to
propagate explicit cracks in a manner which is fully consistent with the statistical
assumptions, so that changes in grid resolution do not alter the dynamic strength.

6.2.1. Problems with Discretization
Grady and Kipp's model is limited to situations in which the number of active cracks in
a computational volume is large; otherwise. their statistical approach is unwarranted. This
is what causes Eq.59 to predict arbitrarily low failure strengths under quasi-static loading:
damage is allowed to accumulate from the growth of flaws which have a very low
probability of actually existing in a given volume. In dynamic events, there is no such
problem since high tensile strains activate naws deep within the Weibull distribution. The
weak flaws are greatly outnumbered and do not playa significant role in causing damage.
The same problem occurs somewhat more insidiously when one attempts to incorporate
their model into a high-resolution hydrocode: the cells eventually become so small that
damage accumulates due to the growth of naws which have a very small likelihood of
existing within the computational volume. This is particularly unfortunate since dynamic
fragmentation events are usually characterized by sharp stress pulses which require high
resolution. Consider a 1 cm 3 hydrocode cell of basalt failing at a strain e=1O- 3 with
Weibull constants k=10 30 cm- 3 and m=lO. This strain activates kern =l flaw per cm 3, or
exactly one flaw in the computational volume. Fragment sizes will be of order 1 cm 3.
The statistical model is already in trouble: damage D is being set to 1 (fully damaged) in a
cell which is "broken" into its original intact volume. Further subdivision of the grid, say
a tenfold increase in resolution, means that 0.001 flaws are active in any given volume.
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Damage statistics will again predict a :::: 1 cm fmgment size (since the Weibull coefficients
are constant); thus, hydrocode cells 1 mm on a side will be "broken" into pieces ten times
their size, and will be considered strengthless.
In most of the 2D runs discussed in Sec.5, several computational cells had fragment
sizes that were considerably larger than the cell volume. Larger-than-cell fragments were
often located in a cluster of cells all failing at about that size, such that the fragment
statistics summed to one real fragment in the region. (In the example above, the 1 mm
cells have a fragment size distribution that peaks around 1 cm, but this fragment has a
0.001 probability of occuning in any particular cell. When integrated over the 1000 cells
which make up a 1 cm 3 region, these individual statistics add up to one "real" fragment)
But because material strength is zero for every cell that fails, hydrodynamics are
coarsely resolved in any region with fragment sizes larger than the cell size. The material
is only strengthless on scales much larger than the fragment dimensions. Since large
fragments are the result of broad (low strain rate) stress waves, this loss of
hydrodynamical resolution is probably not a cIitical factor unless prevalent throughtout the
computation. Melosh et af. (1992) successfully avoid this problem by setting resolution
limits upon their computations. But in 3D models, where Grady-Kipp fragment volumes
routinely exceed the particle size almost everywhere, another treatment is required.
Because the weakest flaw in a target has an equal likelihood of existing anywhere, the
threshold strains are set to the same value for all cells in the statistical model. Yet in terms
of local damage, some cells should fail at a given strain and others not: the Weibull
distribution is simply a measure of this heterogeneity. Significant errors can accrue when
hydrodynamics are computed as an ensemble response to all possible flaw distributions,
when they in fact respond to the local failure strains which actually exist. At high
resolution (and in 3D) it becomes necessary to look for a new approach which recognizes
target heterogeneity in terms of a realized Weibull distribution.

But it is not at all trivial to make a realization of the Weibull distribution in a discretized
volume; that is because we must ensure resolution-independence as we do so. If the target
volume is not subdivided, we want our method to reduce to the original Grady-Kipp
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statistical model. At the other extreme, if it is divided into an arbitrary number of pieces.
we have no need for Grady-Kipp statistics since we can then explicitly put Weibull flaws
in each zone and look for the evolution of real cracks. Yet we want each of these methods
to predict the same outcome for identical strain histories! For example, we cannot allow
an increase in target resolution to result in an overall strengthening of the target; nor can
we allow changes in target size to affect the local fracture statistics. Since hydrocode
resolution is limited. we must detive a method which allows explicit description of the
Weibull flaws in a heterogeneous manner, together with Grady-Kipp statistics at the scale
below the computational resolution. The total number of flaws failing at any strain must
be the same, over any averaged sub-volume of the target, regardless of the resolution, and
their distribution must be random. We shall first discuss our method of explicit flaws.
and then derive a modified Weibull distribution of sub-scale flaws such that explicit and
statistical flaws add up to the original Weibull distribution for the target

6.2.2. The Realized Weibull Distribution
In a volume V there exists a single weakest flaw whose most probable failure strain is
detennined from the Weibull disttibution as n(~n) = I/V, i.e.
(120)
This is the threshold strain for the target; it defines the time at which damage can begin to
accumulate in Eq.93. This is only the most likely minimum failure strain; other
realizations of the target can have lower

01'

higher strains. By choosing this as our

threshold we make the first flaw explicit; Melosh et al. (1992) use this value as the global
threshold for all cells in their hydrocode targets (Eq.32). It expresses the fact that large
targets are weaker than small ones: there is a greater likelihood of finding a weaker flaw in
them. But large targets are not weaker everywhere if they are made of the same material
as a small target. If we discretize the volume, then fixing e~in as the threshold strain
everywhere involves some paradoxes: (1) Every sub-volume of the target knows the size
of the target in which it is embedded. (2) A 1 cm crater in a 1000 km 3 basalt target fonns
twice as easily (failure stresses are half as large) as a 1 cm crater in a 1 km 3 target
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Sub-volumes must behave (on average) as though they are independent volumes. But
we must be careful how we do this: Consider a subsection U of a target V. Fragmentation
in U must occur independently of the size of V. U has, on average, a larger threshold
failure strain, C;in = (ku)-lIm > ~in (although some subsections will be stronger than this
and some will be weaker, according to which parts of V they sample). Allow U to
become infinitesimally small (i.e., infinite computational resolution), then ~n--?oo. Since
this argument applies throughout the target. failure will never be computed anywhere. We
have subdivided our space to the extent that no low-strain Weibull flaws are likely to exist
within any given sub-volume. If the target is homogeneous. this likelihood goes to zero
everywhere. We have somewhere abandoned the original fact that in the larger volume V
there was a high likelihood of finding flaws with failure strains between ~in and E~in.
The only solution is to abandon homogeneity by making the flaws explicit.
6.2.2.1. Explicit Flaws
Our method is to separate macroscale and microscale flaw distributions, where the scale
is in comparison to the hydrocode resolution, and to ensure that the sum of these
distributions adds to the original Weibull distribution (Eq.31) for the target Consider first
the ideal case in which we have unlimited grid resolution. For each of the N regions into
which we subdivide our target, we establish a failure strain Emin such that the ith zone
(selected at random) has
.. !l1io_
-

<;'1

(1-)lIm
kV
.

(121)

The first zone selected is thus given the same minimal failure strain as given by Eq.120
(the global minimum for the target); the second zone is given a failure strain such that two
flaws (it and the first) fail at that strain or lower: n( Ezin)

=k( Ezin)m =2/V; and so on

throughout the target until the Nth zone is assigned the largest failure strain in the target so
that
(122)
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This largest threshold strain, ~lin. is the strongest explicit flaw in the target. There are N
flaws this strong or weaker in the volume V. Stronger flaws exist; failure at larger strains
must be accounted for statistically.
An immediate advantage of this explicit description is that it preserves locality. To see
this, suppose that a region U is a subset of V such that U=MVi and V=NVi where Vi is an
individual computational zone (a smooth particle) and M«N. The range of possible
minimum failure strains for U is bracketed by ~nlin and

E~!~+l'

with

(~:~) occurrences of

the first and a single occurrence of the last, which contains only the M strongest explicit
flaws. Summing all possibilities for i = I to N-M+I and assuming
"min _ "min _

<:.u

-

<:.NIM -

Nl/m

is large yields

(N/M)
11m _ (
1 )lIm -_(-.L)lIm
kV
- kV(MIN)
kU

(123)

as required for volume U by Eq.120. Smaller subvolumes will, on average, have
stronger threshold strains, so that damage responds locally to the stress event rather than
to some mysterious perception of the target size.
The maximum explicit threshold failure strain in such a target is
Emnx

(N )

= ENmin= kV

lIm

(124)

.

In most cases, N is far too small to span the range of dynamic failure strains. For
example, if N=105 (our highest resolution at present) and m=9, then ElT13x =3.6, not a very
Emin

wide spread of fracture strains. We therefore" stretch" this distribution by modifying the
original Weibull description in the following manner. First we determine
(Eq.120) for the volume V. Then we determine

Emax

Emin

as before

by estimating the peak: dynamic

strength to be encountered in the impact during brittle fracture, keeping in mind that a
higher

emax

enhances model accuracy in the very dynamic regime at the expense of

accuracy at lower strain rates (which determines the large fragments). Typically,

Emax

might be chosen on the basis of Eq.59 given an estimate of the impact strain rate; we
choose to fix its value for all runs by evaluating (124) with N=106 , regardless of the
actual computational resolution. Keep in mind that the ideal choice of Emax captures the
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boundary of brittle failure in the event; higher failure strains may occur but if they yield by
plastic failure (Eqs. 28-30) they are of no consequence to the fracture model.
To span this range of failure strains with a Weibull distribution, we define problemspecific constants mo and leo so that
(125)
and
(126)

For a 6 cm diameter basalt target with N=105 particles, mo:::: 2 and

leo ::::

105 if ~ ::::
emin

1000. Although these are not representative of geological Weibull distributions, it is
worth noting that they preserve In(leo)/mo:::: 8 of the true Wei bull values.
From this "stretched" Weibull disuibution we select our explicit flaws for each particle i
in the manner of Eq.124, but with the new constants:
<>.min C,I

-

i )11 rno
kaV
'

(-

(127)

ensuring that the explicit flaws span the range of desired strains. Note that this stretched
distribution satisfies volume independence, since that argument (Eq.123) applied to any
Weibull constants so long as Nl/rn was large. The profile of explicit flaw distributions for
k, m,

leo and mo is shown in Fig.27.

6.2.2.2. Implicit Flaws
We must add to these explicit flaws just enough implicit flaws so that the total number
density of flaws activating, at a given strain, is the true Weibull distribution nee) = kern.
In other words, we require that
(128)
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Figure 27. This graph shows the relationship between explicit flaws, implicit flaws, and
the sum Weibull distribution nee) = no(E) + IloK(E). For every strain in the target,

summing over the target's explicit and implicit flaws must yield the Weibull distribution
which applies to the whole solid. The single weakest flaw has cumulative number
density IN,' since there is only one in the target volume; the strongest flaw has
cumulative number density NN where N is the number of explicit flaws (i.e. the number
of particles in the simulation). The explicit distribution (the rust few individual points
are shown) is stretched between EmiD and Emu, resulting in a shallower slope (smaller
effective Weibull exponent m o< m) on this log-log plot. The steeper line above the
explicit distribution is the actual Weibull distribution; their difference is the number that
must be added, at any given threshold strain, by means of the implicit distribution 0GK.
This addition is achieved through a strain-dependent renonnalization of the Weibull
constant k for each particle.
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at all strains, where no is the number density of explicit flaws and nOK is the number
density which shall apply to Grady-Kipp computations. I.e.,
kgkemgk = kern - koerno

(129)

Divide by emin and use koEm~= IN:
(130)

Since mo;t:{) there is no way to eliminate strain-dependence in this equation. We need to
ensure that it holds true at every strain. which means we must evaluate koK independently
for every explicit failure strain in the target. To guarantee that our model is consistent with
pure Grady-Kipp statistics when N=I. we choose mOK=m, so that
1
kOK = ki = k - ern-m oei rn 0 V

(131)

where ei is the threshold failure strain of particle i, and ki the Weibull coefficient to be
used in implicit (Grady-Kipp) damage integrations for that particle. When e=el=Cmio we
get
(132)

which expresses the fact that at the lowest activation strain we have the entire Weibull
density available, minus the one weakest explicit flaw, which activates and grows at Cg
just like the implicit flaws do. When e=eN=emax we get
(133)

which shows that at the highest explicit strain we have removed all N explicit flaws from
consideration in the Orady-Kipp statistics. For behavior past emnx we use the original
Weibull k value, and not that given by Eq.131, since there are no explicit flaws in the
volume which need to be subtracted. By definition. no explicit flaw has e> emu.
The damage derivative for a given particle is now computed, for strains exceeding its
threshold, as the sum of the damage resulting from the growth of the explicit flaw (£fiO)
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and the damage resulting from the active Weibull flaws kieffi • The fanner is computed in
the same manner that was used in deriving the original Grady-Kipp damage equation (56),
namely, that the damage in a volume equals the ratio of stress-relieved volume to total
volume. The stress-relieved volume for a crack increases with time as -¥cg3(t-to)3; the
derivative of damage for a single crack growing in a sphere of radius r is therefore simply
dD1I3
~ =cir, where we have made use of the fact that computational volumes in SPH are
spheres.
The statistical component of the damage is computed by Eq.93, using the modified
flaw distribution (Eq.131), and added to this explicit component, since for strains above
the threshold both the explicit crack and the statistical t1aws are active. The cube-raot-sum
is used because damage is proportional to the sum of crack volumes, which in turn is
proportional to crack length cubed:
dD j 1l3 = 3
dt

(.E!LJ+(m+3
ex1/3em/3)3
2hi
3

> min
e_El

(134)

Here 2hi is twice the smoothing length (the radius) of paticle i, Di is the damage associated
with particle i, and ex is given by Eq.58, substituting the local constant ki for k. As in the
Grady-Kipp assumption, cg is held constant throughout the computation, although this
method could easily be modified to allow crack growth to accelerate gradually in the
explicit portion of the integral, particularly in the case of low strain-rate events. When e >
emnx, ex is computed using the original Weibull k.

6.3. SMOOTH PARTICLE IMPLEMENTATION
The fracture model derived in the previous section may be implemented in any
Lagrangian finite-difference hydrocode. (If computational volumes are not all equal, the
statistical method requires some adjustment however.) The above equations are here cast
in the framework of SPH, which provides a vel'y natural framework which is highly
suitable to the propagation of fractures and the formation of fragments. As many
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extensive reviews already exist in the literature (see for example Benz 1990, Monaghan
1992) this section is limited to the specifics pertaining to the modeling of finite-strength
materials; some familiarity with the Smooth Particle method is assumed.
The actual continuity equation is used for mass conservation, rather than the usual
weighted-sum over neighbors, to obtain the time-dependent value of the density. This
provides a far better treatment at free surfaces and other material boundaries. The SPH
analog of Eq.113 is thus
dp
IN m{voIX -VIXo)-aWij
-=dt

where

J

J=1
0

J

ax~

1

(135)

1

Wij

is the usual SPH interpolation kernel (dimensions of inverse volume)
dependent on particle separation rij and mean smoothing length hij=0.5(hi+hj). Xi IX and
ViIX are respectively the a. component of the position and velocity of particle i, in a field of
N particles. Spatial indices are now supersclipted and subscripts refer to particle index.
The usual symmetric form for the momentum equation ensures local momentum
conservation. Eq.114 becomes

dvf = ~ mo(O'?P + O'jPJaWij
dt

£..J

j=1

J

2

Pi

2

Pj

aXiP

(136)

where O'cx~ is the total stress tensor defined in Eq.115. Shocks are treated by adding to
Eq.136 the usual artificial viscosity telm (Von Neumann and Richtmyer 1950).
The expressions for the time evolution of the internal energy and deviatoric stress
tensors involve the strain rate tensor Eq.117 and the rotation rate tensor Eq.119. The
components of these tensors are easily obtained from'
(137)

and
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(138)

Determining the damage derivative is a local problem like the computation of the
pressure from density and energy. However, Eq.134 is only appropriate for ID
calculations as in higher dimensions strain becomes a tensor. In order to determine the
proper value of c to use in order to accumulate damage, the local stress tensor (possibly
reduced by damage and yielding) is decomposed into three principal sU'esses (O'jl,O'j2,O'j3)
after performing a principal axis transformation. The maximum tensile stress is obtained
by choosing O'jt=max(O'jl,O'j2,O'j3). From O'jtwe obtain the corresponding strain to be
used in Eq.(134) from the relation
(139)
where E is Young's elastic modulus of the undamaged material in uniaxial stress,

E 9Kg
3K+Il'

(140)

and K is the bulk modulus. Young's modulus is chosen to ensure that the system reduces
to its ID form in uniaxial stress events, such as the rod in tension of Sec.6.1. This value
of the strain is compared to the activation strain, Eq.127, assigned to the particle at the
begining of the calculation. If Cj exceeds the activation threshold, the value of the damage
characterizing this particle is increased according to Eq.134. The accumulation of damage
continues as long as the local strain remains above the local activation threshold. This
method of deriving a ID effective sU'ain for use in the Grady-Kipp equations is essentially
identical to that of Sec.5.1.2. The major differences tend to cancel: (1) Eq.139 uses the
actual stress tensor as relieved by damage, rather than the effective stress tensor (Eq.97)
which is computed as though no damage has occun'ed; (2) Eq.139 computes the ID strain
using an elastic modulus reduced by damage, (l-Di)E. In the case of, say, isotropic or
uniaxial tension, the computed effective I D strains are the same for both methods.
The time integration is done using a second-order Runge-Kutta integrator. With these
additions to the SPH technique, a particle is now characterized by 14 variables: three
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positions, three velocities, density, energy, the five components of the deviatoric stress
tensor and damage. The additional computing requirements (CPU, memory, etc.) are
therefore considerable especially if one includes a realistic equation of state for rocks and
the local principal axis transformation done for every particle at every time step.
However, most of the CPU time is still spent in finding the appropriate list of interacting
neighbors in the particle code.

6.4. THE SEARCH FOR FRAGMENTS
Once the target is fully fractured, contiguous regions of undamaged particles are found
and called fragments. A fragment is therefore a volume of neighboring particles which are
still connected by strength, and bounded by a strengthless (or empty) region. This
definition is entirely macroscopic in character; the fragment size statistics of Sec.S. 1. 1 are
not used.
The identitication of the fragments is done as a part of the post-processing of the
simulation once it has been carried out to late times and fracture has essentially ended. At
first, it may appear that identifying fragments should not be a difticult task but this is not
the case. The problem comes from the fact that the simulation can not be carried out to
very late time for which fragments would be well separated in space. Indeed, our code
being explicit the time step is roughly limited to the time it takes a sound wave to travel
across a particle. Therefore, we need to be able to identify fragments before they have
significantly moved away from each other. The following two-step method has proven to
be quite successful.
First, the ultimate state of fragmentation (the answer we would get given unlimited
hydrodynamical evolution of the target) is anticipated by processing undamaged particles
in the following manner: We compute the principal tensile axis of the stress tensor as
before and, if this value exceeds the static failure strength of the rock, the particle is
assigned a damage D=1. (The static failure strength is used because these last fracture
events occur at relatively low strain rates.) We also consider a particle to be damaged ifit
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only has two or fewer undamaged neighbors; this prevents narrow "bridges" from
connecting otherwise distinct fragment clusters. We then search for fragments using a
friends-of-friends algorithm: Start with any undamaged particle and seach for any
undamaged neighbors (a neighbor is defined by a particle within one smoothing length);
next, find the undamaged neighbors of the undamaged neighbors, and so on, until no
more particles can be added to the fragment. Each pUlticle that belongs to the fragment is
removed from the list of available particles and the search for another fragment can begin.
The procedure stops when no more fragments can be found.
Because in SPH the interaction range goes beyond the nearest neighbor out to 2h, it
actually takes at least two totally damaged particles (for equally spaced particles about h
apart) between two undamaged ones to zero out all tensile forces between the latter two.
For this reason, we include in our fragment-finding algorithm the first layer of adjacent
damaged particles. However, neighbors for these palticles are not searched. Hence, our
final fragments are made out of undamaged pUlticles coated with a veneer (one layer thick)
ofD=1 particles.
Finally, the remaining damaged pUlticles, those not adjacent to any undamaged particle,
represent regions of the target which were fragmented into pieces smaller than the code
resolution. We do not process these particles (the "dust") statistically, although by writing
their maximum strain rate during damage one could apply Eq.64 and normalized statistics
to get an estimate of the fragment size disttibution for this mateIiai.
A good idea of the accuracy of this post-processing scheme can be obtained by
computing the fragment mass distribution at various times during the simulation and to
compare them. Ideally, if we were able to predict accurately the ultimate state of
fragmentation, all these distIibution should be equal. Such a comparison of the computed
fragment size distributions for the same laboratory impact, evolved to times t=30, 40, and
440 J..ls is shown in Fig.28 below. It appears that the largest differences are in the
distribution of intermediate mass fragments; early determinations of the fragment
distribution tend to overestimate their mass. This is because sizable spall fragments tend
to remain connected by narrow contiguous paths which eventually break if the
computation is pursued and the fragments are allowed to keep interacting.
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Figure 28. Cumulative fragment mass spectrum determined by our clustering algorithm
(see text) at three different times during the calculation. Notice that after 40 J.1s the
distribution of the large fragments does not change.
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6.5. TESTS
We performed a large number of tests in order to check all aspects of the code. These
include finding equilibrium solutions of defonned solid beams, checking for the correct
propagation of elastic waves, computing the bouncing of tennis balls, computing the
growth of a single crack, and comparing numerical results with various laboratory
experiments. Although the code passed all these tests, in this section we only present and
discuss a few of them. In particular, we shall focus on the comparison with laboratory
impact experiments on basalt spheres (Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991) which were
discussed in Sec.5.4. In these experiments, a small 0.2 g bullet impacts a 3 cm radius
basalt sphere off-axis at about 3 km/s and yields core-type fragmentation and extensive
spallation. These laboratory impacts have been recorded on two high speed cameras;
thus, in addition to the usual fragment mass spectrum, information about the dynamics of
the debris have been obtained from the analysis of the recording.

6.5.1. A Tensile Rod
Because the accuracy of our model depends upon the realistic propagation of explicit
cracks, we must ensure that it does so in a manner consistent with dynamic fracture
physics. Principally, we must show that flaws nucleate as expected from the Weibull
distribution, and that once nucleated, they grow orthogonal to the applied stress with the
crack growth velocity cg • We shall demonstrate this with two examples of a cylindrical
rod undergoing dynamically increasing (yet equilibrated) longitudinal extension. In each
case the specimen is a basalt cylinder 1 cm in radius and 4 cm in length, represented by
about 50,000 smooth particles. The difference between these two examples is the initial
flaw distribution.
6.5.1.1. Rod with Central Flaw
In our first example, we assign to all particle the same threshold failure strain, except
for six particles at the rod's center which are made weaker than the rest. This facilitates
analysis by ensuring that crack initiation begins at the center of the computational volume.
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Uniformity throughout the remainder of the rod is established so that it represents a
material continuum without statistical fluctuation. (I.e., Eq.31 does not apply in this
case.) A small constant accelemtion a is given to particles on both ends of the rod. The
rod is small enough and the wave speed fast enough for the extension of the rod to
proceed uniformly. The uniform, but time-dependent strain rate inside the rod can be
written as E =

2~t , where t is the elapsed time since the begining of the simulation and 10

the initial length of the rod. For the parameters used here, this value is within the dynamic
regime throughout the course of failure.
We present a number of snapshots illustrating the evolution of the rod in Fig.29. In
this figure, we plot iso-damage contours in a central slice of the rod with velocity vectors
superposed. In Fig.29a, at

t=253~s,

the strain has increased beyond the activation

threshold of the weak particles in the center. Damage within these particles reduces local
tensile and deviatoric stresses according to Eq.53; we now have a small imperfection in
the rod. Damage continues to increase in this small region; it still supports some fraction
(I-D) of the original stress. Stresses across these failed particles are relaxed, and the
relieved forces propagate normal to the applied stress, essentially as a free-surface wave.
For this reason we speak of structural flaws as stress concentrators: they propagate farfield stresses onto their tips. Since we have made threshold strains uniform throughout
the remainder of the target, the next particles to fail should be in this region of stress
concentration (the use of the word "crack tip" is not quite appropriate in a 3D model, since
the crack is a disk and the crack boundary is a circle). Fig.29 shows that the crack does
indeed propagate normal to the far-field stress. Dividing the length the crack has
propagated by the time between 29a and 29c gives an explicit crack growth velocity
cg =1.9 kmls, which is in very good agreement (within 5%) of the analytical crack growth
velocity based on the longitudinal sound speed. By the end of the simulation (Fig.29d),
the rod has been pulled into two segments. A release wave begins to propagate from the
crack surface to the ends of the rod. This simple experiment demonstrates that our
macroscopic cracks grow at the same rate as statistical cracks, and that they propagate
orthogonal to the applied stress, consistent with analytical continuum models.
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Figure 29. Growth of a single crack in a homogeneous tensile rod 4 cm long and 2 cm
in diameter. Shown are iso-damage contours with velocity vectors superposed in a
central slice. The snapshots are taken 1.5 JlS apart (a.b.c) and at late time (d). Notice (1)
the crack growth perpendicular to the stress field at 40% of the longitudinal sound
speed, and (2) the response of the stress field to the crack growth.
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6.5.1.2. Rod with Weibull distribution of flaws

In our second example, we establish an explicit Weibull distribution of flaws (Eq.127)
to describe the ensemble of activation strains present in our initial rod. The rest of the
experiment proceeds in a similar way as desclibed above. The outcome of this calculation
looks quite different from the previous one as illustrated in Fig.30. Cracks nucleate at a
number of sites and then grow along paths of least resistance given the far-field stress.
We can compare the fragment size distribution obtained in this simulation with the one
predicted from the purely statistical description of Grady and Kipp. Given the strain rate
at the begining of failure in the rod (Fig.30a), E = 2~t = 6.2 s-l for t=253 Jls, we use
Grady-Kipp theory to predict the size of the most likely fragment from Eq.64. Using the
Weibull coefficients m=8.5 and k=5x10 28 cm- 3 we find that Lm=3.9 cm. Since this
length corresponds almost to the length of our rod (4 cm), we do not expect the simulation
to result in extensive fragmentation. Indeed, we find that all stresses are relieved by the
growth of a single crack (Fig.30b and 30c), resulting in the breaking of the rod into two
pieces one about 3 cm long the othel· about 1 cm. A second major crack also started to
grow and and would have resulted in additional fragmentation but stresses were relieved
by the main crack before it had time to propagate accross the entire rod.
This test calculation can serve as a good illustration of the limitations of the GradyKipp statistical model as implemented in SALE 20 (Sec.5). Imagine that we actually
could increment the stress in our rod absolutely uniformly without any numerical noise or
any perturbations due to the boundaries. The results of Melosh et at. would be uniform
damage across the rod eventually reaching 0=1 everywhere simultaneously. From that
time on, all tensile stresses are supressed inside the rod, everywhere. Yet, an analysis of
the fragment size distribution would show that the rod has actually fragmented into a
couple oflarge fragments. As with any statistical method, the Grady-Kipp theory derives
of the most probable result, the one obtained by averaging individual results of many
identical experiments. If flaws are indeed distributed randomly according to a Weibull
distribution, every single small region of the rod will once hold the weakest flaw, and if
the experiment is repeated a large enough number of times we will obtain the statistical
value of 0=1 everywhere. The problem comes from the fact that the hydrodynamics
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Figure 30. Crack growth in an inhomogeneous tensile rod 4 cm long. Shown are isodamage contours with velocity vectors superposed in a central slice. The snapshots are
taken 6 J.lS apart (a,b,c). Frame (d) shows the same rod as in c but for a loading rate
about 3 times higher. Notice the increase in crack density with strain rate.
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equations that are solved in order to determine the local stresses, which in tum determine
fracture, are not equations that desclibe the motion of a statistical ensemble of experiments
but rather apply to a very definite, unique situation. Hence it appears that, unless the
flaws and the cracks are made explict, it is difficult to reconcile the statistical approach of
the Grady-Kipp model with the explicit nature of the hydrodynamics equations.
Nonetheless, at the level required to resolve the relevant hydrodynamical information in
this particular example (the rod is pulled apart and no tensile stresses communicate across

it), both the statistical and explicit treatments provide the same answer. The statistical
model (using the unrealized Weibull distlibution) simply cannot resolve hydrodynamics at
a fmer scale and doesn't attempt to.
Figure 30d shows the aftermath of an identical rod subjected to a six-times larger
acceleration. Due to the increased loading rate, more cracks have to grow in order to
relieve the applied stresses. In this case, Eq.64 predicts a most common fragment size of
-1 cm, in good agreement with the network of cracks formed by this simulation.
Comparison of Fig.30c and 30d with Grady-Kipp theory shows good agreement between
our explicit method and their statistical treatment, given the free-surface and en~-boundary
effects not accounted for in the statistical treatment.

6.5.2 Laboratory Impact Experiments
Having demonstrated that our cracks propagate in the proper direction and at the correct
velocity, and that increasing the strain rate in tests of ID extension increases the crack
density in a manner consistent with Grady and Kipp's (1980) statistical assumptions, we
can apply our code to the more challenging problem of reproducing laboratory impact
experiments.
We chose to simulate the laboratory impact experiments on basalt spheres by Nakamura
and Fujiwara (1991), as these experiments provide us not only with the final fragment
mass spectrum but also with information on the dynamics of the debris (velocities,
rotation rates, etc.) and fragment shapes. In these experiments, as discussed in Sec.5.4, a
small -0.2 g nylon bullet impacts a 3 cm radius basalt sphere off-axis at -3.2 km/s (see
Fig.31 for details). Different experiments essentially correspond to different impact para-
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0.2 9 Nylon
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Figure 31. Schematic of the high-velocity impact experiments performed by Nakamura
and Fujiwara (1991). In these experiments an 0.2 g spherical nylon projectile impacted
a 6 cm diameter basalt sphere at 3.2 lan/so The impact angle, a, was varied from 30° to
60° as measured from the surface normal. (ex. = 0 describes an axially-symmetric
collision.) This diagram, like the computational plots to follow (Figs. 32 and 36), is a
slice through the symmetry-plane of the event.
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meters as measured by the impact angle a. of the projectile with respect of the local normal
to the surface.
We present the results of our numerical modeling of these experiments. The list of all
simulations perfonned and their principal characteristics can be found in Table 4. They
include simulations of two different experiments at different impact parameter (a.=30° and
60°). In all the simulations, a Tillotson equation of state (Tillotson 1962, Melosh 1989)
was used for both the bullet (that we model as lucite for lack of nylon equation of state
parameters) and the basalt target. All relevant matedal constants can be found in Table 5.
For each simulation, we identified the fragment distribution using the scheme outlined in
Sec.6.4 and determined the mass, velocity and angular momentum for each of the
fragments. The adopted material parameters for basalt characterizing our fracture model
are given in Table 6. The values for these parameters were essentially obtained from
combining experimental data (Kumar 1968; Lindholm et al. 1974; Grady and Hollenbach
1979; Nakamura 1993). It should be noted that while the choice m=8.5 is different from
the choice m=9.5 used in the 2D simulations of Sec.5, it is nevertheless bracketed by the
limited experimental data. Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose that some variability in
Weibull constants might be present between various samples of basalt; this might be
particularly true when the Fujiwara basalt has a bulk modulus several times smaller than
the other basalt samples. Many additional simulations, not reported here, were made in
order to address the sensitivity of the results to changes in these parameters; the choice
m=8.5 provided the best fit to the Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991) data including the mass,
shape, velocity and rotation rate of the core.
We found that as long as the quantity ~=ln(kV)/m=8.20 (V being the target volume) is
kept constant, the results change little for 7 < m < 16. Large changes in

<l> (~~;::

0.3)

result in either too big a core or too large intermediate fragments depending on the
direction of the change. Values of m S 6 did not result in the production of a core
fragment, regardless of the choice of k. This is because (c.f. Fig.7) Weibull distributions
with small m are very heterogeneous such that uniform-depth spall structures are unlikely
to form. To save computer time, and since we were not interested in the fate of the
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#Particles in
Target (N)

Impact Velocity

Impact Angle

(cmls)

a

Random
Seed

1

93,294

30°

1234

2

93,294

3.20xlQS
3.20x10 S

30°

9876

3

47,2S8

3.20x10S

30°

1234

4

93,294

3.39x10S

60°

1234

Simulation

Table 4. Principal characteristics of the impact simulations. Three simulations at a=30°
and one simulation at a=60owere performed.

material

E=Young's
Long.Sound
K=Bulk
J,l=Shear
Yo=Yield
Modulus
Modulus
Modulus
Stress
p=Density
Speed
(dyne/cm2) (dyne/cm2) (dyne/cm2) (dyne/cm2) (glcm3)
(cmls)

basalt

2.67Ell

2.27Ell

S.31Ell

3.S0E10

2.70

4.S9E5

lucite

1.01Ell

7.30E8

2.19E9

1.00E8

1.18

2.94ES

Table 5. Material constants pertinent to the simulations. For Tillotson parameters see
Melosh (1989).
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Static Failure
Strength
(dynes/cm2)

Weibull
m

Weibull
k
(cm- 3 )

1.30x1Q8

8.5

1.6xl028

Table 6. The adopted material parameters for basalt characterizing the explicit fracture
model. The Weibull parameters differ from those presented in Sec.S for the 2D model.
The parameter m=9.S used in that model was determined on the basis of hydrocode
matching; the value m=8.S used here is also consistent with the very limited data
available for basalt, and gives the most accurate fit to the size, shape, velocity and
rotation rate of the core fragment in the 30° experiment. The static failure strength is
from Nakamura (1993).
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projectile, we did not allow the impactor to fracture; the impactor yields almost exclusively
by plastic deformation, melting and vapOlization in these experiments anyway.
It is well known that even in carefully controlled impact experiments, results may show
appreciable scatter (see for example Takagi et at. 1984; Fig. 15). Obviously, this inherent
scatter in the results renders the comparison between experimental data to numerical
models more difficult. To address this question we have tried to obtain a measure of the
inherent scatter in the results of our modeling by repeating a simulation, changing the
random seed used to attribute initial flaws to the particles. We also studied the effects of
altering the impact parameter by ±1 mm, the quoted accuracy of the gun (A. Nakamura,
personal communication 1993). The accuracy of target placement is also ±1 mm, so that a
maximum offset of ±2 mm would lead to large discrepancies in the fate of the target.
These two factors are presumably what cause scatter in actual experiments: different
manifestations of the flaw distribution, and subtle differences in the impact parameter. We
also checked the influence of the numerical resolution on the final outcome by repeating
the simulation with only half the number of particles. The basalt targets used in these
experiments are carefully-machined spheres, so that asphericity is not a problem, as it was
in simulating Takagi et al.'s (1984) experiments for cubical targets.
6.5.2.1. Impacts with a=30°
We start the presentation of the results of our simulations with laboratory impacts for
which the angle of impact to the local nOlmal to the surface of the target is 30°. This angle
of incidence is equivalent to an impact parameter of half the target's radius. Nakamura
and Fujiwara (1991) provide detailed photographs for this impact angle in their paper,
together with an extensive dynamical analysis.
Figure 32 illustrates the time evolution of the impact of simulation #1. The initial
conditions were shown in Fig.31; this simulation may be compared with the axiallysymmetric 2D hydrocode model (Sec.5A; Fig.22). Plotted are iso-damage contours in a
central slice through the target. These snapshots illustrate clearly the manner in which
damage grows inside the target as a result of the impact. In general terms, damage
proceeds initially in the tensile "tail" immediately behind the shock front, visible in the
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Figure 32. Snapshots at 10, 20, 30 and 40 J.ls of an Cl=30o im pact simulation. Shown
are iso-damage contours in a central slice of the target with velocity vectors (scaled
logarithmically) superposed. Notice that damage proceeds in long cracks (spalls)
running underneath the surface, just as in the 2D model. This process shields the central
region which remains essentially undamaged as a core; such shielding did not occur in
the 2D model for numerical reasons discussed in the text.
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velocity vector plot of Fig.32a. This tensile tail dies out as the shock weakens and
becomes more linear; subsequent damage is the result of spallation stresses which fonn
when compressive waves encounter a free surface and reflect back as tensile images. The
first type of fracture is radially symmetric about the impact point and highly localized; the
latter works its way around the surface of the target.
The region close to the impact point experiences the largest tensile strains and as a
result is entirely broken down into pieces smaller than what we can resolve. As we move
away from the impact point, fracture proceeds mainly by forming cracks running beneath
the surface (Fig.32a,b). The resulting spalls are a direct consequence of the shock
reaching the free surface of the target and reflecting back as a tensile wave which then
triggers fracture. Eventually, these cracks surround the central region which they shield
from subsequent damage by preventing any tensile wave from being transported across.
This shielding process naturally results in the formation of a nearly spherical core whose
mass can be quite substantial. In the present simulation, the core mass is found to be
-35% of the target's mass (see Table 7 for core charactedstics) compared to the 31 %
experimental value. The other sizeable fragments are essentially spalls whose masses are
substantially smaller. In fact, the second largest fragment turns out to be a spall
originating from the side of the target almost diametrically opposed to the impact point.
These results are "robust" in the sense that velY similar results are obtained for different
initial random flaw distributions (simulation #2) or even when reducing the number of
particles by a factor of 2 (simulation #3).
We compare the cumulative mass distribution of all fragments identified following the
prescription outlined in Sec.6.4 for these 3 simulations in Fig.33. From this comparison,
it is clear that all three simulations result in distributions having identical overall features
yet differing in the details. The largest difference between the numerical and the
experimental results lies in the sizes of the intermediate mass fragments. The numerical
simulations seem to produce a systematically more massive second largest fragment at the
expense of the smaller ones. Since, in some cases, pieces of a single fragment are actually
held together by only a few single particles, we suspect that the main reason behind these
differences is a problem quantifying the ultimate state of fragmentation.
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Figure 33. The cumulative mass distribution of fragments as computed from SPH3D
simulations (open circles, squares and crosses) in comparison with laboratory data (filled
circles) from the 30° impact, for two different resolutions and two different random
seeds. At medium resolution (N=47,000 particles) the mass of the core fragment is
predicted with great precision, but the second largest fragment is too large. At higher
resolution (N=93,OOO particles) the mass of this second largest fragment is also predicted quite accurately. Explicit fragment prediction requires high resolution; upwards
of 1()6 particles would be required to predict the 10 largest fragments.
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We now turn our attention to the dynamical parameters of the fragments for the a=30°
experiment. Fig.34 shows a plot of the magnitude of the 3D velocity as a function of the
fragment's mass obtained at the end of our simulations, together with the experimental
data. We observe again that changing the number of particles and/or the random flaw seed
does not affect the overall velocity distribution yet introduces considerable scatter in the
individual data points. In all simulations, the core has a significantly smaller velocity than
the smaller fragments. In passing we note the remarkable agreement between the two
high-resolution simulations and the experimental value for the core velocity. Finally, for
unknown reasons, it appears that for the smaller (non-core) fragments, our numerical
results seem to yield velocities smaller by about a factor two than the experimental
velocities. In the next figure, Fig.35, we compare the spin angular momentum of the
fragments about the axis determined by the original angular momentum vector. By
convention, the initial angular momenum was chosen to be positive. Once again, we note
that, although differing in the details, all three simulations give about the same results. In
particular, we confirm the experimental results that the core is actually rotating in the
direction opposite to the one defined by the initial angular momentum vector. Here again,
we note the excellent agreement between the simulations and the experiment
6.5.2.2. Impacts with a=60°
In an unpublished series of film loops, the Fujiwara group has shown that changing the
impact parameter has dramatic effects on collisional outcomes, although certain aspects of
the collisions are the same. The shock "tail" and free-surface spallation are, as before, the
two most important factors in determining the fragmentation pattern, yet the pattern itself
changes in important ways. For example, the 60° impact does not produce a core. The
largest fragment is essentially a hemispherical piece, and the second-largest fragment
forms inside the other hemisphere. This second-largest piece might be called a "core"
insofar as it forms by the same process as the larger core in the a=30° experiment, but it is
not located in the target center and is much smaller.
We have obtained mass distributions (Nakamura 1993) for an experiment with a=60°,
reported in Table 4. Other data from this collision (fragment velocities, shapes, rotation
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Figure 34. The experimentally-measured 3D velocity of fragments (solid circles) for

the 30° impact, compared with the simulation results for two different resolutions and
two different random seeds (open circles, squares and crosses). Notice that the velocity
of the core fragment is predicted with considerable accuracy at either resolution. Velocity predictions for spall material (i.e. excluding the core fragment) are off by about a
factor of 2; the cause for this discrepancy has not yet been determined.
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Figure 35. The rotation angular momentum of fragments from the simulations (open
circles, squares and crosses) of the 30° impact. Only data for the core fragment from
the experiment was published, it is plotted as the filled circle. Agreement is again
remarkably close for the core fragment, particularly at high resolution. Notice that the
core counter-rotates in comparison to the original momentum of the impact. The
rotation state of the core is a sensitive function of several of the material and impact
parameters.
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rates, etc.) are not yet available. Fig.36 show the fracture patterns obtained from our
simulations of these two expel"iments; compare to Fig.32.

Fig.37 compares the

experimental mass distribution with that delived from our simulation in the 60° impact.

6.6. CONCLUSIONS
This SPH model of dynamic fragmentation explicitly reproduces the growth of cracks
in a brittle elastic solid. It represents the rupture of bonds and the formation of new free
surfaces. Such a model allows cracks to grow when local failure strains are exceeded, so
that stresses are relieved across the crack boundaries. The release of stress along fracture
walls increases differential stress at the crack tips, driving cracks forward. Tensile and
deviatoric stresses are unsupported across disconnected regions, leading to reduced
average strength and sound speed (i.e. damage) in the body. Fragments form upon the
coalescence of cracks, and their trajectories can be followed as the target disassembles.
The fracture statistics do not depend upon model resolution, so long as the stress waves
causing fracture are adequately resolved, since the Grady-Kipp statistical description is
added to the explicit one. In the limit of very coarse resolution our model reduces to the
method of Sec.5, except we do not compute fragment sizes from the distribution function.
At high resolution, the Grady-Kipp statistics govern fracture only at the scale smaller than
a particle.
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Figure 36. The fmal evolution of the 60° impact simulation (compare to Fig.32). Note
the absence of a core.

Mass
(%)

Angular Momentum
(1()3gcm2/s)

Velocity

Simul. Exp.

Simul. Exp.

Simul. Exp.

(cmls)

Simulation

1
2
3
4

0.35
0.34
0.34
0.66

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.56

-5.9
-6.1
-7.5

-6.0
-6.0
-6.0

135
130
193

140
140
140

Table 7. Mass. angular momentum and velocity of the cores for the three 30°
simulations in Table 4, compared with the experimental value. The mass of the largest
fragment is compared to the laboratory result for the 60° experiment, which produced no
core.
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Figure 37. The mass distribution of the 60° impact (open circles) compared to the
experimental distribution (ruled circles). Cumulative number is plotted on the vertical
axis and normalized fragment mass (MIMT) is plotted on the horizontal axis.
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7. HYDRO CODE STUDIES OF SOLAR SYSTEM IMPACTS

The analytical model for fragment sizes developed in Sec A, although limited to the
strength regime, elucidates some fundamental aspects of fragmentation, and may be
particularly useful in studies which invert material parameters from fragment size
distributions. But modern numerical codes are better suited to the task of forward
modeling - that is, predicting explicit outcomes from a given set of circumstances - since
they give not only the fragment sizes but also their post-fracture trajectories, temperatures,

etc. In this section I shall apply hydrocode methods to three diverse events: the Stickney
impact on Phobos (and cratering phenomena on low-gravity targets in general), the
possibility of ejecting large basaltic achondrites from the crust of Vesta, and an oblique
impact between two 10 km targets. The first two rely on the 2D SALE hydrocode and
lead to some interesting conclusions about targets of asteroidal dimension; the third uses
smooth particle hydrodynamics to explore an impact event which cannot be modeled by
any current analytical method. To avoid repetition I have developed the analysis of the
Stickney impact of Phobos with substantially greater detail than the other two examples,
including a detailed discussion regarding the applicability of analytical scaling laws, the
implementation of self-gravity, and a comparison with ten'estdul data.

7.1. THE STICKNEY IMPACT OF PHOBOS

7.1.1. Introduction
The single major feature of the Martian moon Phobos is the large impact crater
Stickney, whose 11.3 km diameter is roughly equal to the satellite's mean radius (Fig.38).
The recent Soviet mission Phobos 2 measured a low average density (-1950 kglm 3),
which is puzzling considering the apparent total lack of water and other volatiles on the
surface (Avanesov et al. 1989). Either low-density volatiles are sequestered within, or a
higher compositional density is masked by a significant porosity (Fan ale and Salvail
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Figure 38. A photomosmc of Phobos from images taken by the Viking orbiter. The
large crater Stickney is visible at the upper left; a number of fracture grooves are
prominent. The geometry of these grooves has been show (Fujiwara 1991) to have a
probable correlation with the impact stresses. Phobos is approximately a triaxial ellipsoid with axial dimensions 19x22x27 km; Stickney's mean diameter is 11.3 kIn. Phobos
is mysterious for many reasons: its sub-synchronous unstable orbit, its very low density.
and the fact that such a massive impact as that which created Stickney did not disrupt an
object within the Roche limit of Mars.
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1990). In addition to the crater itself, prominent pitted grooves scar the surface, and have
been alternaltely explained as drainage cracks for regolith (Horstman and Melosh 1989),
as gas vents for volatiles released by the impact (c.f. (Thomas et al. 1979), and as
secondary crater chains (Veverka and Duxbury 1977). While the last hypothesis is no
longer favored by observations, the first two involve a fracture mechanism linked to the
formation of Stickney. These cracks could either be pre-existing structures reopened by
the impact, fresh cracks in a homogeneous target, or despinning cracks due to an angular
momentum alteration following the impact (Weidenschilling 1979).
Sasake (1990) has shown that Phobos, in the scenatio of gas-drag capture, could along
with Deimos be a remnant of a ring of bodies which ended up in stable orbit around Mars
as the protoatmosphere ratified. In this case, Phobos might have accumulated in Martian
orbit as an inhomogeneous aggregate. Fujiwara (1991), on the other hand, provided
evidence that Phobos was intact and homogeneous at the time of the Stickney impact.
While this does not dispel the notion of gas-drag capture, it suggests that Phobos was, if
not one uniform piece of material, at least a cemented aggregate without large-scale
structural inhomogeneity. Fujiwara modeled the impact on a triaxially elliptical,
homogeneous elastic Phobos and traced the stress field along the surface. He found a
compelling con·elation between the location of the grooves and the surface stresses caused
by the impact. This result suggests that (1) Phobos responded to the Stickney impact as
an elastic solid with strength, and (2) the material properties within Phobos did not vary
dramatically with position. The following dynamical model, while not predicting groove
geometry, does (on the basis of fracture energetics in a homogeneous elastic solid) predict
fragment sizes consistent with the spacing of the grooves.

If the pitted grooves on Phobos are impact-induced fractures in a homogeneous target,
then the low density of Phobos must be explained in a manner which does not involve the
existence of large void spaces, since this would scatter the impact energy in a manner
inconsistent with the observed groove geometry and Fujiwara's calculation. I shall show
that the Stickney impact itself could not have created such voids. Further visits to this
curious small moon, including detailed gravity measurements and a sample return, would
shed great light on this unanswered question. Any understanding we gather from the
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Stickney event is applicable to the general problems of asteroid disruption and
planetesimal accretion, since the impact conditions are so foreign (large size, low gravity)
to what we can simulate in the laboratory. Phobos is perhaps our most accessible
analogue of a collisionally evolved planetesimal.

7.1.2. Assumptions of the Model
The following model of the hypervelocity impact that excavated Stickney assumes
homogeneity prior to impact on the basis of Fujiwara's (1991) results. Were this not the
case, fracture would occur preferentially along pre-existing material boundaries. A more
fundamental concern is the choice of constitutive model, since we do not know the
composition of Phobos. For this reason two very different constitutive relations are
applied in tandem models: water ice and basalt. In both cases the measured density of
Phobos is substituted in the equations of state. My intention is to span as wide a range of
target rheologies as possible; basalt, for instance, is almost certainly of greater strength
then Phobos, while water ice is likely to be more easily fractured. Good equations of state
are available for these materials, and rate-dependent strengths (to be discussed below)
have been determined for both. Adequate constitutive relations for more likely candidates
unfortunately do not exist; neither is there much agreement as to what such candidates
might be. Ice and basalt represent extreme rheological types; if outcomes for both of these
models are similar, then the outcome for the real Phobos is not likely to be far off. The
Tillotson equations of state for water ice and basalt are used (Melosh 1989). Weibull flaw
coefficients were given in Table 1.
Phobos may be approximated in three dimensions as an elongated triaxial ellipsoid
(about 19x21x27 km) with a large off-axis crater (Fujiwara 1991, Thomas etal. 1979). I
model Phobos in two dimensions, invoking cylindrical symmetry, in order to greatly
simplify problem execution, and to facilitate the interpretation of results. Seismic energy
is artificially in phase at the antipode in a 2D calculation, but the major features of an
impact event should be about the same, provided the target is somewhat spheroidal.
Considering the other complexities - the unceltain constitutive properties discussed above,
for instance, and the major tidal effects of Mars - axial symmetry is not an unwarranted
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approximation. This spherical Phobos has a radius Rp=I1.0 km and a density p=1950

kg/m 3 , such that the mass is the same as that measured by the Phobos 2 spacecraft
(Mp=1.08x10 16 kg). Surface gravity for this sphere is g=6.0xlO- 3 m/s2; escape velocity
is Vesc= 11.5 m/s. The lithostatic pressure at the target center is less than one bar (-60
kPa). Tidal interactions with Mars probably caused more impact ejecta to escape than this
model anticipates - particularly if Phobos was within the Roche limit at the time of the
impact. As Davis et al. (1981) have shown, the velocity required to escape from Phobos,
given its current orbit and shape, can be as low as 3 mIs, depending on location and
trajectory. Much of this material was rapidly reaccumulated by Phobos (Soter 1971); an
insignificant fraction (less than the impactor mass) escaped the gravitational well of Mars.
Because both orbit and shape may have evolved significantly since (and in part because
of) the Stickney impact (Burns 1986), this aspect of the problem is best dealt with in a
qualitative manner, applied to our final interpretation of the results.

7.1.3. Impactor Scaling: Strength or Gravity Regime?
For the purpose of the hydrocode run, we need as initial conditions the impactor size
and velocity that created Stickney. The size and shape of a final crater bowl is very
difficult to determine from a numerical simulation when gravity and other forces influence
the ejecta; otherwise, given a perfect understanding of post-fracture rheology and
unlimited computational time, we could perform trial-and-error model impacts until we
ended up with an 11.3 km crater. A rheological model capable of explaining the
fluidization of debris under high impact stresses, and the eventual "freezing in" of the
crater bowl when these stresses dissipate, is required for this kind of prediction. Postimpact crater rheology is a major topic of unfinished debate (see chapters 5,7 and 8 in
(Melosh 1989» and beyond the present scope; suffice it to say that it is best to use a
scaling law for crater dimensions to derive the impactor size and velocity rather than
attempting to evolve the crater bowl explicitly within the hydrocode model.
Crater scaling laws combine the physically relevant parameters into dimensionless
groups (the 1t-groups) to determine relational forms on the basis of hydrodynamical
similarity; laboratory data constrain free coefficients. The scaling laws, in particular those
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of Schmidt and Housen (1987) and Holsapple and Schmidt (1987). are defined for the
strength regime (where gravity may be ignored. e.g. a rifle bullet striking a concrete floor)
and the gravity regime (where strength is ignored. e.g. the formation of a central peak
crater). These regimes are differentiated by a transition in the impact physics. Before we
make use of crater scaling relations. we must therefore decide whether cratering on
Phobos is dominated by strength or by self-gravity. Gravity is a relatively small force on
Phobos. so that many feel that strength scaling is appropriate. But craters on low-gravity
targets form with extremely low crateling flow velocities. however. and this low-velocity
ejecta is sensitive to the target's modest gravity.
One problem with strength scaling for Phobos. and for most small satellites and
asteroids. is that strength is completely unknown. Presumably Phobos is weaker than
intact basalt and stronger than ice; I therefore tested strength scaling models for both of
these matelials by comparing scaling predictions with the outcome of the hydrocode model
described above. Strength scaling (Schmidt and Housen 1987); Holsapple and Schmidt
1987) predicts a crater volume

(141)
where Jl is a material constant. Pi is the impactor density. a is the impactor radius. Y is the
target strength. and Vi is the impact velocity. Based on data for competent rock. this
yields the following relationship (Melosh 1989) for crater diameter Dc:

(142)
where Pt is the target density and mi is the impactor mass. For impactors of the same
density as the target. (142) reduces to a linear cOlTelation between crater diameter and
impactor size ri:

(143)
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For a strong (basalt) Phobos, Y = 0.1 kbar and p = 1950 kglm 3, such that if Stickney
were created in the strength regime, the impactor at vi=6 km/s would be 366 m in radius. I
introduced this impactor (with gravity tumed oft) into the fragmentation hydrocode for the
basalt rheology (at the low density of Phobos), and checked that the peak dynamic failure
strength (Eq.59) was indeed

= 0.1 kbar for the failed cells.

I then performed a similar

computation of ice, using the cOlTesponding lower dynamic fracture strength. Instead of
producing anything resembling Stickney, the impact catastrophically destroyed the target
in each case and dispersed most of the impacted hemisphere at a velocity exceeding escape
velocity - self-gravity would not prevent this event from being catastrophic. Eq.141
apparently tells us that a crater the size of Stickney cannot exist on Phobos.
These hydrocode results are in agreement with high-velocity cratering experiments into
cement mortar targets (E. Ryan, personal communication) which show a large disparity
between actual and predicted crater diameters for finite targets. In each case the resultant
crater is nearly four times larger than predicted by strength scaling. This result does not
invalidate strength scaling, but it serves to emphasize that the strength scaling formalism
and its associated parameters are dedved from impacts into semi-infinite targets and do not
generally apply to finite targets. Schultz et al. (1986), by contrast, observed that the
crater diameters from impacts into compacted pumice were about the same for a given
impactor, whether the target was a half-space of a finite sphere (although the excavated
crater volumes were larger in finite targets). This agreement between half-space craters
and finite-target craters is perhaps due to porosity of their targets: shock energy might
have dissipated before it reflected from far target boundaries. Their targets were also
larger than those used by Ryan. But this begs the question of determining the strength of
Phobos: if strength scaling is not always predictive in the laboratory, is it wise to trust its
results for an astronomical object of unknown composition? Fortunately, we shall now
see that gravity scaling is more applicable to Stickney, and indeed, to the fomation of any
large crater on most targets of astronomical interest.
The fragmentation of rock in a strong target occurs on a timescale many orders of
magnitude shorter than the evolution time for the crater, particularly in a regime of low
gravity. The detached shock completely damages a region around the crater bowl on a
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timescale Dlc s where D is the crater diameter and Cs is the sound speed - a few seconds in
the case of Stickney. The time required for Stickney to evolve from the cratering flow
field, on the other hand, may be estimated as the radius of Stickney (-5600 m) divided by
the flow velocity. This velocity - determined from hydrocode runs (below) and analytical
forms (Appendix I) - is on the order of 3 m/s. The timescale of crater evolution is
therefore nearly one hour.

It is non-intuitive to think that craters should take this long to form, since we are used
to observing them as explosive strength-dominated events. Because the timescale of
disruption is much smaller than the timescale of crater excavation, any impact with
sufficient energy to rubblize the zone of crater formation will be in the gravity regime.
This is the case for Stickney: my model predictions for damage (below) show that D=1
well beyond boundades of the final crater.
This rationale would seem to do away with the strength regime altogether. But small
impacts do not cause sufticient disruption for the crater to form in a region of zero
strength, and the resulting flow field is constrained by intact rock. This, rather than target
size alone, may be the fundamental critedon for the su'ength-gravity transition in cratering
events. When the cratering flow is cut off by undamaged matedal, strength effects
determine further crater evolution. On the basis of half-space hydrocode impact tests,
using solid basalt at a wide range of impactor sizes (all at -6 km/s), it has been observed
that this transition appears to take place at crater diameters on the order of -10 to -100 m

(c.f. Nolan et al. 1992). On a regolith-mantled target, the strength regime may indeed
disappear if this transition size is smaller than the regolith thickness.
For these reasons I dedve the Stickney impactor assuming the crater formed in the
gravity regime. Like strength scaling, however, gravity scaling errs in predicting crater
sizes on a finite target since its coefficients are derived from impacts into half-spaces. But
the magnitude of the error is far less. Effective material strength is much lower in a finite
target, compared with a half-space, due to the free surfaces which facilitate spallation.
Curved impact boundaries intersect the shock stresses radiating from the impact sooner,
and at a less oblique angle, than a half-space boundary. The net effect is that more shock
energy is reflected back into the target as disruptive tensile waves. These factors greatly
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enhance crater formation in the strength regime. The problem affecting gravity scaling is
very different, having to do with the nonuniformity of gravitational acceleration on a finite
target. According to gravity scaling, impactor size scales with the 0.28 power of gravity,
so that an overestimate of g by -20%, say, results in an error of only -5% in the impactor
size. Finite-target geometry is a source of uncertainty in both predictions, but it is a far
more serious problem in the strength regime.
The following relationship can be derived from the gravity-scaling equations of
Schmidt and Housen (1987) to give the size and velocity of an impactor into competent
rock of the same density at a normal incidence angle:
rj

= 0.41 Dc 1.28 gO.28 vr O.56

(144)

where q is the projectile radius, Dc is the crater diameter, and Vi is the impact velocity.
Eq.l44 applies to any cratered body where gravity dominates over strength. For
Stickney, D = 11.3 km, g = 6.0 x 10-3 m/s2, so in MKS units the relationship between ri
and Vi becomes
ri = 15100 vrO. 56

(145)

For instance, an 87 m radius object impacting at 10 km/s produces a Stickney-size crater
on Phobos, as does a 170 m radius impactOl' traveling at 3 km/s. It is almost certain that
the impactor we wish to model traveled in excess of 3 km/s (the escape velocity of Mars at
Phobos' orbit), and perhaps 20 km/s or faster. The projectile was therefore smaller than
170 m, or less than 4 millionths the mass of Phobos; contamination by impactor material
is probably undetectable.

7.1.4. Numerical Considerations
Two numerical problems present themselves when we wish to model a small, highvelocity impactor such as the one that created Stickney. A small impactor requires a fine
numerical grid. Computation time, with the damage integrations, varies roughy as NX4
(NX is the number of grid columns in one dimension), such that an increase in grid
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resolution is very expensive. A more fundamental problem with small, fast impactors is
numerical stability: the velocity gradient resulting from a hypervelocity divided across a
fine grid spacing necessitates the use of large artificial viscosities (to stabilize the shockVon Neumann and Richtmyer 1950) and extremely short timesteps. We are faced with a
trade-off: high resolution calculations with the dissipative effects of artificial viscosity and
a large computing time, or else a lower-resolution computation using a slower, larger
impactor. The purpose of artificial viscosity is to smear the shock over several grid
spacings, which is effectively accomplished (in a more physical manner) by modeling a
larger, slower projectile in a coarser grid in accordance with Equation 7.
A 116 m radius impactor at vi=6 km/s is appropriate for the basalt model. This
velocity is determined as Vi=" vrms2+vesc2, where vrms=5.3 km/s is the typical encounter
velocity among objects in the asteroid main belt (Greenberg and Nolan 1989), and vesc=3
km/s is the escape velocity from Mars at the orbit of Phobos. This corresponds to an

impact energy of 2.3x10 17 J, or 56 MT. (I have assumed that the projectile is the same
density as the target). For the ice Phobos model, this grid spacing is too fine since
expansion into the vapor phase near impact leads to excessive grid distortion. I therefore
use a 251 m impactor for ice at vi=1.5 km/s to achieve half the spatial resolution. The
basalt projectile is introduced into a 44 x 88 cell grid with a cell size of 250 m (22 x 44 x
500 m for ice) by giving the top axial vertex a velocity Vi. The boundary conditions of the
sphere are those of a Lagrangian free surface. Axial symmeu'y is invoked to provide three
spatial dimensions with two dimensions of freedom; the impact angle is implicitly zero.
The plots that follow are drawn in symmeu'ic pairs bounded by the central symmetry axis;
each is a longitudinal slice through the center of Phobos. A computational cell is a torus in
space revolved about the axis, such that the off-axis cells contribute to most of the target
mass. The lowest numerical accuracy is achieved along the symmetry axis, since these
cells suffer the greatest shock pressure but contain a very small fraction of the target mass;
furthermore, reflected seismic energy constrained to be in phase on the symmetry axis
leads to unphysical effects there.
To evaluate the effects of lower numerical resolution, I ran the basalt model using the
coarser (22x44) grid and the slower impact velocity cOiTespondingly to a larger impactor,
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via Eq.145. Virtually all major aspects of fragmentation and surface regolith ejection, as
well as the flow field established in the proto-crater, were the same, implying that the
gravity scaling relationship is a good assumption. Of course, the peak pressures in the
immediate vicinity of impact are significantly lower, since Pmax-PVi2. The more global
features of the event are, however, preserved by the scaling.
Because most aspects of the collision are determined by the stresses several projectile
radii away from the impact, it is useful to know how the strain rate E and the peak shock
pressure P vary throughout the target for different scaled impactors. If the maximum
stress established at a given radius by a large impactor is the same as the maximum stress
established at that radius by the shock emanating from a small equivalent impactor, and if
the wave profiles are otherwise the same, then all aspects of the impact except fot those in
the immediate vicinity of the impactors will be indistinguishable. It turns out that the
shock wave structures and amplitudes do in fact differ, so that caution must be exercised
when applying impactor scaling to rocks with rate-dependent strengths.
Consider two equivalent projectiles, q and r2, traveling at velocities VI and V2
respectively (Fig.39). In order for these projectiles to produce craters of the same
diameter, the crater scaling law of Schmidt et ai. (1987) requires that
fI

r2

DC

(V2)0.56
VI

(146)

which is the same as the late-stage equivalence relation (Dienes and Walsh 1970). The
exponent 0.56 is almost the same for strength and gravity impacts, such that the following
analysis applies to either regime. The pressure Pi at the contact boundary of particle q is
determined from the second Hugoniot relation (Eq.19) as Pi ::::: PVi2 (the ram pressure
approximation). The contact pressures P2 and PI corresponding to two equivalent
impactors are therefore related by
PI DC (1'2)2/0.56
P2
q

(147)

or Pi DC fi- 3.6• This has the same form as a decay law for pressure with distance, though
of course it does not represent a decay but is just a dependence of contact pressure on
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Figure 39. Two shock waves in radial symmetry from impacts by two impactors which

are "equivalent" according to the crater scaling relation (Schmidt and Housen 1986).
These wave profiles are snapshots at a distance much greater than the radius of either
impactor. By comparing the size-velocity scaling relation with pressure and strain rate
decay relations, one can derive the rather surprising result that small, fast impactors
produce lower strain rates and higher peak pressures throughout the target than their
larger, slower equivalents.
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equivalent impactor radius. Yet if we compare this to the peak pressure decay Pmax oc: r3
observed for strong shocks expanding in spherical symmetry (Melosh 1989), we see that
scaling to a different size projectile results in an effective decay exponent somewhat
steeper than the actual value. Pressure at a given radius r> max(q,r2) will be smaller for
the larger equivalent impactor.
Strain rates in the target also can vary signiticantly for different equivalent impactors.

An impactor of velocity Vi and radius q produces strain rates within a target (for r > q)
which may be approximated in radial symmetry (see Sec A, the analytical fragmentation
model) by
E(r) = (vj/2q)

r)-n
( i1

(148)

where n has been observed (on the basis of measured fragment size distributions, and
directly from hydrocode data) to range from -3 to -4. For equivalent impactors q and r2
to cause the same strain rate at a distance r > max(q,r2), Equation 10 requires v1qn-1 =
v2r2n-1. To be equivalent in terms of Eq.145, n-l=0.56, yielding a strain rate decay
exponent n=1.56. Since strain rates decay more rapidly than this (approximately twice as
fast), the use of a larger, slower equivalent impactor results in a higher strain rate at any
given radius r > max(q,r2) from the impact point in the target volume. Since material
strength varies with a fixed power of strain rate (aT

oc:

tb, where b

= 114), a target hit by a

larger equivalent impactor responds to the impact with greater strength.
This is contrary to many assumptions. Indeed, a common first-order estimate of
impact strain rate is t

=via.

But this is the local strain rate in the immediate vicinity of the

impactor. Holsapple and Housen (1986), in their rate-dependent model, also assume
lower volume-averaged strain rates for larger equivalent impactors. (This is their
prevailing loading rate reproduced in Eq.15.) These approximations are not valid one or
two projectile diameters away, since strain rates decay so rapidly. In the Stickney impact
modeled here, for instance, the largest strain rate is = 103s· 1, but drops to less than 1O-4s-1

in the far reaches of the target
In summary, the shock away from the impact has a shorter risetime (larger e) and a
smaller peak pressure, at a given distance, for a larger scaled impactor. These effects will
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probably lead to significant en'ors only if the scaled impactor is much larger than the actual
value, or if the material's dynamic strength is highly dependent on rate (i.e., small values
ofm).

7.1.5. Gravity
The gravitational overburden (Sec.S.7) is included in the following Phobos
computations, although its effects are subtle; this method will be of far greater importance
to the subsequent computation for the large asteroid 4 Vesta. Particle velocities are
analyzed ballistically at the end of fragmentation (t::: 8 s). Gravitational work against
fragment disassembly and crater ejecta dispersal takes place over a several minutes,
roughly 2v/g where g ::: 6 mm/s2 and v ::: 1 m/s; an impact the size of Stickney leads to
hydrocode grid distortions which are too severe to allow for stable computation by the
code much beyond -10 s.

7.1.6. Results for the Basalt Phobos
Figure 40 shows the velocity field in the impacted hemisphere 8 seconds after the
Stickney impact together with the distorted computational grid. The particle velocities
appear to be compatible with the Z-model of cratering (Maxwell 1977), suggesting a value
Z::: 3.5 at this time of the impact. The shock front has long since left the region and has
almost entirely dissipated. What we see is the hydrodynamic flow of disrupted material
accelerated by the in'eversible effects of the passing shock. Damage is total in a region
extending well past the flow field; the final crater bowl is therefore determined by this
flow field and gravity; not by material strength. The Schmidt and Hausen (1987) gravityscaled prediction (i.e., Stickney) is marked by the solid line. The depth/diameter ratio for
Stickney is assumed to be 0.2 (Veverka and Thomas 1979).
7.1.6.1. Seismic Resurfacing
One fundamental question to address is how fast, and how far, pre-existing surface
debris travels as a consequence of the impact. Material of sufficiently high ejection
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Figure 40. The hydrocode grid (left) and the vertex velocities (right) in the impacted
hemisphere 8s after the Stickney impact into Phobos. At t=O only the top central (axial)
vertex had a nonzero velocity (Vi) representing the impactor. By t=8s the shock front
has traversed and fractured the target, and most of the stresses have dissipated. The lines
attached to each vertex are linearly-scaled velocity vectors. This flow field is compatible with the Z-model of cratering (Maxwell 1977) with Z = 3.5. Notice that the
crater bowl has yet to evolve; this will take nearly an hour, since typical velocities in the
crater bowl are -3 mls (see Figures 4a and 5) and must move material a distance
comparable to the radius of Stickney (5600 m). Because fragmentation is now
complete, extending beyond the boundaries of the predicted crater, the bowl evolves
hydrodynamically in the absence of material strength, in response to inertial, frictional
and gravitational forces. Cratering on small targets is very different from the rapid,
explosive processes we observe on high-gravity targets such as Earth.
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velocity escapes (though vhtually all of this remains bound to Mars). We shall see that
this is a relatively small volume of material in the case of the Stickney impact The fate of
low-velocity (vej<vesc) ejecta is of more substantial consequence. The pre-impact surface
is significantly degraded by the ballistic transport of unconsolidated materials (crater rims,
for instance) that are shaken by the blast. Non-escaping crater ejecta subsequently mantles
the surface with a depth of regolith proportional to its volume. The sum of these two
effects is to significantly degrade crater morphology.
Ivanov (1991) predicted a typical peak surface particle velocity subsequent to the
Stickney impact of -1 mls (a global average). The nominal range of such material (for a
spherical target) is determined by the equation

~b = 2 tan-1[<p/(1-<p)]
p

(149)

where <p = vePI(2Rpg). A ballistic launch angle of 45° is implicit; here Rb is the distance
along the surface a particle of velocity Ve is thrown on a planet of radius Rp and surface
gravity g.

For Phobos, vej=1 mls gives Rb= 170 m, so that all pre-existing

unconsolidated structures this size scale or smaller are destroyed by the blast. In terms of
crater chronology, this is a "resetting event" for crater statistics at this size scale. Crater
counts for small solar system bodies must take this important effect into consideration if
large craters are present.
The hydrocode model predicts somewhat lower peak velocities than Ivanov's estimate,
and hence a smaller scale (Rb) of seismic resurfacing. I evaluate (149) at surface grid
points varying with latitude from the impact (8=0) to the antipode (8=180°), using for Vej
the peak surface particle velocity achieved at a given latitude dming the impact event. I do
not consider the direction angle since vectors pointing into the surface are uncommon, and
would subsequently rebound from the surface at a similar velocity anyway. Fig.41a
shows these peak surface particle velocities as a function of 8. Fig.41b shows the
corresponding radial transport distance. with a horizontal line marking the regions which
escape (near the axis). Most of the Stickney ejecta is thrown less than a few km, so we
should expect a concentration of ejecta on the impacted hemisphere. But because Martian
gravity has not been considered, it is likely that far-nung ejecta will follow trajectories
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Figure 41. These plots show (a) peak surface particle velocities, and (b) typical
transport distances of surface materials, as a function of angle from impact on a
spherical basalt Phobos. The crater rim of Stickney is located at -31°, where the peak
surface particle velocity is -2 mls. Peak velocities beyond the crater rim are -0.7 mis, in
agreement with the scaling prediction of Ivanov (1991). The transport distances are
detennined from the ballistic equation (see text) for a nominal launch angle of 45° on a
spherical target without tides. Most crater ejecta is thrown several lan, whereas typical
material beyond the crater rim is thrown less than 100 m. One would expect a concentration of ejecta deposits in the impacted hemisphere, although the gravitational effect of
Mars makes the transport equation used in deriving these distances approximate at best.
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differing significantly from that predicted by Eq.22. The peak velocities away from
Stickney are -0.7 mIs, much lower than the escape velocity of Phobos, even when
accounting for asphericity and Martian tides. Very little of the pre-Stickney regolith
escapes, even at the antipode, where focussing (enhanced by the imposed axial symmetry)
brings the peak surface velocities up to -1 m/s. The zone of escaping material (Sese :5
10°) is constrained within the crater bowl (Ss :5 30°) which, at this early time (t

=8s),

continues to evolve hydrodynamically.
7.1.6.2. Formation and Emplacement of New Regolith
The volume of Stickney, assuming a depth/diameter ratio of 0.2, is -1.2xlOll m 3• If
all material previously contained within the crater bowl were uniformly redistributed over
the surface of Phobos, it would amount to about 80 m of fresh regolith. We must subtract
from this figure any material exceeding Phobos escape velocity in the cratering flow
(although much of this will reaccrete to Phobos since it is bound to Mars). There are two
ways to arrive at such an estimate: by scaling laws for crater ejecta velocities, and by
examining the hydrocode velocities. It turns out that both predictions yield similar results.
It can be shown analytically (see Appendix I) that if the velocity of crater ejecta scales
in accordance with the model of Housen et al. (1983), then less than -20% of the ejecta
escapes in any cratering event in which self-gravity dominates the evolution of the crater.
This has been a subject of recent debate regarding the newly-imaged asteroid 951 Gaspra
(Chapman et al. 1992, Asphaug and Nolan 1992, Housen 1992); a key point in this
debate is whether or not self-gravity is impOltant in crater formation on small asteroids. If
we can fully ignore gravity, then ejecta velocities scale in proportion to target strength. If
this is the case, impacts into low-gravity targets are net removers of regolith, such that
these objects (particularly Gaspra and other small asteroids which are not affected by
tides) should have clean, rocky surfaces. Our hydrocode models, however, show that
even with the exaggerated strength of intact basalt, gravity ultimately determines ejection
of material from large craters on Phobos and Gaspra. This is certainly the case for
Stickney. There are two issues to address before we can resolve the general question of
regolith on asteroids: (1) What is the largest crater diameter at which strength effects
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dominate? (2) Do the craters smaller than this diameter remove more regolith than the
craters larger than this diameter produce? These questions are beyond the scope of the
present study.
Gravity-dominated craters on low-gravity targets form at very low ejection velocities
(-3 mls for Stickney, according to the hydrocode model). The cratering excavation flow

becomes hydrodynamically similar in the gravity regime when the ejecta velocity is
nonnalized to vN gRe, where Re is the crater radius and g is surface gravity. In other
words, velocities at equivalent positions within a crater bowl are faster on more massive
targets. Because escape velocity scales as "gRt. where R t is the target radius, it is equally
difficult to get large-crater ejecta to escape from an asteroid as from a planet for a given
ratio of crater size to body size. (This is made formal in Appendix 1.) The less important
strength is, the more rigorous this analysis becomes.
Figure AI.l in Appendix I shows that, for Stickney, approximately 20% of the crater
ejecta achieves escape velocity. This result agrees with our hydrocode prediction for
Phobos. Fig.42 contours the peak particle velocities (relative to the center of Phobos)
achieved in the model run subsequent to impact, together with the peak fragment sizes in
each cell (to be discussed below). The contour line corresponding to Phobos escape
velocity is darkly shaded, and the solid arc approximates Stickney. The mass-velocity
distribution for all cells in the target (Fig.43) shows the mass of material M traveling faster
than a velocity v. The mass traveling faster than Vese - 3x10 13 kg, only 0.3% of the mass
of Phobos - is the mass Mese of escaping crater ejecta. (The crater bowl is not fully
evolved, however; this mass-velocity distlibution is likely to flatten with time.) The total
volume of crater ejecta, on the basis of the observed shape of Stickney, is -1.2xlO 11 m 3,

i.e. a total ejecta mass Me = 2.3x10 14 kg assuming the bulk density of Phobos. The ratio
of escaping ejecta to total ejecta is thus MesclMc = 13%, somewhat less than the analytical
prediction in Appendix 1. But as the velocity distribution flattens, more ejecta is driven to
escape velocity such that this number is quite consistent with the analytical result. The
total mass of ejecta not escaping is 2.3x10 14 kg - 3x10 13 kg

=2x1014 kg.

The total mass of crater ejecta (Me) may be independently estimated from Figures 4la
and 43 by finding the peak velocity achieved at the radius of Stickney, and finding how
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UNFRACTURED
ROCK

Figure 42. Peak velocities achieved during the impact event in the basalt Phobos target
(right), together with the fragment sizes (left). Fragment size contour intervals are (from
L to H) 10 m, 30 m, 100 m, 300 m, 1 km, 2 km, 3 km, 4 km, and 5 km. The velocity
contour intervals are (from L to H) 3 cmls, 10 cmls, 30 cm/s, 1 mis, 3 mis, 7 mis, 11.5
mls (escape velocity), 20 mis, and 30 mls. The solid arc represents Stickney, 11.3 km in
diameter, with a presumed depth/diameter ratio A=O.2. Only -15% of the crater ejecta
achieves escape velocity according to our model.
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Figure 43. The mass-velocity distribution 8 s after impact into the basalt Phobos target,
showing the total mass of target material traveling faster than a velocity v. The mass
exceeding escape velocity (11.5 mls) is -3xl0 13 kg, only 0.3% the mass of Phobos.
This represents only -15% of the crater bowl; the remaining crater ejecta blankets the
target as fresh regolith. The surface particle velocity of Figure 41a at the crater rim
(8=31°) is -2 mls; the mass traveling faster than this velocity is seen here to be -2x10 14
kg. This is very close to the mass of ejecta determined from the crater profIle of
Stickney.
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much material is traveling faster than this value. From Fig.41a we see that ejecta at the
crater rim is traveling -2 m/s. Fig.43 shows that -2xl014 kg of material is traveling
faster than this value. This is equal to the measured volume of the crater. Although we
cautioned against trying to predict crater sizes and shapes on the basis of early velocity
fields, it is nevertheless reassuring that this rough estimate of ejecta mass is in good
agreement with observation.
The small fraction of crater ejecta escaping (-15%) implies a substantial production of
regolith. The -2x10 14 kg which does not escape, if distributed uniformly across the
surface of Phobos, amounts to about 60 m of new regolith created by the impact. Such a
uniform deposition is unlikely, however; most ejecta is deposited on the impacted
hemisphere. The actual thickness is likely to be closer to -100 m, since regolith is of
significantly lower bulk density than its parent rock. Surface features of this size scale
would be buried under this new layer.
Virtually all of the material ejected from Stickney that is not bound to Phobos remains
bound to Mars; some fraction of that would form a debds ring to be swept up by Phobos
at a later time, leading to some post-Stickney impacts. There is no current sign of a
remanent debris ring about Mars (Avanesov et al. 1989). The direct in fall of ejected
debris does not lead to significant cratering, since peak impact velocities of any material
not escaping are less than escape velocity. The bulk of the matedal ejected from Stickney,
and from Phobos' surface, is launched into bound orbits. Over the hours following the
impact, this matedal re-enters as a blanket of ejected regolith and fragments. This infall,
together with the seismic resurfacing mentioned earlier, has a stochastic smoothing effect
that erases surface features smaller than 100 m, and significantly degrades craters as large
as -1 km. High-resolution Viking and Phobos 2 images confirm these ideas; they show
a loss of definition of crater rims and scarps, as well as house-sized and larger blocks of
ejecta resting on the plains. These are important processes since they strongly affect the
crater statistics which are used to determine the ages of planetary surfaces and the
populations of impactors (see Appendix II).
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7.1.6.3. Material Modification and Fracture.
The hydrocode model permits us to view the internal evolution of Phobos subsequent
to impact. The Tillotson equation-of-state pressures are shown in Figures 44 a-c at times t

= Is, 2s and 4s, together with the material damage (D) at those times. The leading highpressure front propagates at the longitudinal wave velocity, which is -8 km/s for the lowdensity basalt model. This shock wave spreads initially as a hemisphere radiating from
the impact, and is subsequently altered by interactions with the zero-pressure free surface,
as well as with newly-damaged regions. The highest pressures occur at the impact site.
P max = 1.6 GPa (16 kbar) in the cell nearest the impact, although for a better estimate of
the true peak pressure we use impedance relation p::::: PVi2, where Vi is the true velocity of
the impactor, not modified by crater scaling. For a 10 km/s impactor Pmax ::::: 200 GPa.
The peak pressure in our model is much lower since it is averaged over a cell volume of
5x107 m3•
The most tensile principal component of the stress tensor drives fragmentation in our
model. This component peaks at 0.2 GPa (2 kbar) in the cell of the impact, and ranges
down to 1 MPa for the more distant cells. Consequently, there is a nearly monotonic
correlation between fragment size and distance from impact. Fracture occurs initially in
the tensile tail behind the expanding shock front, in agreement with experimental
observation (Fourney 1983). Free-surface interactions become apparent in the first two
seconds (44a and 44b), when a plate -500 m thick becomes detached. The tensile
reflection of the shock causes the damage front to evolve parallel to the target surface
towards the antipode. Notice the sub-spall forming below the initial spall. A thick spall
detaches in the lower hemisphere after 3s; residual seismic energy splits this plate in two
after 4s (44c). This plate is not a high-velocity spall; its particle velocity of -0.5 mls
means that it would barely leave the surface. As cautioned earlier, collisional outcomes
near the antipode are suspect in this 2D model of a rather asymmetrical target.
Fragmentation extends much deeper than the crater bowl, and somewhat wider; it is
complete long before the excavation of the crater. The predicted Grady-Kipp fragment
sizes range from -10 m near the impact to -5 km deeper in. Fig.42 showed the peaks of
the fragment size distributions within each cell, together with the peak particle velocities
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Figure 44. The Tillotson equation-of-state pressure Oeft) is contoured together with the
fracture damage (right) at times (a) Is, (b) 2s, and (c) 4s after impact Notice the spall
plate detaching after Is, and the sub-spall forming beneath it a second later. By 4s the
pressures have largely dissipated; a thick plate near the antipode splits into two -Han
plates due to internal reflections of trapped seismic energy. The imposition of axial
symmetry on our model exaggerates seismic effects at the antipode, however, as was
cautioned in the text Contour levels for damage range from D=O to D=I, in increments
of 0.1, for both plots. Pressure contours (from L to H) in MPa after Is (a) are -5, -1, 1,
5, 10, 15,20,25, and 30. Pressure contours in MPa after 2s (b) are -5, -1, 1,3,5, 10,20,
30, and 40.
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achieved. Fig.45 plots the integrated, normalized fragment size distribution summed for
all fractured cells, where F(L) is the total number of fragments larger than L. The single
largest fragment (excluding the intact region) is -5 km, and the median fragment size
(such that equal total masses are in smaller and larger fragments) is -1 km. The slope of
the fragment size distlibution ranges from -2 for the small fragments (the crater ejecta) to
-3.5 for the large fragments (the interior blocks). The corresponding mass distribution
exponents are 0.67 and 1.2, respectively. The distribution slope for small masses agrees
with experimental results from impacts into laboratory targets (Takagi et al. 1984).
Because these fragment sizes are based upon the fracture parameters of basalt, which is
likely to be much stronger than Phobos, they are best interpreted as a lower limit to the
amount of failure suffered.

7.1.7. Results for Ice
The ice Phobos model differs in a number of important ways from its stronger basalt
counterpart. The wave propagates more slowly in ice than in basalt due to the lower
elastic moduli since we consider the bulk density to be the same. Yet fragmentation is
much more complete, since the Weibull naw density coefficient k for ice is -1011 times
larger than for basalt while m is not much different. Although more impact energy is lost
due to fracture and phase transformation, the regolith ejection velocities are about the same
as for basalt (Fig.46). Fragment size contours for ice (Fig.47, plotted together with the
peak particle velocities achieved) show fragments tens of meters in size nearest the impact,
ranging to a few kilometers. Spall plates -1 km thick form near the equator. Nearly all
of the ice Phobos is fragmented. Fig.48 shows the normalized cumulative fragment size
distribution for the ice Phobos: the mean fragment size is 300 m and the largest fragment
is -2.5 km - about 113 the fragment sizes in the basalt target. Cumulative mass slopes
range from -0.4 to -1.8 for the small and large fragments respectively - a much wider
range than we see for basalt.
This is probably an upper estimate of disruption. Notice that although the level of
disruption is much greater for this ice target than for the basalt target, the crater ejection
velocities and the surface particle velocities do not differ substantially between the two
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Figure 45. The integrated, normalized fragment size distribution for the basalt Phobos.
Only the damaged cells are plotted; see Fig.44 for the extent of the intact regions. The
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Figure 46. Peak surface velocities for the ice Phobos target. These velocities are
overall quite similar to those achieved in the basalt target (see Figure 41a), although
more of the impact energy is lost to phase change and fragmentation.
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Figure 47. Fragment size contours for the ice Phobos target, together with the peak
velocities achieved (compare to Figure 42). Spallation stresses playa less important
role; most fragmentation occurs in the tensile shock tail. Contour values for fragment
size (left) are 1 m, 3 m, 10 m, 30 m, 100 m, 300 m, 500 m, 700 m, and 1 km. Contour
values for velocity (right) are 10 cmls, 30 cmls, 1 mis, 3 mis, 7 mis, 11.5 mls (escape
veloc~ty), 15 mis, 20 mis, and 25 m/s. The solid arc represents Stickney. About the
same fraction of crater ejecta eS9apes (-15%) as in the basalt model.
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Figure 48. The integrated, normalized fragment size distribution for the ice Phobos.
Nearly all of this target was disrupted by the impact. The median size of these
fragments is -300 m; the single largest fragment is -2,5 km. This probably represents
the upper limit of disruption for Phobos.
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models. Comparison of Figures 41a and 46, or Figures 42 and 47, show this similarity.
Computations for crater ejecta volume, seismic resurfacing and regolith emplacement do
not differ in any significant way from the computations for basalt. This gives us some
confidence that the results presented here are representative of the actual Stickney impact,
since two largely dissimilar rheological models produced similar cratering outcomes.

7.1.8. Comparison to Terrestrial Data
An alternative way of looking at this cratering event stems from the analysis of highyield nuclear and chemical explosions into soils and rocks. These have been studied in
terms of the particle velocities subsequent to detonation as a function of distance. I
consider here the data measured for underground explosions in granite, tuff, alluvium and
halite, which yield the following empilical expression for peak particle velocity (in m/s)
depending on yield E (in megatons of TNT) and distance l' (in km from the explosion):

1I3
E J1.6
v m = Kr(

(150)

For halite and granite K=lO, and for tuff K=6.5 (Rodionov et al. 1972). Alluvium
has a steeper decay slope of 2.2. While agreement is not likely to be good in the
immediate vicinity of the crater bowl, stress waves some distance from the crater are likely
to behave similarly to those emanating from underground tests. In particular, the decay
exponent ought to be the same, although the yield telm E in a cratering event is likely to be
a fraction of the total impact energy.
I have plotted these predicted peak particle velocities for halite, granite, alluvium and
tuff against the hydrocode results for basalt and ice (Fig.49). For E we used the total
impact energy, -56 MT, derived above from a gravity scaling relation applied to Stickney.
Equation 150 establishes an upper limit to the particle velocities we should expect from
impacts since much of the energy in an impact is lost in the zone of crater excavation;
indeed, the curves based on Eq.150 plot uniformly above the hydrocode results except
towards the antipode. Notice that the difference between the granite/halite curve and the
basalt hydro code data is an almost constant factor of 3, from the crater rim (-30°) to the
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Figure 49. The hydrocode results for peak surface particle velocity (c.J. Figures 41a and
46) plotted together with the velocity decay law of Rodionov et al. (1972) derived for
halite, granite, alluvium and tuff. The decay law is based on underground explosion
data rather than cratering data, such that it predicts higher particle velocities than would
be expected from an equivalent energy cratering event. Agreement between the
granitelhalite curve and the basalt hydrocode data is good to within a constant offset (a
factor of -3) outside of the crater, indicating that the particle velocities follow the same
decay exponent as the underground experiments, but that the effective yield is lower (by
a factor of -8) than the total impact energy. One can use this simple decay law to derive
how small a target must be for its particle velocities to exceed escape velocity
subsequent to impact (Eq.151); this provides an independent estimate of the
strength/gravity transition for catastrophic disruption.
.
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far hemisphere (-100°). whereafter hydrocode velocities increase due to focussing. This
constant offset shows that particle velocities decay in the hydrocode model with the same
power of distance as in (150). This constant offset by a factor of 3 suggests that the
effective yield in this cratering event is ::::: 3-3/ 1.6::::: 1/8 the total yield. It is not clear that this
yield fraction is constant for craters of different size. however. The significance of Fig.49
is that both the hydrocode results and experimental data based on powerful underground
explosions predict that peak pmticle velocities on the surface of Phobos were substantially
lower than escape velocity over most of the body.
This particle velocity equation provides an independent (although rough) estimate of the
strength/gravity transition for catastrophic impacts - of pertinence here since when we
modeled Stickney in the strength regime, the outcome was catastrophic disruption. We
can ignore gravity in a disruptive event only if particle velocities throughout the target
exceed the escape velocity; otherwise, re-assembly is likely (and indeed certain in the
absence of tides). Equation 150 predicts a minimum particle velocity Vrnin at the farthest
distance from the impact. r=2R. Experimental results (Fujiwara et al. 1989. Nakamura
and Fujiwara 1990) and our hydrocode results (Figures 42 and 47) indicate that the lowest
velocities occur near the center of the target. Thus. by Eq.150. the minimum peak particle
velocity in the target is Vmin = K(E 1I3/R)1.6. Surface escape velocity is vesc='-l2GMt/R t•
where M t=41tR t3p/3 is the target mass. By insisting that particle velocity exceed escape
velocity everywhere in order for gravity to be ignored in target disruption, we arrive at the
following threshold expression by setting Vmin

=Vesc:

Rg ::::: 4.2 KO.38 EO.21 p-O.19

(151)

Target disruption will not obey strength-scaling relationships if the impact energy E
results in a value of Rg smaller than the target radius. E is in MT as before. Rg is in km,
and p is in kglm3. If the effective yield is 118 the total yield, as the hydrocode comparison
for Stickney suggests, then the leading constant on the right hand side is 2.7. The
Stickney impactor would accOl'ding to (151) have led to failure in the strength regime had
it struck a target less than -8 km in diameter; because Phobos is much larger than this. the

disruptive outcome of this impact was chiefly controlled by gravity. It is important to
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keep in mind that this analysis applies to catastrophic disruption, not to crater scaling,
which has its own strength/gravity transition for the very different reasons discussed
above.

7.1.9. Future Directions
Before we can improve on model accuracy we need better constitutive relations for the
targets we wish to study. Basalt is a well-studied material but probably not very
representative of most asteroids and satellites. No adequate constitutive model exists for
chondritic material, and the fragmentation parameters for ice are known to vary with initial
temperature and silicate fraction (Lange and Ahrens 1983). We have ignored target
porosity for three reasons: First, the porosity of Phobos is entirely unconstrained by data.
Second, shock propagation in porous media remains a subject of unresolved study. And
third, our constitutive estimations for Phobos (basalt and ice) are relatively primitive, such
that considerations of porosity follow the more fundamental concern of determining an
appropriate bulk constitutive model. This may have to await in situ analysis or a sample
return mission.
Elaborate equations of state (ANEOS, for instance; Thompson and Lauson 1972) exist
to model shock transformations in detail (including porosity); currently, however, this
means that we can derive accurate results for the wrong material. In qualitative terms, we
expect greater particle velocities behind the shock in a porous medium (due to a larger
increase in entropy), and greater melting and vapodzation due to pore-closure PdV work.

If the porosity is large-scale (due to a blocky interior), the shock will scatter instead of
propagating isotropic ally from the impact point. As was mentioned above, however,
Fujiwara's (1991) analysis is consistent with a homogeneous, non-scattering interior.
A three-dimensional hydrocode computation on a grid adapted from Phobos images

.

(Thomas et ale 1979) is a relatively straightforward task, although the impact angle and
velocity are unknown. But the uncertainty of target constitution, together with the
indeterminate effects of the Martian tides at the time of the impact, make Phobos a rather
poor candidate for this level of refinement. A target better suited to more rigorous
numerical analysis is the large differentiated asteroid 4 Vesta. A basalt or olivine mantle
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surrounding an iron core, in a centroidal gravity field with lithostatic overburden stresses,
could be modeled with a minimum of subjective assumptions, since these materials are
well-known. The minor asteroid 951 Gaspl'a is another good candidate for our hydrocode
model (Asphaug and Nolan 1992, Nolan et al. 1992) primarily because tides are not
important, although the constitutive problems are even worse than for Phobos - we do
not, for instance, know this asteroid's density.

7.1.10. Interpretations
A basalt Phobos is fragmented by the Stickney impact into sizes from meters to
kilometers, scaling with distance from the crater. An ice Phobos is fragmented into blocks
one third as large. The mean fragment size for the basalt model is Lm - 1 km, while for
ice Lm - 300 m. Large regions of the basalt target remained unfragmented. The
fragment sizes predicted by this model cOl1'espond reasonably well to the fracture patterns
visible as pitted grooves on Phobos, although no direct geometrical correspondence is
possible unless the model is expanded to three dimensions on a more realistic Phobos
geometry. Only those fragments in the immediate vicinity of the impact achieved escape
velocity; fragmentation must be distinguished from disruption by relationships such as
Eq.151.

If fragmentation by the Stickney impactor generated a porous interior, its effects would
be most prominent in the region near the crater, where the rubble is finer and had more
energy available for unpacking. Future Mars missions might be sensitive enough to
compute anomalies in the gravity field of Phobos, which have been reported on Earth near
terrestrial impact craters (Pilkington and Grieve 1992). Nevertheless, a global unpacking
of fragments due to the Stickney impact could not of itself account for the low observed
density. Peak: particle velocities during the impact range up to -0.5 mls in the interior
(Fig.42), barely enough to "innate" Phobos to a fraction of a percent above its initial size
for a minute or two. This is insufficient time and space to rotate the km-scale debris into
any unpacked structure. The bulk density of Phobos could at most have decreased by
1%, except locally near the crater. The low density is therefore either a bulk material
property (i.e., Phobos sequesters water ice and/or other volatiles beneath a dry surface),
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or an indication of pre-existing rubble-pile porosity. But the stress-field analysis of
Fujiwara (1991) suggests a non-scattering intelior. The most reasonable conclusion based
on our current understanding is that Phobos sequesters low-density material within,
mantled beneath a collisionally evolved and devolatilized outer layer.
The following description of events summarizes the Stickney impact as determined by
the hydrocode model outcome. Stickney, though irregular, maintains its basic crater
morphology, which counters any notion of signiticant disruption. This is not to say that
the Stickney impact was a trivial event; on the contrary, Phobos was most likely shattered
by the blast, but the fragments were unable to disassemble against self-gravity. Not even
much crater ejecta was able to escape its small pull. Phobos fractured throughout after a
time
t

= 20 Plwl>os
cL

(152)

or about 10 s, where CL is the longitudinal wave speed. (The factor of 2 accounts for the
fact that cracks grow at about half the sound speed.) Pre-existing regolith and other
unconsolidated surface materials (crater lims, for instance) were launched from the surface
on a similar timescale by the seismic energy from the impact. This debris was thrown at

-0.7 mls to a height of -50 to 100 m (Fig.41b) for a time ilt = ilv/g

:=

20.~~:::a;S2

4

minutes, and transported a similar distance. Surface features of this size scale and smaller
were thereby obliterated, and craters with lims of this width were severely degraded.
During these few minutes the fissures had time to open, and the remanent seismic
energy of the interior blocks aided drainage into these fissures as regolith rained back onto
the surface. It is likely that Martian tides led to some additional relative motion between
the blocks, perhaps opening up the fissures further. This scenario is consistent with the
observed grooves whose average spacing is consistent with our fragment size
calculations, and whose pits (Fig.38) have been explained as regolith drainage features
(Horstman and Melosh 1989). The last material to rain down created the mantled, lowdefinition appearance of the surface and the block-strewn landscape. Non-escaping
Stickney ejecta was emplaced as fresh regolith to a depth of -60 m or more. Material
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captured as a debris ring around Mars dominated the post-Stickney cratering events; these
impacts were of relatively low velocity.
The Horstman and Melosh (1989) model of regolith drainage into the grooves on
Phobos is based on static regolith emplacement. Their estimate of -300 m regolith
thickness determined by the spacing of drainage pits in these fracture grooves needs
revision if regolith emplacement was in fact the more dynamical phenomenon envisioned
here. Regolith drainage may, indeed, be an impOltant process in asteroid evolution, since
it provides a fairly low-energy venue by which surface materials may migrate into an
asteroid's interior. Over time, given a sufficiently. violent impact history, an asteroid
might be recycled in this manner.
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7.2. VESTA: THE EUCRITE PARENT BODY?

7.2.1. Background
Vesta is a large (-570 Ian diameter) asteroid (Lebofksy et ai. 1991) whose crust is
inferred to be composed mostly of basaltic material differentiated from a primitive
composition at early time. Any large-scale magmatic processes on Vesta presumably
ended soon after its formation; its small size, at least in comparison to the planets, did not
allow it to retain sufficient heat. One puzzle about Vesta is how it managed, uniquely, to
preserve a basaltic crust over the history of the solar system; basaltic signatures (e.g.
taxonomic types V, R and perhaps A) are rare. Bell et al. (1989) and Chapman et ai.
(1989) provide interesting discussions regarding this, and other, taxonomic and collisional
paradoxes in the asteroid belt; the survival of Vesta's crust is among the most intriguing.
Vesta has not survived unblemished, however: spectral heterogeneity suggests a sizable
olivine feature dominating one hemisphere (Gaffey 1983) which can be explained as a
large impact crater. Basaltic surface layers were apparently removed by the impact,
exposing sub-crustal mantle material. This is a reasonable interpretation, given that we
observe exposure of mantle rock in crater basins on the Moon. These data are convolved
through a relatively wide point-spread function, but probably indicate a region of exposed
olivine occupying -3% of Vesta's disk-resolved surface area (M. Gaffey, personal
communication 1993), e.g. a circular feature -100 km in diameter. Irregularities in
Vesta's lightcurve suggest albedo heterogeneity (or asphericity) on a similar scale (CeIlino

et ai. 1989). Occultation photometry (Lebofksy et al. 1991) also suggests a nonspherical shape, although occultation data for this asteroid are few.
The probable existence of a sizable crater on Vesta lends support to the suggestion that
Vesta is the primary parent body of the basaltic achondrite (eucrite, howardite and
diogenite) meteorites (Drake 1979). While it does not count as proof, the absence of a
large crater on Vesta would rule out the possibility of ejecting large fragments from its
surface at speeds exceeding Vesc:= 350 m/s. The olivine signature may be the interior of a
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crater bowl, an impact basin (relaxed by Vesta's relatively high gravity), or the extent of
an ejecta deposit. The transient crater leading to an impact basin can be many times
smaller in diameter than the basin, though comparable in volume. Similarly, the extent of
an ejecta blanket (particularly on an asteroid) can be many times the size of the crater. If
Vesta's crust is very thick, then the region of exposed olivine is smaller than the crater
diameter. It is therefore hazardous to guess, on the basis of the spectral data alone, the
diameter of this presumed crater, and hence (via Eq.I44) the size of the impactor which
created it. If Vesta has a very thick crust and the -100 km olivine feature is the exposed
mantle, then the crater diameter may very well be as large as 300 kIn; if on the other hand
Vesta has a thin crust and the olivine is mantle ejecta thrown out of the crater, the bowl
itself could be smaller than 50 km. Gravity-regime crater diameters of 50, 100 and 300
km into competent rock imply impactor radii of 2.3, 5.5 and 22 km, respectively,
assuming they are the same density as Vesta and impact at Vi = 6 kIn/s.
The most recent, and probably most important, piece to this puzzle is Binzel and Xu's
recent confirmation (1993) that Vesta is but the largest member of a taxonomically and
dynamically distinctfamily of objects. (Some prefer the nomenclature clan to define a
family with one very dominant member.) The minor members of the Vesta family are
basaltic achondrites between 4 and 7 km in diameter with similar (proper) e and sini.
Since these objects extend in semimajor axis from Vesta all the way out to the 3:1
resonance with Jupiter, a trail is pointed from Vesta to Earth. Due to the relative rarity of
the V and R class asteroids, these objects are almost certainly derived from Vesta by an
impact event; this new data is in fact the "smoking gun" which can in turn be related to the
observed olivine feature discovered by Gaffey.
A significant dynamical problem stands in the way of the eucrite parent body (EPB)
scenario, however: in order to deliver the eucrites from Vesta to the 3: I Jovian resonance
(the most efficient route to Earth), ejection velocities of -750 mls are required, although
the action of secular resonances and other perturbations might lower this requirement
somewhat. A necessary minimum is Vesta's escape velocity,

Vesc::=

350 mls. On the

basis of their orbital elements, Binzel and Xu (1993) estimate ejection from Vesta at
velocities between -370 and -750 mls for the asteroids they observed. While small
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fragments might be ejected at such speeds from a cratering event, large fragments
seemingly cannot be (on the basis of laboratory measurements and scaling relations)
without catastrophically destroying the target. This problem was made very clear in
Binzel and Xu's analysis, in which they used a relatively simple ID spallation model
(Melosh 1984) to estimate the impactor size which would lead to the ejection of -3 km
spalls at -600 mls. That model predicts an impactor radius fi == 200 km at Vi = 5.24 krn/s,

i.e. nearly the size of Vesta. Obviously the ID model assumptions are exceeded; an
impactor of this size and velocity would probably catastrophically destroy the target;
certainly the crust of Vesta would not remain in place after such a collision.

7.2.2. Explaining Large, Fast Fragments
The issue of ejection velocity is the same one which stands in the way of our
understanding the formation of dynamical asteroid families by catastrophic impact: how
can large fragments be ejected at high speed? Some refer to this as the problem of

equipartition, which stems from the now-discarded notion that kinetic energy would be
constant for ejecta fragments regardless of size. (True equipartition is seldom even
approximately observed, although small fragments do travel faster than large fragments.
Nakamura and Fujiwara [1991;

c./. Eq.8] showed that ejection velocity decreases with the

116 power of fragment mass for spall material in small laboratory targets; Vickery [1987]
arrived at a similar result for ejecta from large impact craters on terrestrial planets. If this
power law is indeed a general result, then fragment energy increases with fragment mass
m as m 2/3 • Equipartition of kinetic energy requires velocity to decrease with the 1/2
power of mass.)
And so we must explain the ejection of large fragments at high velocity without
disrupting the target. The good data base for Vesta (target diameter and composition,
fragment sizes, inferred velocities, and a possible crater size), makes it is an excellent
candidate for detailed study. The nominal problem under consideration, then, is the
impact acceleration of -5 km intact blocks from Vesta's surface to speeds exceeding -500

mls. A number of scenarios are worthy of consideration:
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7.2.2.1. An Extremely Fast Impactor
If a high-eccentricity or high-inclination comet were to strike. fragments would
certainly be ejected with great energy. The problem with this scenario is that high-energy
collisions tend to be extremely disruptive, at least at scales studied in the laboratory (-10
em targets). although we must not blind ourselves to unforeseen mechanisms which do
not scale from laboratory experiments. It is well-known that fragment size decreases with
strain rate (c.f. Eq.64). and that strain rate increases with impact velocity (c.f. Eq.7S).
And while it is true that free-surface spallation (Melosh 1987) tends to increase both
fragment size and ejection velocity, it is difficult on the basis of any simple model to
explain the Vesta data by invoking high impact speed alone.
7.2.2.2. A Large Impactor
A second possibility involves a large impactor. Consider for instance a large. slow
impactor (say. 10% the size of Vesta, traveling at a mere 1 kmls). The effect of such an
impact is. at present. entirely unknown since momentum (not included in any analytical
scaling relation) plays such a significant role. The point-source coupling equations (which
lead to the scaling laws) are invalidated, and non-Keplerian gravity favors escape
compared to a centroidal field. It is shown below (Sec.7.3). in an SPH3D computation
simulating the impact of two 10 km asteroids. that a significant mass fraction can be
accelerated to twice the impact velocity in oblique collisions. The low speed of such a
large impactor favors large fragments; the momentum of the impact favors ejection speeds
comparable to the impact velocity. Of course. these kinds of impacts are the least likely to
occur, small impactors being far more common. But it might not be improper to invoke a
low-probability event to explain an object as unique as Vesta.
7.2.2.3. Clumping of Small Ejecta
A third possibly is that these large ejecta fragments are conglomerates formed from the
gravitational aggregation of small debris. implying that the small fragments are jetted along
clustered trajectories. (Such phenomena have been observed in the explosion of metersized rocks [Martelli et ai. 1993]. and may in fact be related to ejecta blanket rays on the
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moon and other planets.) Thus, high impact velocities and associated high-strainrate
fragmentation may occur, and the objects we observe may be clusters of smaller-scale
ejecta. This hypothesis will be eliminated if the asteroids observed by Binzel and Xu are
confirmed to be solid-body rotators; if on the other hand the asteroids appear to rotate as
fluids (i.e., with uniform lightcurves and limited angular velocities) they might indeed be
unconsolidated conglomerate objects. The size of a typical Vesta chip - 5 Ian - implies a
surface gravity of around 2 m/s. The dynamical problem is to understand whether

-500 mls ejecta can be launched with such a low dispersion velocity. This question has
not been explored in any of the calculations presented here.
7.2.2.4. Differentiation and Pre-Fracture
The fourth and perhaps most viable scenatio involves the existence of inhomogeneities
inside the target prior to impact (the result of thermal differentiation and/or a previous
collisional history). Strong heterogeneity, such as a crust/mantle boundary or a welldefined spall crack, can greatly enhance ejection velocities by reflecting impact energy
back to the surface, or by rotating the path of the shock wave towards the free surface. A
preliminary numerical study (below) shows that stratigraphy can enhance ejection
velocities of solid fragments from Vesta by a factor of two. Before we look at anyone of
these scenarios in more detail, however, we shall look to the terrestrial planets for
examples of fast ejection of large fragments from craters. Even if we have not yet
managed to capture all the physics of these phenomena in our models, they occur
regardless.

7.2.3. A Look as Planetary Data
It is easy to demonstrate that a planetary target the size of Vesta can suffer the ejection
of large solid fragments beyond escape velocity. This was essentially shown to be the
case by Vickery (1986, 1987) on the basis of her data sets regarding secondary craters
from large impacts on Mars, Mercury and the Moon. Her method was to derive velocities
of primary crater ejecta on the basis of the distance to the secondary impact, assuming a
nominal ejection angle of 45°, and ejecta sizes on the basis of secondary crater diameters
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(using both gravity and strength scaling, with similar results). In other words, each
secondary crater was reduced to a datum of size-velocity for ejecta from the primary crater
(see Fig.50). For large Lunar craters (Copernicus and Adstillus), Vickery detennined that
ejecta fragments -1 km in size were ejected at speeds exceeding -0.5 km/s. For the
smaller (26 km diameter) Martian crater Dv, she obtained a similar result. In the case of
the large (227 km diameter) crater Lyot on Mars, Vickery found that a number of
fragments larger than 3 km were ejected at velocities exceeding -SOO mls.
If fragments this large can be ejected at such high speeds on terrestrial planets, there is

no reason to suppose a similar result would not apply to Vesta. Spallation is not strongly
affected by gravity; it is primadly governed by matedal strength and the magnitude of the
shock wave as it encounters the free surface; the shock wave, in turn, is primarily
detennined by the size and velocity of the incoming bolide. If Vesta could survive the
same impact that created Lyot on Mars, it is almost certain that such an impact would
produce ejecta with sizes and velocities similar to that of Fig.50. These sizes and
velocities are in the range observed for the Vesta family.
In order to detennine the size and velocity of the impactor that created Lyot, we need to
know the transient crater diameter since Lyot is in gravitationally relaxed. This is difficult
to say with any precision, but Dc == 150 km is probably a fair estimate. Using Eq.144,
with Martian gravity of 3.73 m/s2 and an impact velocity '" 62 +5 2 = 7.S km/s (the rootmean-square of the mean asteroidal encounter velocity plus Martian escape velocity), we
get an impactor radius of approximately 17 km. This assumes the impactor is the same
density as the Martian surface, but for the present purposes this does not matter.
Could Vesta survive such an impact? Solving Eq.144 this time for crater diameter on
Vesta, using g =0.27 m/s2, gives Dc

=270 km for the transient crater.

This certainly

would have been a transformational episode for Vesta, but it would not have led to
disruption. And as was pointed out above, this diameter is consistent with the observation
of a -100 km diamater olivine feature, since this feature could represent the inner basin of
the crater where mantle material was excavated. Vesta's crust would probably be totally
fragmented by such an impact; the observational evidence only tells us that the
stratigraphic order is intact. The ratio of crater radius to target radius for this impact is less
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than 0.5; according to the analytical fonns derived in Appendix I (Fig.AI.l) only about
20% of the crater ejecta would have escaped in this impact. For comparison, this crater
would have the same relative dimensions as Stickney on Phobos, though it would
undergo subsequent relaxation due to gravity.
To show that this impact would not have led to an oveltuming of the crust, I performed
a 2D hydrocode simulation in which a 17 km radius impactor strikes Vesta at 8 km/s
(Fig.51). The computation was performed with centroidal gravity as described in
Sec.5.7. Notice that the damaged region (contoured on the left of the figure) is about 350
kIn in diameter, much larger than the size of the predicted crater. The interior is shielded
from fracture by gravitational overburden; a spall front proceeds towards the equator and
stalls. Vesta easily survived this impact: as can be seen by the contour of post-impact
velocities (at t=180 sec) on the right half of the figure. Surface velocities never exceeded

-10 mls except in the region of the crater. (Material ejected from Vesta at 10 mls rises to a
height of -1 km and stays aloft for -100 sec.)
This simulation is somewhat disappointing, however, in that no large ejecta is predicted
to escape from Vesta. And so, while it is true that nature can eject large fragments from
Vesta without causing a global oveltuming of the basaltic crust (since this is the equivalent
impactor which created Lyot on Mars), the hydrocode model appears incapable of ejecting
these large, fast fragments.

Increasing the grid resolution enhances peak surface

velocities, but it leads to the rapid onset of numerical instabilities when self-gravity is
implemented, such that computations to late time are prohibited. The code's inability to
predict fast fragments may simply be a matter of resolution constraints.

7.2.4. A Very Large Impactor
Because Vesta easily survived the impact that would create a 270 km transient crater, I
proceeded to introduce successively larger impactors into the same hydrocode grid in an
attempt to produce escaping ejecta without overturning the surface basalts. Fig.52 shows
the result of a computation, performed without self-gravity, evolved to late time (t=500s),
in which a 31 km radius impactor strikes at 8.1 km/s. The gravity-scaling prediction for
crater diameter is -400 km, approaching the size of Vesta. This impact ejects large
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Figure 51. The outcome of a 17 kIn impactor striking Vesta at 8 kmls (the predicted
Lyot impactor). The left side contours fragment size, with most of the interior being
unfragmented due to stress-sheltering by the gravitational overburden. Fragment size
contour intervals (in kIn) are 56, 112, 166, 224, 280, 336, 392, 448 and 504. The right
side contours velocity (relative to the center of mass) at time t=180s. Contour intervals (in
mls) are 15, 27, 42, 56, 70, 84, 98, 111, and 125. Note that most of the surface is
relatively undisturbed by the impact; material ejected from the surface of Vesta at 10 mls
rises to a height of -1 Ian and stays aloft for -100 s. This simulation did not, however,
lead to escaping ejecta.
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Figure 52. The outcome of a hydrocode computation evolved to late time (t=5OOs) in
which a 31 kIn radius impactor strikes a homogeneous basalt Vesta at 8.1 kmls. Selfgravity was not used in this computation, as it led to the rapid onset of numerical
instability. Note that large fragments are in this case ejected to -500 mis, while most of
the asteroid's surface reaches velocities of -100 to -200 mls. Unconsolidated or
fragmented surface blocks attain a significant height (-20 to -100 km) but Vesta is not
disrupted by this impact. Fragment size contours (left, in kIn) are 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3,
0.5, 1, 1.5,2, and 2.5. Velocity contours (right, in mls) are 30, 50, 100,200, 300,350,
400, 450, 500.
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fragments at escape velocity: notice in the contour plots that fragments larger than 2 km
are ejected at speeds in excess of 500 m/s. This ejection takes place in the "wings" of the
ejecta, which is a large lobe of material accelerated to the highest speed. Fig.53 shows the
same data in reduced form, with fragment size plotted against velocity for each hydrocode
cell. One cell with a fragment size distribution peaking at 5 km is accelerated to 500 mls
relative to the center of mass. This does not mean that a single fragment 5 Ian in diameter
was ejected to this speed. The original mass of this cell was 1000 times as large (in
cylindrical symmetry) than the mass of an individual 5 km fragment, such that a large
population of these bodies were ejected by this impact. Another cell, peaking at 1.5 km,
is accelerated to 400 m/s. This run was also computed with self-gravity, but due to the
severe distortions involved it went unstable at relatively early time.

7.2.5. Velocity Enhancement due to a Crust
The final aspect of this study involves a preliminary exploration of the effect a
crust/mantle discontinuity has upon the ejection velocities of material. The initial condition
for this impact is the same as for Fig.52, with one important exception: the two outermost
layers of hydrocode cells were composed of intact material (a 28 km thick "crust") while
all interior cells started out at zero strength (by setting D=1 initially). Fig.54 shows the
final result of this computation, also performed without self-gravity for reasons of
stability. Direct comparison with Fig.52 is possible since this is also a snapshot at
t=500s. One major difference is the shape of the ejecta lobes; instead of the broad lobes
produced by the impact into the homogeneous solid we get narrow flaps that behave as
coherent units.
A second significant difference is seen in Fig.55, which is a fragment size-velocity plot
like Fig.53. It appears that heterogeneity greatly enhances the tendency for ejecta to be
launched to high velocity. Not only is the peak ejection velocity higher in this case

(-650 m/s), but much more large (> 1km) material is accelerated to high speed. Six
hydrocode cells, corresponding to about 106 cubic meters of material, are fragmented into
blocks larger than 1 km and ejected to velocities exceeding 470 m/s.
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transition boundary can have on a collisional outcome. All other aspects of the collision
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approximately 650 mls.
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7.2.6. Conclusions
The ejection of large blocks from Vesta has been explained in terms of observed craters
on terrestrial planets. Assuming gravity scaling for crater diameters, crater Lyot on Mars
was formed when a -17 km radius impactor stuck at -8 km/s. This same impactor,
striking Vesta, would according to the same scaling rules produce a crater -270 km in
diameter, hardly catastrophic. Because Lyot ejected -3 km blocks at -800 mIs, there is no
reason to believe a similar mass-velocity distribution of ejecta would not have been
produced had the same impactor struck Vesta.
These results are cOlToborated by hydrocode analyses, although the code is unable to
predict the large, fast ejecta measured on Lyot by Vickery (1987). The main contribution
of the hydrocode model in this analysis is to show that this particular impact did not lead
to the global disruption of Vesta, nor to an overturning of major crustal units. This is a
refreshing situation, rarely encountered in the study of asteroid disruption, in which data
(a crater observation and a family of large ejecta fragments) point to room for
improvement in the model. At coarse resolution the code does not predict fast ejecta; at
high resolution the Lagrangian grid and the self-gravity routine lead to the rapid onset of
numerical instability.
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7.3. OBLIQUE llvIPACTS BETWEEN TWO SMALL BODIES

One of the major advantages of a 3D smooth particle hydrodynamics code is its ability
to model non-idealized impact events. While most experimental, numerical and analytical
studies of high-velocity impact phenomena involve projectiles much smaller than the target
in axisymmetric collisions, SPH3D opens the possibility to explore a wide variety of other
scenarios: nonspherical bodies, large impactors, bodies of differing composition, oblique
incidence, and so on. It is possible that many of the puzzles which have withstood
explanation (the genesis of asteroid families, the ejection of large fragments from Vesta,
etc.) may in the end make perfect sense within the framework of a more detailed model.

In this section I present simulated collisions between two bodies of equal size,
impacting at an angle 45° from the nOlmal. The code used is described in Sec. 7, based
upon the smooth particle hydrocode SPH3D (Benz 1990). These simulations are meant as
preliminary examples of the code's capabilities, although they have led to an unexpected
and important result regarding the ejection velocity of solid material from asteroids.

7.3.1. lOkm Asteroid Collision at 6 kmls with a=45°.
Figure 56 shows the outcome of an SPH simulation in which two 10 km diameter
basaltic asteroids impact at 6 km/s with an incidence angle of 45°. The figure is a time
sequence of greyscale plots contoUling data for a thin slice through the symmetry plane of
the collision. The size of these asteroids has been chosen so that gravity does not affect
the outcome within the timefrarrie of the computation. While self-gravity is included in
other versions of Benz's SPH code, it does not yet run in tandem with the
strength/fracture model. Gravity, being a long-range force. acts for much greater time
periods than short-range forces such as strength, and therefore can be ignored in the initial
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Figure 56. Two 10 Ian diameter basalt asteroids impact at 6 kmls with an incidence
angle of 45°. These greyscale plots show a slice through the x-z symmetry plane at y=O.
One second after impact (lower left) the bodies are almost totally damaged, except where
melting has superceded brittle failure. The z-component of particle velocity is shaded
according to the color bar (lower right) at t=3s. Some particles are accelerated to over
twice their initial speed; notice that velocities now range from -6.9 to +6.9 kmls. About
10% of the total mass of each body is accelerated by this event to speeds exceeding the
initial impact velocity. Material strength has no profound affect on this energetic impact
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phase of collisions between small bodies. Once disruption is complete, trajectories may
thereafter be computed taking gravity into account.
In the frame of reference of Fig.56a, one body moves downward at 3 Ian/s and a
second body moves upwards at 3 km/s.

Some asymmetry is introduced into the

computation due to the assignment of random t1aws within the two otherwise identical
asteroids (Sec.6.2.2). Although a core (not visible in these plots) is initially shielded from
stresses in a manner similar to the simulations of Sec.6.5.2, and an antipodal spall forms,
the core and spall plates rapidly fragment into sizes smaller than the grid resolution. By
the end of the computation, damage is almost total except where superceded by intense
shock effects. The region of the contact interface between the two asteroids melted or
yielded before it could suffered btittle failure.
Comparison between this run, with material strength, and an identical run without
material strength reveals little difference in any bulk aspect of the collision, although the
disrupted bodies become more quickly elongated when strength is not included. Strength
effects are largely neglegible for such energetic impacts, at least for homogeneous elastic
targets. It may be that strongly heterogeneous targets - those with widespread fracture
networks, for instance, or loosely-bound assemblages of disjoint blocks - could behave
quite differently than what is depicted here.
The most important result of this simulation is shown in Fig.56d, which shades the
z-component of the velocity vector according to the greyscale bar to the right of the figure.
The initial velocity range was from -3 km/s to +3 km/s (56a); the final velocity range is
more than twice this, from -6.9 km/s to +6.9 km/s. A sizable volume of the material has
been accelerated by free-sUlface interference (Sees. 1.4 and 5.1.2), to double the impact
speed. A few unfragmented solid particles survive ejection in the original direction of
their respective parent; some solid blocks at least -500 m in diameter are ejected at a
maximum relative velocity of -14 km/s. This is not a neglegible effect; nearly 10% of the
parent bodies' mass is accelerated in this impact to speeds in excess of their original 6

kIn/s relative velocity. If impacts between comparable-sized bodies were common in the
early solar system, then a systematic bias would result in which small, spalled material
had a large dispersion velocity whereas large core material was preferentially slowed
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down. This preliminary result motivates a wide range of more extensive analyses. The
angular momentum of this impact has not been studied; neither has the effect of shock
heating.

7.3.2. 10 km Asteroid Collision at 800 m/s
Figure 57 shows the same bodies impacting at a much slower relative velocity of 0.8

kmIs (400 mls relative to the center of mass, for either body). This impact, too, ends in
catastrophic fragmentation of both impactors, although the dispersion velocity after the
event is not as large.
The most interesting aspect of this collision is the mode of fragmentation. Rather than
disrupting in a manner which spalls surface matedal and tends to shield a core, this impact
splits the bodies along rays emanating from the impact. Fujiwara et al. (1989) observe
these two modes in the laboratory and term the former "core-type" and the latter "conetype" fragmentation. A transition between the two modes is observed to occur, at least for
basalt specimens, at a velocity of around 1 km/s. The likely explanation for this transition
has to do with the Weibull distribution. In Sec.6.3 I pointed out that our impact
simulations did not result in a core when the Weibull constant m was less than 7, primarily
because the material becomes overly heterogeneous such that a spall crack cannot find a
uniform path which corresponds simply to the locus of peak tensile stress. Instead, at
small m, the crack is forced to follow planes of weakness in the solid.
A similar, though not identical, change occurs when impact velocity is decreased. At
high impact velocities, and hence high strain rates and fracture stresses, the material
behaves somewhat homogeneously in the sense that the number density of active flaws is
great (c.f. Fig.7). A high-strain-rate crack tends to be determined by the stress field rather
than by the material. At low impact velocities, strain rates and hence failure stresses are
lower. The Weibull distribution is increasingly heterogeneous at low failure stress, and
hence the cracks are governed more by the flaw distribution than by the stress state. The
transition from core-type to cone-type fragmentation is doubtless more complicated than
this, since in every case the crack pattern is some combination of the stress state and the
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Figure 57. The same impact as in Fig.56, except at a much lower relative speed
(800 mls). The interesting result about this event is that fracture changes from core-type
to longitudinal splitting. as observed by Fujiwara (1977) in laboratory events. Damage is
shaded according to the color bars; the longitudinal cracks are fairly easy to see. Although
it proceeds less rapidly, damage is nevertheless almost total in this impact as well; it
appears that asteroids of this size are extremely weak. The plot on lower right shows the
z-component of particle velocity at t=11.1s; as in the faster impact some material is
accelerated to twice the impact speed.
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material properties. But it appears clear that matetial heterogeneity matters less at higher
impact speeds, such that the peeling off of a uniform-thickness spall is enabled.

As in the high-velocity simulation, relative velocities of some material is enhanced by
up to a factor of 2 during the impact. As shown in Fig.57d, the z-components of the
velocity vectors range from -700 mls to +700 mIs, nearly twice the relative velocity prior
to impact
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8.

CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic fragmentation of geologic materials and impact disruption of solar system

bodies are revealing themselves to be extremely complex processes. The effective
strength of a target, even ignoring the effect of gravity, depends as sensitively on its size,
and on the dynamic rate of the impact, as on the material. Furthermore, because asteroids
larger than a few kilometers are weak (strength decreases with size), gravity plays an
important role in the threshold disruption of most targets larger than the smallest
planetesimals and asteroids.
Numerical models such as those presented here have so far had a largely deconstructive
influence on planetary science. They have supplanted the established analytical models for
asteroid disruption with a broad sense of uncertainty, an uneasy feeling that we have
moved back to square one. For this reason hydrocode analyses of catastrophic disruption
suffer criticism: scaling laws are by these methods shown to be oversimplified and
inaccurate, yet no comparably straightfOlward answer has been offered in their place. But
deconstruction was necessary: various analytical models to date have predicted outcomes
varying by four orders of magnitUde - specifically, a factor of 10,000 difference in the
predicted impact energy required to disrupt a planetesimal -100 km in diameter. Most of
these scaling approaches rely on a subset of the physics - e.g., size-dependent strength
without rate-dependence, or gravitational self-compression without considering postimpact dispersion velocities, or simple energy dependence. It is no wonder that current
scaling predictions vary so widely. The likelihood of regolith on Gaspra, prohibited by
standard strength models, together with the outcomes of numerical models such as those
presented here, have transformed benign order and simplicity into chaos: which scaling
law do we use, and when? How far can we u·ust it?
The only resolution to this crisis, in my opinion, is to devote a concerted effort towards
the application of computer models which include the following: (1) rate-dependent and
size-dependent strength, (2) self-gravity (lithostatic compression and post-impact trajectory). (3) post-fracture rheology, and (4) realistic constitutive relations. These models
must be run to late time to determine the final outcomes. So far the only models to
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incorporate all of these features are the Lagrangian codes presented in Secs. 5 and 6; over
the course of the next several years these models will be used in exhaustive explorations
of impact parameter space. Fortunately. the rapid advent of extremely fast computers
makes such an endeavor feasible.
The end result will be analytical relations constrained by model data. Unil we can
contrive to perform these actual experiments ourselves (by deflecting sizable asteroids into
mutual collision. for instance). this is the best we can hope to achieve. If we can ensure
the accuracy of our models (particularly by obtaining more accurate constitutive relations
for small solar system bodies), then at least one fundamental question of planetary
formation may soon be put to rest.
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APPENDIX I: ON THE SCALING OF CRATER EJECTA
For reasons described in the chapter on Phobos (Sec.7.1) most cratering events on
satellites and asteroids are likely to be dominated by gravity, not strength. These reasons
can be summarized as follows: Having suffered long collisional histories, most asteroids
are probably quite weak in their outer layers. Small craters forming in a weak outer layer
(regolith) are gravity·dominated events. Large craters, even those forming in intact rock,
are also in the gravity regime; this is because the shock from a sizable impact totally
damages the region in which the crater forms on a timescale much shorter than crater
excavation. The shock dissipates, and the crater forms as this now field evolves against
inertia and gravity in the absence of matelial strength (although friction may still playa
role, particularly at low velocities). This was shown in Fig.44(a·c), where material
damage in the impacted hemisphere of Phobos reaches completion long before the growth
of Stickney has begun. An intermediate crater size may exist, larger than the regolith
dimensions but smaller than the scale required to rubblize the zone of crater formation,
which would be sensitive to strength; from hydrocode experiments (Nolan et ai. 1992) it
appears that this size is smaller than -100 m. This is close to the regolith depth on
Phobos estimated by Veverka and Thomas (1979) from Viking images, and by Horstman
and Melosh (1989) based on the spacing of pits in the fracture grooves, though it is
probably much thicker than the layer of regolith visible on the asteroid 951 Gaspra.
This Appendix addresses the general problem of surface evolution on an asteroid. In
particular, if we know how much crater ejecta escapes a target asteroid, and how much
remains as fresh regolith, we can delive an understanding of whether impacts of a certain
size lead to a mature regolith or to a bare surface. It appears from the images of Gaspra
that regolith is mature on this small body; this had not generally been anticipated since
objects of such low gravity were thought to be unable to hold onto loose surface material
during an impact event. Indeed, small bodies in the strength regime probably cannot
maintain a regolith (Housen et ai. 1983). Wether or not Gaspra has a regolith is still a
matter of debate, although the hydrocode predictions of Nolan et al. (1992) - using the
code described in Sec.S - together with careful morphological observations strongly
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indicate a regolith thickness of at least -20 m. It is probably too strong a conclusion to
say that Gaspra is purely in the gravity regime, unless it is a strengthless rubble pile.
Nevertheless, the application of gravity scaling relationships to crater formation on targets
the size of Gaspra is more COlTect than any strength-scaling analysis. What follows is a
general formalism based upon the gravity scaling model of Housen et al. (1983). The
formalism agrees extremely well with the hydrocode prediction for crater formation on
Phobos and Gaspra-sized targets when gravity scaling and self-gravity are included in the
computation.
Housen et al. (1983) derive the following scaling relationship in the gravity regime
giving the volume of ejecta, Ve, exceeding a velocity v in a crater of radius Rc on a target
with surface gravity g:

(ALl)

They find experimentally that ev=1.23 for sand and 2.0 for basalt (compared to ev=9/4 of
Gault et al. 1963), and that k3=0.32. Veverka et al. (1986) compute k3

= 0.6 for rock

and ice and 0.4 for porous soil by matching theoretical velocity distributions at the
strength/gravity transition. Chapman and McKinnon (1986) estimate that k3 is close to
unity for impacts into small satellites and asteroids. If the slowest crater ejecta has just
sufficient energy to be thrown across one crater radius, then k3=A7t, where A is the
depth/diameter ratio of the crater. This gives a value k3 = 0.6 if A = 0.2, consistent with
the other measurements and approximations.
Equation All is easily transformed into a relationship predicting how much ejecta from
a given crater escapes a target of radius RT: Let the crater be a paraboloid with
depth/diameter ratio A, such that VC=A7tRc3, and let v~vesc="'2gRT' The volume
fraction of crater ejecta escaping (Vese/Ve) reduces to a simple function of the normalized
crater radius, r=Rc/RT, independent of target gravity:
(AI.2)
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In the limit r-70, no ejecta escapes: small impacts do not remove regolith. Using k3 = 0.6

for rock and 0.32 for sand, and ev = 2.0 for rock and 1.23 for sand, Eq.AI.2 predicts that
the largest craters such as Stickney (with crater diameters equal to the the target radius,

r= l h) lose about 20% of their ejecta to space for either material, assuming A. = 0.2. Small
craters lose even less, since this fraction scales with r. The prediction for all craters is that
most of their ejecta is bound, so that regolith is prevalent on cratered bodies. Notice
that this scaling analysis agrees quite well with the hydrocode model of Sec.7.1, which
predicts that 15% of Stickney's ejecta escapes.
Figure ALl shows the fraction of crater ejecta escaping, VeselVe, as a function of
normalized crater radius r for representative values of k3 and e v in rock and in sand. This
analysis breaks down as r-71 since gravity is not even approximately uniform throughout
such a large crater bowl, and since curved surface boundaries make the cratering geometry
far different from a half-space for such a sizable impact. Of course, as r-71 we anticipate
catastrophic disassembly of both impactor and target rather than a cratering event, leading
to either highly disorganized reaccretion, or to a dispersal of the fragments beyond escape
velocity.
The validity of this analysis hinges upon the strength, and hence the history, of the
target asteroid. It is conceivable that a smooth, hard, small target might never develop a
regolith provided the following conditions: it is never hit by a large impactor (since these
make strengthless the region in which the crater will fOlm, such that Eq.AL2 applies), and
all ejecta from small impacts escapes. But this has probably never happened. Even in the
strength regime on a small body, some material is going to be fractured but not ejected
beyond escape velocity. Eventually this fractured debris will build up (unless the target
erodes away completely), and subsequent impacts into its surface will encounter a
continually weaker material. Regolith growth can therefore be seen as a runaway process
(though not necessarily a rapid one): the more regolith a target has, the larger the fraction
of crater ejecta that will remain gravitationally bound (via Eq.AI.2), and hence the more
regolith the target will gain.
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Figure AI.I. The analytical predictions of Eq.AI.2, based on the gravity-scaled ejection
velocity relationship of Housen et ale (1983), for sand and rock. Less than 20% of crater
ejecta escapes from any crater in the gravity regime, implying that (1) large craters produce
voluminous amounts of regolith, and (2) small impacts are very inefficient at eroding
away pre-existing regolith. Virtually all cratered bodies larger than a few kilometers
should have substantial regoliths.
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It will be very interesting and instlUctive to observe, in some future spacecraft mission, a
target small enough that it does not have regolith. This observation will essentially show
us the size of the strength-gravity transition, and will provide considerable information
about the structural state of small solar system bodies, their collisional environment, and
the physical process which leads to cratered surfaces.
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APPENDIX II:

CRATER STATISTICS AND GRAVITY

Crater statistics have been used to infer not only the ages of planetary surfaces but also
the statistics of the impactor flux (Chapman and McKinnon 1986); this is a particularly
important tool since it helps us to determine the size distdbution of asteroids and comets
too small to observe by telescope, and to gain a measure of the changes in this population
with location in the solar system. The cratered surface of the asteroid 951 Gaspra, for
instance, provides us with the only data (so far) for main-belt impact statistics, and as
such is of critical importance for understanding small (-1 m to -100 m) main-belt
asteroids and related fragments (Chapman et at. 1992). The slope of the cumulative crater
size distribution measured on Gaspra, ~~~~, is:::: -3.5 (Chapman et al. 1993; Neukum et

al. 1993), far steeper than anything yet measured in the solar system; the differential
distribution slope :~~' is:::: -4.5. Dohnanyi (1969) predicts that a collisionally evolved
distribution of impactors relaxes to a cumulative slope of -5/2. If the slope of the crater
size distribution is the same as the slope of the impactor size distribution, then Gaspra's
surface tells us that the impactor flux which has struck Gaspra in the main belt is not in
equilibdum, at least according to Dohnanyi's model, and contains a great excess at small
sizes (or, conversely, a great deficiency at large sizes). If the impactor population is in
equilibrium, then we seem forced to conclude that some dramatic effect has occured which
preferentially removes large craters while preserving or enhancing small ones. This
conclusion is unwarranted.
There are many factors that make it difficult to dedve the impactor population from the
crater distribution on a planet. Small impactors might be biased to a high relative velocity,
for example, producing disproportionately large craters. (The small, fast impactor bias
was discussed in the 3D model of Sec.7.3.) Fast impactors tend to avoid gravitational
focussing, so that slower members of a population have a biased representation in the
cratering record on sizable planets. (This does not apply to an object as small as Gaspra,
however.) A material density differential might exist in an impactor popUlation, due to
compositional differences or to porosity, correlating with size. Any correlation of
velocity, composition or density with impactor size will lead to errors in the derived
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impactor population unless accounted for explicitly. And of course, there is the wellstudied problem of crater saturation, caused when a significant fraction of the cratering
record is obliterated by the most recent impacts. And finally, for an object as small and
mysterious as Gaspra, it is quite possible that craters comparable in size to the target form
under a different mechanism than small craters, and hence that their sizes scale quite
differently with impactor size and velocity.
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that mean impactor velocity, density and
strength do not vary with size. Let us also assume that the mechanism for crater formation
does not vary with size. As we shall soon discover, if all craters form in the strength
regime on Gaspra, then the impactor distribution is indeed very steep. But this is
impossible due to the existence of regolith. Therefore either (a) all craters form in the
gravity regime, or (b) the strength-regime is limited to the smaller craters. These scenarios
both result in a dramatically shallower slope in the impactor flux, which is consistent with
a relaxed Dohnanyi distribution of objects.
The following simple calculation addresses the relationships between crater statistics on
a planetary surface and the statistics of the population which impacted the surface. Prior
to saturation, there is a 1:1 correspondence between impactors and craters; following the
onset of saturation there is always a greater number of impactors than observable craters,
with small craters being preferentially obliterated. Let us begin with the simple case of an
unsaturated surface, which gives a 1:1 correspondence
(AIL 1)
where Np is the cumulative number of impactors that have struck the surface, and Ne is
the cumulative number of craters which are observed. If we define Np(r) to be the
cumulative number of impactors that have struck the surface which are larger (in radius)
than r, and Ne(D) to be the cumulative number of craters on the surface larger (in
diameter) than D, then AIL 1 says

Np(D)

=NcCD)

(AII.2)
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Because the relationship between crater diameter and impactor radius is always monotonic
(larger impactors make larger craters, all else being equal), the cumulative number of
. craters on a surface that are larger than D is equal to the cumulative number of impactors
which are larger than that which created D:
Np(r) = Nc(D(r))

(AII.3)

where D(r) is detennined (Housen et al. 1993) by expressions of the form
D(r) = ksr

(An.4)

DCr)=kgrO.78

CAn.5)

in the strength regime and

in the gravity regime, where ks and kg are constants depending on impact velocity,
impactor and target density, and material strength (ks) or surface gravity Ckg). These
numbers, given the assumptions of an unbiased distribution discussed above, are
constants for all projectile radii.
If saturation has OCCUlTed, impactors are undercounted, so

NpCr)

~

Nc(D(r))

CAII.6)

with the inequality increasing for smaller rand D. Crater counts give power laws of the
form
(AIl.7)

The impactor power law exponent in the strength regime is the same as the power law
exponent for the craters (prior to crater saturation) since the relationship CAII.4) is linear.
If gravity plays a dominant role, however, the impactor power law exponent is
significantly smaller than the crater distribution power law exponent. This important

point is now derived quite easily:
NpCr)

~

Nc(DCr))
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(AIL8)
Thus, a value of a=4.5 for the craters means a differential impactor population exponent
of 3.7 in the absence of saturation and a cumulative exponent of 2.7 - only slightly greater
than the equilibrium value (5/2) predicted by Dohnanyi. Of course, not all craters on
Gaspra formed in the gravity regime. The transition to strength-scaling at small sizes
(Greenberg et aI., in preparation) may be a controlling factor, and might make the
impactor distribution even steeper than the already steep crater distribution slope,
indicating a unique and/or unequilibrated source for the Gaspra impactor population. At
the very least, we must recognize that a simple translation from crater size distributions to
impactor size distributions does not yet exist, and that signiticant further study is required
before we can understand the story told by the cratering record on small asteroids.
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